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dcom's new GCD-575 Compact 
Disc Player has been worth waiting 

for. Now there's a CD player with analog 
audio circuits as advanced as its digital 
stages. Featuring a no -compromise Class 
"A" audio section, the GCD-575 is the first 
affordable CD player that delivers the long 
anticipated technical benefits of digital 

sound. So visit your authorized Adcom 
dealer and listen to all of the music.. . 

not just bits and bytes of it. 

SS 
fine stereo components 

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5 
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Speakers are the most important part o_ your stereo system. It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal into sound 
and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your 

stereo system will simply not sound like music. 

The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead to 
some very expensive products. And if y)u have already bought those 
high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms. But if 
you haven't, better not miss them. Why' Because from the time they 
were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical ability utterly 
amazed listeners.... but what caused even more amazement was the 
unprecedented low price. 

So avoid the expense and the agony. Visit your authorized Paradigm 
dealer.... and listen to the clear choice. 

The critics agree: 

.. For once we wholeheartedly agree... the Paradigm is most definitely a 
no -compromise two-way design capable of outperforming systems costing 
several times as much." 

- Hi Fidelity Magazine 

"... the Paradigm is no more colored than speakers costing up to two or 
three times its price, and gave a consistently nusical performance... 
Conclusion: the Paradigm offers excellent perbrmance...' 

- Stereophile Magazine 

Sound&V' ' 

C.UTIC'BCHOICEA W ARD 

For More Information 

Call 1-800-553-4355 - ^® ~CILIUM11 
music... above all. 

In the U.S AudioStream, MPO Bor 2410, Niagara Falls, New York 14302 
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Feamar Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 2R6 
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The Mark Levinson N°28 Preampli- 
fier is at once a continuation of the 
Mark Levinson traditions of musi- 
cality and enduring quality, and an 
entirely new implementation of tech- 
nology that will set the pace for 
innovation in high-performance 
audio in the 1990's. 

Mark Levinson products have 
offered the advantages of balanced 
interconnection for many years. The 
N°28 introduces a new execution o' 
balanced circuitry called a DIDO 
(Differential In/Differential Out) that 
provides fully balanced operation 
throughout (not converting to single - 
ended for internal processing) while 
still rejecting common -mode noise 
from source inputs or arising within 
the unit itself. All versions of the 
N°28 have 2 balanced (XLR) inputs 
as well as balanced output connec- 
tions. Even single -ended signals 
benefit from the DIDO, since it 
rejects common -mode ground noise 
as it converts single -ended signals 
to differential at the input. 

Your local Mark Levinson Dealer 
can provide complete details on 
these and many other refinements in 
the design of the N°28. 

More important, you can hear for 
yourself how this preamplifier tips 
the balance in your favor. 
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Mark Levinson® products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES 
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203) 346-1540 
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HERMAN BURSTEIN 

Hi -Fi VCRs for Audio Recording 
Q. I am eager to purchase a Hi -Fi 

videocassette recorder, mainly to exploit 
its superior audio quality when dubbing 
vinyl discs. Are there any drawbacks 
when using a Hi -Fi VCR exclusively as 
an audio recorder?-Gregory Battaglia, 
Syosset, N.Y. 

A. Basically, readers seem to find 
they are very successful in getting 
high -quality audio reproduction with 
Hi -Fi VCRs. Most appear to be using 
VHS machines. The chief problem they 
report is that of audible dropouts; even 
so, it is a minor problem and has di- 
minished with tapes manufactured in 
recent years to the point of being hard- 
ly, it at all, noticeable. 

The extent of dropouts depends on 
the quality of the VCR, the quality of 
tape, and the tape speed selected. But 
there is a difference of opinion whether 
high or low speed makes for fewer 
audible dropouts. One reader claims 
that low speed is better, because the 
speed of the heads relative to that of 
the tape is then slightly greater; the 
reasoning is that the tape and the 
heads move in the same direction, so 
that at low tape speed the heads are 
moving faster relative to the tape. 
Thus, I can only suggest that you test 
for yourself whether slow or fast speed 
serves you best, quite possibly taking 
into account that using the slowest 
speed (called EP or SLP) gives you 
three times as much recording time 
per tape as standard play (SP). In 
terms of fidelity, I gather that one does 
about as well at slow speed as at fast. 

Microphones, Inputs, and 
Sensitivities 

Q. I wonder if I could use the phono 
inputs of my receiver as microphone 
inputs in order to feed my tape deck, 
which has no mike inputs. The phono 
input sensitivity and impedance rat- 
ings of my receiver are 2.5 mV and 50 
kilohms, respectively, while its tape 
outputs are rated as 150 mV and 2.2 
kilohms. Specifications for my tape 
deck state, "Rec/Line In maximum in- 
put sensitivity: 50 mV (47 kilohms)." 
Does this mean that my deck's so- 
called line inputs are really low-level 
inputs and are already suitable for use 
with dynamic and capacitor micro- 
phones? Further, if the maximum input 
sensitivity of my tape deck is really 50 

mV, what are the dangers of feeding it 
a 150 -mV output from my receiver? 

The output specification of my deck 
says, "PlaylLine Out standard output 
level: 450 mV (0 VU); suitable load 
impedance over 47 kilohms." My re- 
ceiver's tape input sensitivity and im- 
pedance are rated as 150 mV and 50 
kilohms; no overload point is given. Are 
these specifications compatible? Final- 
ly, what does VU stand for?-David P. 

Marshall, Irvine, Cal. 
A. You cannot use the phono input 

of your receiver for a low -impedance 
mike, such as a dynamic or capacitor 
type. Although gain would probably be 
sufficient, there is the problem of RIAA 
phono equalization at this input, con- 
sisting of very substantial bass boost 
and considerable treble cut. The result 
would be a great departure from flat 
response. 

I doubt very much that you will ob- 
tain sufficient gain for a low -imped- 
ance mike if it is fed into the Rec/Line 
In jack of your tape deck. The output of 
such a mike is typically 5 mV or less. 
What the receiver specification intends 
to say is that as little as 50 mV can 
drive the deck to full recording level. 
Thus, the 150 mV at the tape output 
jack of your receiver can fully drive the 
deck. If more than 50 mV is fed to the 
deck, it is unlikely that the deck or tape 
will be overloaded, because proper 
setting of the deck's record level con- 
trol will reduce the signal sufficiently to 
prevent overload. 

Inasmuch as your deck can produce 
as much as 450 mV at its output, and 
the receiver's tape input requires only 
150 mV to drive the receiver to full 
power, the situation appears satisfac- 
tory. The setting of the receiver's vol- 
ume control will prevent the receiver 
from being overloaded. 

VU stands for "volume units," which 
are dB above a reference. In a cas- 
sette deck, 0 dB customarily repre- 
sents either a recorded level of 250 
nWb/m (nanowebers per meter) on the 
tape, which is the DIN standard, or 200 
nWb/m, which is Dolby level. 

If you have a problem or question on tape 
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AU- 
DIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All 
letters are answered. Please enclose a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope. 
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In 1986, Yamaha developed what many 
industry experts consider the most significant 
audio advancement since stereo. We're referring 
to Digital Soundfield Processing. 

Digital sampling of actual soundstages 
to recreate the same acoustic environments you 
once had to go out to enjoy. 

Now this remarkable technology is available 
in an audio/video receiver. The one you see 
before you. Yamaha's new RX-V1050. 

The RXV1050 has four DSP settings, in 
fact. Concert Video, Mono Movie, Rock Concert 
and Concert Hall. 

But what may ultimately be more exciting 
is something no other receiver can offer. Dolby* 
Pro Logic Enhanced. A technical feat which 
combines DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic. 

r -i 
I 

An incredible enhancement which allows 
you to enjoy all the sonic information embedded 
in the movie soundtrack, as well as the acoustics 
of the theatre, all without leaving the house. 

Under the hood, the RX-V1050 sports five 
power amplifiers -110 -watt amplifiers for the 
left, right and center front channels, and 30 -watt 
amplifiers for each of the rear effects channels. 

A high-powered center channel combined 
with Yamaha's DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic 
enables Yamaha's RX V105C' receiver to recreate 
the experience other receivers have promised, 
but have never quite delivered. 

Stop by your nearest Yamaha dealer and 
hear the new RX-V1050 receiver. The best 
argument for staying home ® 

anyone's ever come up with. YAMAHA 

The only receiver that can make your 
home theatre sound as good as the original. 
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Yoifre at a stoplight. 

It will last twenty seconds. 

This may be the oily 

time some people ever see you. 

How do you 

want to be remembered? 

She New Nexus Coupe. 

he Lexus Coupe: Four Cam 32 -valve 250 -hp V8; double -wishbone suspension; driver's -side memoi 



©1991 Levis. A I)ici..ian (IJTinata Motor Sales. U.S.A.. Inc. Lexa% remind% you to wear sear belts and obey all speed laws. For more informatit n. call 800.872-5398 (800-USA-LE%USI. 

~on 

1 

vstem; leather seats; optional Nakamichi stereo and 12 -disc auto -changer. 
The Relentless Pursuit Of Perfection. 
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AUDIO ETC 
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY 

BEWITCHED, BINAURAL & BEWILDERED 

f/t 

Back in the '50s, the heyday of hi- 
fi's ebullient youth, you might 
have been reminded of a certain 

classic literary device: The misplaced 
epithet. The right adjective applied to 
the wrong noun, or vice versa. In an- 
cient poetry this was supposed to add 
impact and create beauty. As applied 
to 1950s audio, it led mainly to confu- 
sion. I mean, that word binaural. It 

means two -eared. 
In the excitement of a new discov- 

ery-two-channel sound-we blithely 
ignored sense as we linguistically at- 
tached pairs of ears to an astonishing 
array of audio gear, with never a qualm 
as to logic. "Binaural" had a good 
sound to it; there was sales appeal in it 

and expectations for wonders to come. 
And that is why, for a few short years, 
there wasn't a new audio product that 
didn't have ears on it. Binaural was the 
buzzword. 

Stereo? No such word existed, 
though the more knowledgeable 
among us knew perfectly well that the 
longer term stereophonic was both 
correct and well established. Too 
fussy! Too many syllables. 

It was binaural everything, for some 
five or six years, in what I can only call 
the "binaural" era of our history. Who 
can remember? I can. A binaural disc? 
We had it. Two furry ears growing out 
of a vinyl platter? Binaural speakers- 

my purple imagination sees them 
sprouting ears on each side like the 
wings of an angel. There were binaural 
demos, one after the other (prototype) 
for an avid press. A two -eared demo? 
Logic could retreat no further. 

This "binaural" era, 40 years back, is 
now forgotten, but actually it was im- 
portant, the first phase of what we now 
call stereo and, ultimately, all the multi- 
channel sound we have since pro- 
duced. As many know, the idea of 
more than one channel, contributing 
new elements of space and realism, 
goes back to the 1930s (in France, by 
sheer accident, the 1890s), and there 
were actual modern -type stereo discs 
hereabouts-behind the scenes-in 
1931. Some of us remember, and have 
heard, Stokowski's experiments. Nev- 
ertheless, the "binaural" era burst with 
a bang, on an audio world that really 
thought it was brand-new. 

It was, first of all, a time of intense 
engineering development, this slightly 
zany period. A very serious business, 
adapting consumer audio to multi- 
track, and I count that time as crucial 
for our later history. But don't think that 
we went around with long, serious 
faces. Far from it. Such enthusiasm 
you cannot imagine. It came, of 
course, from public relations (where 
else?), which perhaps explains the 
slightly addled use of "binaural." What 

the sales forces instantly recognized 
was that two is better than one but not 
by any means for the price of one. The 
public balked; they screamed and 
yelled. But they came to listen, and, as 
the cowboy films put it, we were off in a 
cloud of dust. 

The happy scramble caught every- 
body in its excitement, which indeed 
was very real. We all talked "binaural" 
until we were at least pink in the face, if 
not blue. There were demos every- 
where, in hi-fi stores, hotel suites, and, 
especially, in just about every possible 
room at the big hi-fi shows. And short- 
ly-too shortly-a flood of (prototype) 
products to catch the public's ears, not 
to mention its purses (in pairs, of 
course). We even had "binaural" live, 
and I do not mean ears on people. 

I remember with amusement an an- 
nual banquet of the Audio Engineering 
Society, that august professional body, 
for which, in the spirit of the day, the 
speaker's rostrum was equipped not 
with one but with two microphones, 7 

or 8 inches apart (Altec condensers, 
each a slim black bottle with a tube in 
the base). Very elegant and appropri- 
ate, but alas, every time a speaker 
turned his head a few inchés, his voice 
jumped a hundred feet across the ball- 
room. Disruptive. (Up at the rostrum, 
they didn't even notice.) Even at AES, 
the "binaural" technique was not yet 
exactly in hand. 

Two -eared. That was the misplaced 
adjectival epithet! Misplaced ears, 
right and left. It was anything but poet- 
ry, but we didn't mind. We had no time 
to worry about logical niceties. And 
yet, there were those who stolidly kept 
to correct nomenclature, most remark- 
ably the record companies, both big 
and small. I have a shelf of their first 
reel-to-reel tape products, all from the 
'50s, and I have yet to find a tape 
called "binaural." Every one is circum- 
spectly described as stereophonic. 

So we had discs with ears, but not 
tapes. No matter! Once underway, 
publicity is hard to stop. All too soon 
we discovered that even our older 
equipment, and all our thousands of 
older records, had sprouted ears-one 
ear per item. Monaural. This had a cer- 
tain logic, I suppose, though the later 
monophonic (to match stereophonic) 
is a lot better, to my logical way of 
thinking. 
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Your old record or CI) player can 

put you $150 closer to the Luxman 
DC -114, arguably 
the world's finest 
CD changer. 
The Luxman 
I)C-114 is the 
ultimate upgrade 

for your CD listening pleasure. If you're 
really serious about the quality of 
audio reproduction in your home, you 
won't settle for anything less. 

Here's why we can call the DC -114 
fully -featured, fully -programmable CD 
changer "the ultimate" without blushing: 

I)uo-Beta circuitry. 
STAR circuit topology. 
Voltage -driven amplification. 
livo 18 -hit, 8x Oversampling D/A 
converters. 
Ilandtrimmed MSB potentiometers 
for improved linearity. 
high -precision transport. 
Fully compatible with all Alpine 
CD changers for the car. 

LUXD 
5 YEAR 
WARRANTY 

LUX 

Six disc magazine plus single 
play drawer. 
5 -year parts and labor Nvarrant 

The $150 Trade -Up Special. 
Take any record player or CD player 

to a participating Luxman dealer and 
get a $150 credit toward the purchase 
of the state-of-the-art Luxman DC -114 
compact disc changer from the manu- 
facturer's suggested retail price of 
$800. Think 
of how many 
CI)s von can 
buy with the 
$150 you 
save. And i Luxman DC -114 Shuttle 

you'll hear "CD Changer" 

them the way they were meant to be 
heard - with the purity and clarity of 
Luxman sound reproduction. 

For your nearest participating 
Luxman dealer, call 1-213-326-8000, 
extension 214. 
Offer good through September 30. 1991. 

A 

A Division of Alpine Electronics of America, Inc. 
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The Shortest Path BetweenYou And The Music 
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What you get out of 
an audio component 
depends on what 
you put into it. 
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Inquire about our in -home 
cable audition program. 
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People came to hear this 
"binaural," and, as cowboy 
films put it, we were off 
in a cloud of dust. 

Emory Cook's binaural disc was def- 
initely furry -eared, and he a distin- 
guished engineer in the recording 
area! Maybe it was his sales manager. 
His binaural record player had a dou- 
ble arm on which were mounted two 
ears in the form of pickups. They 
played separate bands on the LP -style 
disc, and the timing was definitely not 
long-playing, as you can figure for 
yourself if you have never seen one. It 

was a well-meaning but clumsy at- 
tempt in a vital direction, and it did 
focus attention on the need, the ex- 
treme need, for a practical, cheap, 
mass-produced, two -channel disc. 

When that record arrived and was 
for sale, in the spring of 1958, it was no 
longer "binaural." It came with the new 
short term, "stereo." "Binaural" van- 
ished overnight. End of an era. 

And what a hectic era! "Binaural" 
was only a part of it. The near -infant hi- 
fi biz jumped headlong into every new 
development that came along, throw- 
ing caution to the winds, at least for the 
time being. A new sensation almost 
every week, and we rushed from pillar 
to post to keep up. The RJ, the littlest 
speaker box (we bought the driver 
units separately in those times), was the 
original bookshelf model, with tricky 
front loading and a bullfrog boom. That 
was one innovation in which I joyously 
entangled myself. It was superseded 
by the more radical AR with the well- 
known acoustic suspension system. a 
complete speaker unit. 

In the opposite direction, the vast, 
corner Klipschorn wowed us (also the 
McProud corner speaker from the then 
editor of this magazine) with fanatical 
basement relatives made of concrete 
that could serve as bomb shelters 
when needed. The once -fabulous GE 
Variable Reluctance cartridge seemed 
absolutely minuscule compared to all 
before it and dominated our LP record 
playing. All this furor went on and on, 
but "binaural," two -channel sound, was 
the biggest boost of all, after the 1948 
LP. And, of course, magnetic tape. 

The real reason for the "binaural" era 
and its excitement was surely tape. At 
last, it made two -channel sound practi- 
cal for big business. We then thought 
that the disc, even in its splendid LP 
lengths, was doomed by tape. Not so, 
just as TV did not kill radio, though the 
maiming was severe. We hoped there 

might be a real, workable "binaural" 
disc someday, but few believed it would 
arrive before tape took over. And so the 
record companies explored tape as 
though their lives depended on it. 

It is astonishing to see on my surviv- 
ing shelf how many record labels, 
large and small, plunged into the ex- 
pensive and clumsy prerecorded tape 
on reels, first in mono and then, as 
soon as possible, straight into "binau- 
ral"-correctly called stereophonic. 
High-speed mass production of tape 
did not arrive for years, with the mature 
cassette, but in the '50s nothing was 
going to stop this pathetically small, 
almost hand -tooled, new area of hi-fi 
sound. Even using the half-track format 
(with numerous home machines be- 
coming available for the playback), the 
tape record was out of reach for most 
collectors. The stereophonic version 
was over eight times more expensive 
than the equivalent LP, or so I figure it. 

At the beginning, for obvious rea- 
sons, these first tapes had to be mono. 
First, not enough two -channel master 
material, but plenty available in the old- 
er single -channel tape and of hi-fi quali- 
ty. Second, no home equipment for the 
two -channel playback. .Brand-new 
equipment had first to reach our homes 
in "binaural" form, a very big order. 

I'm interested to see how actively 
RCA, in particular, barged into tape 
records for the home, a painfully limit- 
ed area for their kind of big production. 
Tape was the future, not disc-so they 
must have believed. In short order, 
they put forth single -channel tapes by 
the dozen, reel to reel, half-track at 7Y2 

ips. Almost simultaneously, they 
launched the first two -track stereo- 
phonic tapes, for what must have been 
an infinitesimal market. Like the mono 
line, these were nicely boxed with 
notes. Who ever got to hear them? To 
that end, RCA also launched a home 
stereophonic tape player system, sure- 
ly one of the first. I have part of it left 
today-two slightly preposterous little 
boxes, shiny veneer, on long spindly 
slanted legs, both containing small 
speakers. One of them was equipped 
with a built-in player, the other with 
empty storage space. 

My earliest tape records were from 
around 1955 to 1956, both in mono 
and stereophonic. The timings are 
conspicuously absent, for good rea - 
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Pyle engineers originated and perfected the art 
of producing high power, superior quality, 
massive motor sub -woofers. Now that tradition 
continues with the wild free spirit, raw power and 
natural bass of Pyle World Class Woofers. 

Our new IronMax" motor technology produces 
the industry's most indestructible voice coil, 
while our exclusive ProLinearn' polyfoam 
suspensions are individually designed to provide. 
optimum tuning. 

Choose from 48 new World Class Woofers 
featuring polymer -laminate cones, -high energy---: 
magnet structures and vent -cooled motors to 
give you the perfect combination of pure musical 
quality and sheer sonic energy. 

Listen to the low growl and loud roar of the wild 
side of sound - on y with American -made Pyle 
World Class Woofers. 

For the name of the Pyle dealer nearest you write: 
Pyle Industries, Inc. Huntington, IN 46750 

For technical assistance call -1-800-852-9688. 

HA Harman ntemational Company 
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No one has a longer or more distinguished 

history of leadership and innovation in metal tape 

than TDK. So when we introduced the MA -R 

back in 1979, it instantly became the bench- 

mark all other metal tapes would be 

measured against. 

Since that time, however, the evo- 

lution of digital recording sources has 

progressed far beyond what anyone 

ever expected. Beyond what even the 
most advanced metal tapes in the world 

are capable of reproducing. 

Which is why we created the new MA-XG. 

A tape which is not only the best audio tape 

in TDK's history. 

But the best tape in recorded history. 
0 

DIGITAL MUSIC DEMANDS 
PERFECTION IN A CASSETTE. 

Music from digital 
sources is dynamic to say 

the least. It can go from 

absolute silence to maxi- 

mum loudness instanta- 
neously. And for an audio 

cassette to reproduce its 

-20r 
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power and dynamic range accurately and free 

from distortion, the audio tape has to have ex- 

tremely high output capability or what is known 

as MOL (Maximum Output Level). 

But digital music can also go from 

maximum loudness to I 
absolute silence instan- NY 

taneously. And the lack of 

background hiss makes the clarity of the pianis- 
simos and the transparency of the passages that 
linger and fade striking. To convincingly repro- 

duce this kind of delicacy requires a tape with 
extremely low bias noise. Otherwise, music 

signals which are softer than the tape noise will 

he masked and inaudible. 

The perfect recording tape then, for 

CDs and other digital sources, is one 
with the highest pos- 

sible output and 
the lowest possible 

noise. The kind 

of tape it was almost 
impossible to design. Almost. 

THE WORLD'S BEST DUAL -LAYER 
PURE METAL TAPE. 

Rather than settle for a tape which com- 
promises output for low noise, or low noise for 

output, TDK opted for a tape that 

10 

Frequency [kHz] 

15 

MODULATION NOISE SPECTRUM 

20 

compromised nothing. So the 
MA-XG combines two sepa- 

rately "tuned" layers of ultratine 

Finavinx magnetic particles. The 
bottom layer utilizes a unique 
high -density Finavinx particle de- 

signed for highest possible output. 

The upper layer consists of laic 



noise ultrafine Finavinx particles arranged in a 

high -density coating with the help of TDK's 

proprietary particle orientation technology. 

What this unique design results in is a metal tape 

with the highest output (+7.5 dB at 315 

Hz) and the lowest noise ( - 59 dB) of 
any analog cassette. Or more simply 

put, the ultimate "digital ready" tape. 

A MECHANISM AS SOPHISTICATED 
AS THE TAPE. 

You don't even have to listen to the MA-XG to 

know how advanced its design is. Just hold it in your 

hand. Its extra heavy -weight RS -III mechanism 

utilizes an unprecedented super -rigid five -piece 

construction which provides the ultimate defense 

against vibration and the sound -smearing effects 

of modulation noise as shown on the modulation 
noise chart. The unified dual -layer molded face 

plates consist of a non -rigid plastic outer layer for 

_=- -- - -. 

resonance reduction and an inner 
layer of fiberglass -reinforced plastic 
for strength. These two plates and 
three side frames are held together 
by ten screws (three different kinds), 

applied both vertically and sideways, 

resulting in dimensional 
precision and structural 
integrity previously im- 

possible to achieve. It even employs a system 

of internal sound stabilizer weights and super 
high -precision guide pieces to ensure maximum 
vibration attenuation and the highest degree of 
azimuth accuracy. 

AUDIO MAGAZINE AGREES 
MA-XG IS THE BEST EVER. 

That the TDK MA-XG is the ultimate record- 

ing tape is not just our opinion. It's a belief shared 
by the ultimate authority: Audio magazine. After 
an exhaustive test of 88 audio 

cassettes (the results of which 

were published in the March 

1990 issue), Audio found the 
MA-XG to be not only the best 

of an metal (Type IV) tape, 
but the best of any tape. Period. 

So, if you're going to record digital music, make 

sure you record it on the new MA-XG. Because 

F; the best music in recorded history shouldn't 
lose anything in the translation. 

.:TDI(o 
As Serious AsYou-Can Get. 

Enter No. 27 on Reader Service Card 



Tape was surely the reason 
for the "binaural" era, and 
we thought that the disc, 
even in its splendid LP form, 
was doomed. 

son. In their stereo form, as we would 
call them today, the reel of two -track 
quarter -inch tape ran a maximum of a 
half hour, the length of one LP side. 
That's only a half of a present-day C-60 
cassette or one-third of a C-90. 

But the sound! It was new, it was 
good, and it began to sell. The "binau- 

ral" era rolled merrily on, and in a re- 
markably short time all the big record- 
ing labels were out with handsome 
boxes of stereophonic tape. There they 
are, lined up incredibly for yards on the 
shelves in my present studio, looking 
brand-new once the dust is shuffled 
off. Columbia, Capitol, Mercury Living 

v: i;.. 

THERE ARE MANY 
OPINIONS ABOUT 

AUDIO CABLE 

HERE ARE SOME FACTS ABOUT ,MIIIT,' 

U MIT has the most extensive research and development program in 
the audio cable industry. 

U MIT holds more patents on audio cable technologies than any 
other cable company. 

U MIT is the only cable company that can document cable perfor- 
mance through advanced instrumentation and testing techniques. 

J MIT has the best selling premium performance audio cables. 

J MIT is rated highest among cable manufacturers in customer 
satisfaction.' 

'J MIT applies premium performance audio cable technologies to 
cables that sell for as little as $1.50 per foot. 

J MIT cables can be auditioned at home at no risk. 

'Ar cording to Sftmophilr survey, Vul.12, No. 2 (I eb. 1989) ' 

Music Interface Technologies ,M T, 

MIT insidm I', .Ire distributed by Transparent Audio Marketing 
Kt. 202, Box 117 I lullis, MI (14042 tel. (2071929-4551 VAX (2071929-4271 

Presence, Westminster, Livingston, 
Boston, Concert Hall Society, and 
more, from 1956 right on through 1958, 
and as far as the public was con- 
cerned, every bit of it "binaural." 

Very curious-I note that most rec- 
ord companies still harbored doubts 
as to the best terminology, at least be- 
hind the scenes. RCA Victor, the deter- 
mined leader, lists its first and later 
stereophonics with an "S" (e.g., ECS- 
5)-get it? So does Westminster, an- 
other purist label. But Boston Records, 
in small type, calls its stereo releases 
"BN." Get that? Binaural, what else? 
Mercury Living Presence waffles, with 
"BNS," presumably for binaural/stereo- 
phonic. Columbia uses "IMB," as in 
The Firebird Suite, Columbia IMB-3. All 
this gives us an inner glance at the 
audio thinking of that time, a mere 35 
years ago. "Binaural" was still the lin- 
guistic king, but it was wavering. Ste- 
reo, the new short word, was getting 
around. I must have heard it first in 
1957 or so. 

My last two -channel tape in this 
memorable series is dated on receipt, 
May 1958, reviewed in this magazine 
in August of that year. It was Westmin- 
ster's monumental Israel in Egypt, the 
Handel oratorio on two reels. Perhaps 
it was a noble audio last gasp. One 
month later, in June of '58 as I recall, 
the true 45°/45° stereo disc was 
launched at last. It was, emphatically, 
a stereo disc. It revived the LP for a 
whole new age, and removed the origi- 
nal tapes, two -track, from any further 
circulation. As they say, all in one fell 
swoop. Too bad! A noble breed and 
the four -track reel-to-reel stereo tapes 
that followed, much more economical 
and still good in quality, meant new 
equipment all over again in the very 
face of the stereo disc. These did well, 
but they too faded away. How could it 

be otherwise? It was indeed a new 
age. All stereo. 

Binaural has come back, hesitantly, 
now without quotation marks. It is prop- 
erly a headphone sound, though there 
are those who persist in devising bin- 
aural for speakers, perhaps with tech- 
nological progress in mind, also per- 
haps for the commerce of it, in spite of 
the Walkman revolution Sony un- 
leashed. But the all-out excitement of 
that early "binaural" is a thing we will 
never recover. lJ 

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card 
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The Quest: 72.5"Hx19"W x13'. 

Tile 
Quest 

In the beginning is music. 

It grows horn silence deep as thought 
itself. Images sparkle. and disappear with 
quicksilver speed. Bathed, in a crystalline sea 

of pure sound, you yield .to surging currents of 

music. 

Through Martin-Logan's exclusive electro- 
static technology, music is recreated. Flaw- 

less in every nuance and fine. detail, whis- 

perquiet, ligHningquick, thunderloud. And 

always, with pristine transparency. 

Challenge: Create a speaker diaphragm light 

enough t3 play 20,000 Hz yet powerful enough 

to play 100 Hz thus eliminating crossovers and 

achieving a pure wavelaunch, absolute phase lin- 

earity and groL'p delay characteristics approach- 

ing zero. 

Solution: A diaphragm lighter than one cubic 

inch of a.r Oar more than three years, Martin - 

Logan developed a vapor -deposition system that 

imprints a coaductive coating only 20 atoms 

thick onto an ultrafine polyester film. 

The Quest. 
Where music is the beginning and the end. 

fYIARTIf1 -LOGAfI, LTD. 
THE ELECTROSTATIC TECHNOLOGY 

P.O. BOX 707, LAWRENCE, KS 66044, 913 .749 .0133 



.BEHIND THE SCENES 
BERT WHYTE 

COMPLETING THE PICTURE 
In the July issue, I described the 
features and. performance of my up- 
dated home theater system and the 

significant improvements over my pre- 
vious system. I also noted that while 
the speakers in my original surround 
sound system were not matched, they 
were similar in tonal balance and eff i- 
ciency and that these quite massive 
speakers provided impressive sound. 

I have always had great respect for 
Shure Brothers' technology and exper- 
tise with phono cartridges and mikes. 
However, when Shure sent me infor- 
mation on their HIS surround sound 
system, I was quite surprised by the 
small size of the loudspeakers and a 
bit skeptical about the performance 

I am using Shure's "gild the lily" sys- 
tem. This consists of the HTS 5300 
decoder, five HTS 50SPA amplifiers 
(four bridged for 250+ watts each), 
three HTS 50CF speakers (for left, cen- 
ter, and right; each is driven by a 
bridged amplifier), two HTS 50SW sub - 
woofers driven by a bridged amplifier, 
and four HTS 50LRS speakers driven 
by an HTS 50SPA amplifier. The latter 
four speakers fire backwards, to the 
rear of my viewing/listening position, 
into two RPG diffusors. This provides a 
very broad source of decorrelated 
sound from the surround tracks of 
Dolby Surround movies and TV broad- 
casts. Total cost of this system is 
$9,485. 

. Í 
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claims. The rationale for using small, 
unobtrusive loudspeakers in a sur- 
round sound system is certainly valid. 
They are more flexible because they 
are easier to place in a room, and they 
offer the undeniable sonic advantages 
of a matched set of speakers. I knew 
that Shure is not generally given to 
inflated claims and soon learned that 
the performance claims are based on 
an integrated systems concept. 

The Shure HTS Theater Reference 
System consists of the HTS 5300 logic 
decoder, three HTS 50SPA signal pro- 
cessing amplifiers, one HTS 50CF cen- 
ter -front speaker, four HTS 50LRS 
speakers (one each for left and right 
plus two for surround), and an HTS 
50SW subwoofer. These are dedicat- 
ed, purpose-built components de- 
signed to work synergistically with 
each other. Total cost is $5,990. 

s 
The heart of the system, the H -S 

5300 logic decoder, has the basic fea- 
tures of the HTS 5200 decoder I used 
in my original theater system 
("Scenes," February 1988) but also 
has many refinements and improve- 
ments. For example, Shure's patented 
Acra-Vector directional enhancement 
circuitry now provides 80% more sens- 
ing points, to derive more information 
about the incoming sound fields, and 
is able to make better choices regard- 
ing the proper degree of directional 
enhancement in specific situations. 
This circuitry permits proper enhance- 
ment of multiple, simultaneous sound 
sources. The HTS 5300 will accommo- 
date oppositely placed sound sources; 
in basic Dolby Pro -Logic decodes, 
only two control signals are used, so 
signals from opposite directions (vec- 
tors) cannot be simultaneously en- 

hanced. Additionally, the Acra-Vector 
circuitry detects low-level directionality 
more accurately. The HTS 5300's im- 
proved digital time delay operates at 
twice the clock rate of the previous 
decoder's, and an improved Acoustic 
Space Generator more closely simu- 
lates the effect of multiple rear loud- 
speakers as used in Dolby Stereo mov- 
ie theaters. 

The HTS 5300 provides outputs to 
left, center, right, and surround chan- 
nels, and to the subwoofer, and has 
level -setting trim pots for each chan- 
nel. Along with input level and balance 
controls, there is a visual sound -field 
display with LEDs indicating left, cen- 
ter, right, and surround signals. The 
decoder's remote control activates a 
filtered noise generator that cycles 
continuously through all the channels 
to aid in setting levels. The remote also 
operates master and surround volume 
settings. 

The Shure HTS 50SPA amplifier is a 
high -current, high -voltage design that 
employs low -noise FET op -amps, high - 
quality small -signal capacitors and re- 
sistors, multiple computer -grade pow- 
er -supply capacitors, and a low -noise, 
high -current, instrumentation -grade to- 
roidal power transformer. Particular 
emphasis was given to designing a 
very rugged, high-performance power 
supply to cope with the very demand- 
ing, often prolonged, high-level sound 
that is frequently encountered in mo- 
tion pictures. 

The HTS 50SPA is equipped with 
switch -selectable mode and level con- 
trols for each channel and special sig- 
nal processing circuitry. Because the 
HTS system uses a different speaker 
for the center -front channel than for the 
main and surround speakers, the 
amp's switched "Operational Mode" 
circuit tailors output response to the 
particular speaker in use. Thus, the 
HTS 50SPA amplifier is programmed 
for the exact design parameters in re- 
spect to speaker power handling, 
crossover equalization, and baffle ef- 
fects and for the difference in efficien- 
cy between the center -front and other 
speakers. 

Each channel of the HTS amplifier 
includes a dynamically variable limiter 
that continuously monitors the input 
signal and shapes the response, de- 
pending on the mode selected, to pro - 
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"" 'AT 
A DIFFERENCE! 

"It's amazing how much better my system sounds 
with AudioQuest© cables. I can't believe what I've been missing!" 

AudioQuest makes a full line of cables; speaker, audio -interconnect, video, S -video, 
fiber-optic and installation cables. All are engineered to bring you maximum performance. . 

Over the last 12 years AudioQuest has continually improved and refined its cable designs 
to reduce all types of cable -induced distortion - and, to do it cost-effectively. Many different 

constructions and grades of copper and silver are used depending on the budget. 

AudioQuest F-18 speaker cable is one of three very flat cables which use multiple -solid 
conductors. The sound is sweet and clean because 

strand interaction is eliminated, while skin -effect 
and resistance are kept 

to a minimum. 

, 
41, . 

.... .. 
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AudioQuest Indigo Hyperlitze 
speaker cable uses geometry similar 
to our most expensive cables, yet is very . 

affordable. The spiraled solid conductors maintain an absolutely consistent 
position and are far enough apart to prevent magnetic interaction. The clarity, 
dynamics and sense of acoustic space are incredible. 

AudioQuest Diamond Hyperlitz® interconnect cable uses our patented construction 
which eliminates strand interactior and minimizes distortion caused by insulating materials. 
Teflon insulation, FPS'N solid long -grain silver, and resistance -welded, direct -gold plated, 
FPC'' plugs make this cable sounc incredible. The aural invisibility of this 
cable is something you will have to experience for yourself. 

AudioQuest's absDlute commitment to value doesn't mean that all AudioQuest products 
are inexpensive. It does mean that the expensive products are also an excellent value 
when used with better systems. 

No matter what type of equipment you have, 
you can maximize your system's performance 
with AudioQuest cables. Contact you local 
AudioQuest dealer and listen for yourself. 
You will hear the difference! 
*All diagrams are 11 times actual size. 

oucJioquest. 
Indigo Hyperlitz Diamond Hyperlitz 

Tel: 714-498-2770 Fax: 714-498-5112 
P O. Box 3060, San Clerriente, CA 92674 USA 

Distrubuted in Canada by Audio Products International 
3641 McNicoll Avenue Scarborough, Ontario MIX 1G5 

Tel: 416-321-1800 Fax: 416-321-1500 



Why This Ad 
Is Makin j The Other 

Loudspea 'r Company 
Nervous. 

We think the Ensemble II speaker system by Henry Kloss 

is better than the BOSE AM -5 Series H. And because 
Cambridge SoundWorks sells direct...it's half the price. 

Audio Hall of Fame member, Henry Kloss 
All Cambridge Sou ndW rks products are designed by 
our co-founder and chairman, Henry Kloss, who created 
the dominant speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KLH) 
and '70s (Advent) . Our high performance, high -value 
speakers and systems are all manufactured in our 
factory in Newton, Massachusetts. 

Ensemble II performance for half the Bose price. 
Ensemble®l1 is the latest version of the subwoofer- 

satellite speakers Audio magazine said "may be the best 

value in the world:' Unlike the Bose® system, it uses 

two-way satellite speakers and acoustic suspension 
subwoofers (with 35% more cone area). It can sound 
identical to our original Ensemble system. 

Audio experts on call 365 days a year. 
Our helpful, knowledgeable audio experts (not clerks) 
are on duty for advice, hook-up information or orders, 
8AM-midnight, et iy day, including holidays. They 
don't know the meaning of the phrase "hard sell:' 
A customer \\Tote "The quality of your product is 

matched by your attitude towards your customers:' 

We've eliminated the expensive "middle -men." 
All Cambridge Sound\ .brks components and systems 
are sold factory -direct to the public, eliminating huge 
distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable 
prices-our products are rro, well made, with premium 
quality components throughout. With our 30 -day 
satisfaction guarantee, you can't lose. 

FREE catalog-Pioneer, Philips, Denon and more. 
Our hill -color catalog is loaded with systems and com- 
ponents from top name brands, including our own. 
Our systems deliver a lot of performance for the money, 

especially our Dolby Surround systems, which we feel 

are the best values in the country For your free catalog, 
call 1-800-AKAI 11F1, 24 hours a day. 

'V' is 

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWoRKS 
A new kind of audio company, with factory -direct savings. 

154 California St., Suite 104AU, Newton, MA 02158 1 -800 -AKA H]F. (800-252-4434) 
Fax: 617-332-5936 In Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Switchboard: 617-332-5936 

J 1991 Cambnd} S.~41. tiR+nbk karcgiae ed Tad.mazkorCamt nIge SwudW rks. 
Bose n' osleed trademark of Pose Corp. M5Nhrm are wad.markso(ImenwbrW Kam+,. Inc. 

tect against distortion caused by over - 
excursion of the woofer in the speaker 
connected to that channel. This excur- 
sion protection circuit acts only when 
necessary to avoid distortion. The HTS 
50SPA also has overload distortion 
protection, in all modes, for each chan- 
nel. If an incoming signal has high- 
level peaks of special effects recorded 
above music and dialog, the amp will 
inaudibly and instantaneously atten- 
uate the gain during the peak to elimi- 
nate long-term, hard signal clipping. 

Frequency response is rated at 20 
Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5 dB, in the HTS 
50SPA's flat mode. In other modes, 
frequency response and sensitivity are 
tailored to complement the particular 
HTS speakers. Power output is 100 
watts per channel into 8 ohms with less 
than 0.1% THD for a 1-V input. The 
amplifier can be bridged to 250 watts 
into 8 ohms. 

As noted, all Shure HTS loudspeak- 
ers were designed with the signal pro- 
cessing capabilities of the HTS amplifi- 
ers as a significant consideration. 
Each speaker, including the sub - 
woofer, has a 1 -inch -thick, high -densi- 
ty particleboard enclosure that is 
heavily surface -braced, cross -braced, 
and damped with fiberglass. This rug- 
ged construction for such relatively 
small loudspeakers results in very rig- 
id, low -resonance enclosures. All 
speakers, except the subwoofer, have 
61/2 -inch woofers with cast -aluminum 
baskets, curved polymer diaphragms 
with butyl rubber surrounds, and 41/2 - 

pound double magnet systems whose 
shielding prevents TV interference. 
High -temperature copper wire is used 
on slotted 11/2 -inch voice -coils. Soft - 
fabric, damped, 1 -inch dome tweeters, 
with 20 -ounce double magnet systems 
for magnetic shielding, are used in the 
HTS 50LRS and HTS 50CF speakers. 
The tweeters feature diaphragm back 
damping, dome diffraction rings, and 
annular acoustic -foam damping to 
control high -frequency dispersion. 
Power handling is aided by Ferrofluid 
cooling in the magnetic gap. 

The HTS 50CF center -front speaker 
is the sonic "anchor" in this system, for 
it must handle dialog, music, and 
much of the violent, highly dynamic 
special effects sounds. Its enclosure 
(20 in. H x 13'/2 in. W x 85/e in. D) is 
fitted with an in -line configuration of 

Find out how good we are: experts on call 8AM-midnight (ET) emery day 1-800-AKA-HIFI 
Enter Ño. 9 on Reader Service Card 
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Shure's HTS amps tailor 
output to the sensitivity 
and frequency response of 
whichever HTS speakers 
they're feeding. 

two 6'/2 -inch woofers with a 1 -inch 
tweeter fitted between them. The driv- 
ers are offset on the front of the baffle, 
and the grille has acoustic foam pad- 
ding to help reduce tweeter diffraction 
from the box's edge. Two-way, third- 
order/fourth-order matched crossovers 
with impedance equalization on the 
drivers are used to improve power 
handling. The walnut veneer cabinet is 
fitted with gold-plated, five -way bind- 
ing posts. This two-way closed -box 
speaker has a specified frequency re- 
sponse of 55 Hz to 18 kHz, but the HTS 
amp rolls it off at 80 Hz when a sub - 
woofer is used. 

The HTS 50LRS two-way speakers 
used for left, right, and surround are 
closed boxes measuring 131/2 in. H x 
10 in. W x 8% in. D. Each speaker is 
fitted with one of the 6V2 -inch woofers 
and one of the 1 -inch tweeters. The 
crossover is a fourth -order type with 
impedance equalization. Frequency 
response is 60 Hz to 18 kHz but is 
rolled off by the amp at 80 Hz in sys- 
tems using subwoofers. 

The HTS 50SW subwoofer is a 
fourth -order vented box with dimen- 
sions of 18 in. H x 23 in. W x 14 in. D. 
The speaker is fitted with a front -firing, 
12 -inch woofer with a heavy, damped 
felted cone and a rubber roll surround. 
Each driver uses a double magnet sys- 
tem with magnetic shielding, while in- 
ternal fiberglass damping and offset 
driver mounting on baffle board help to 
control standing waves. When the am- 
plifier is in the SW mode, frequency 
response is 33 to 80 Hz to match the 
cutoff characteristics of the other 
speakers in the system without intro- 
ducing phase anomalies. Cone -excur- 
sion control and extreme sound levels 
are obtained when using the HTS am- 
plifier in the SW mode. 

All these components underscore 
the benefits of a wholly integrated sys- 
tem, and the Shure engineers have 
achieved some mighty impressive de- 
sign goals. The HTS system provides 
controlled directivity over a broad fron- 
tal angle (± 30°) for all directional fre- 
quencies and has output capabilities 
in excess of 116 dB SPL continuous 
with low distortion! 

For those videophiles who are really 
into top-quality TV monitors or projec- 
tion TV, properly transferred Laser - 
Discs are the way to go because of 

their superior images and digital 
soundtracks. The player that will ex- 
tract the last iota of video and audio 
quality from any and all LaserDiscs, in 
my opinion, is the Pioneer LD-S2. This 
$3,500 player is in a rarefied class. The 
LD-S2 can be considered a "purist" 
design, because it plays LaserDiscs, 
period-no CDs. In fact, it does not 
even have the mechanism to succes- 
sively play both sides of a LaserDisc. 

Some of the innovations and refine- 
ments in the LD-S2's mechanical, opti- 
cal, and electronic components echo 
those of purist audio gear. This play- 
er's 68 -pound mass suggests stability 
and a minimum of vibration. Its under - 
chassis uses high -carbon steel, hon- 
eycomb construction, and graphite to 
absorb frictional energy. The new Ac- 
cufocus pickup improves S/N by 6 dB, 
and Silent Focus reduces servo -motor 
sound. Digital processing of all signals 
provides phase characteristics no ana- 
log processing can match. Digital 
time -base correction eliminates jitter, 
as does the newly developed eccen- 
tric -jitter cancellation circuit. The Pio- 
neer LD-S2 is dead quiet in operation 
too. The player's 52 -dB video S/N, 
rock -steady video images, and utterly 
clean digital sound speak for them- 
selves. (Nevertheless, I fed the LD- 
S2's fiber-optic output to a Wadia Digi- 
master 32X, a 32 -times oversampling 
digital processor. This was icing on the 
cake for digital soundtracks, especially 
on PolyGram operas like Tosca and 
Salome.) It all results in a component 
that gives you superb playback of 
good LaserDiscs and one that can 
even cope with the tracking problems 
of older LaserDiscs. 

For a VCR, I am now using JVC's 
Model HR -S58000, an ultra -modern 
Super VHS unit. It has a jog/shuttle 
control and on -screen programming 
menus, and it allows precise editing. It 

is also the quietest VCR I have ever 
used-there's hardly a sound when it's 
running-and above all, it affords ex- 
ceptionally good picture quality if fed 
with a good signal. 

My updated surround sound theater 
is a revelation in how far the art has 
advanced in just three years. The com- 
bination of the Vidikron TGS 200 pro- 
jector, the Pioneer LD-S2 LaserDisc 
player, and the JVC HR -S58000 VCR 
provides images that bring a new di- 
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CP.MBRÍ SO UNDWORS 

"Henry Kloss brót? h1Dólby sound, 
CrO, cassétt=apeej 
screen projection television into 
lying rooms, and mode the domi- 
nant speaker syi?ems of three 
'decades: Acou 'c Research in the 
'950's, KLH in e'60s,-and_ 
Advent in the '70s. 

Now he's at it again at 
__ Cambridge SouñdWorks, selling 

direct to the pallid!'" 
"-.-+ _ ._:cric. Magazine 

E 
Audio Catalog 
At Cambridge SoundW rks we manufacture 
speakers and music systems designed by' 

Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH & 
Adsent), and we sell them from our factors' 
in Newton, Mass. Mk also sell selected audio 
components from brands like Philips, Pio- 
neer and Denon. Because we sell factory - 

direct, you can saw hundreds of dollars on 
components and systems. vst sell nothing 
but "the good stuff." Our knowledgeable 
audio experts +ill help you make the right 
choices, without being pushy. And you can 
call toll -free for advice or "hook-up help" 
365 days a year-even holidays. This is the 
simplest way to get the right deal on stereo 
components...and there's simony no risk. 

Call toll -free for factory -direct savings. 
Save hundreds on components and 
systems from Cambridge Soundworks, 
Philips, Pioneer, Denon and others. 
Audio Experts will answer all your 
questions, before and after you buy... 
8AM-midnight (EF), 365 days a year. 
30 -day total satisfaction guarantee. 

1 -800 -AKA HIFI* 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year (800-252-4434) 

CAMBRIDGE 
S'OUNDWORKs 

a 

A new üid ofaudio company, 
with factory -direct savings. 

154 California St.. Suite 104AÚ. Newton, MA 02158 
'II Canada call I-800-525-4434. Fax: 617-332-9229 

Outside U.S. or Canada 617-332-5936 

© 199 Carrtlxd1}-SautdWxks ® ~le is a rceacnd trademark of 
Carrdnirlgr Sound nWdcs..AR & Adwnt are cradtmarkcdeecrnational Ism. Inc. 

Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card 
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SOUND. 
How a very old technology can make a brand new 
compact disc player sound extraordinarily good. 

l 

Our new SD/A-490t has a clock that "ticks" 
33 million times a second, multi -stage noise 

shaping, pulse width modula- 
tors and enough other 

{,- edge -of -the -art circuitry 
J to finally qualify us for 

R entry into the hallowed 
Compact Disc Techno- 

Jargon I fall of Fame. 
But it also includes two 

vacuum tubes whose classic 
design has remained 

unchanged for over 35 years. 
Tubes? Those warm glass things 

that used to glow cheerily through 
the grilles of old radios and black & 

white TVs? Yes. In an important circuit 
stage that comes after all the digital wizardy. 

We and many other critical listeners believe 
that this anacronistic addition to an already 
excellent CD player design significantly 
enhances its sound. Read on and decide for 
yourself. 

THE AMPLIFIER THAT DOESN'T AMPUFY. 
Between a CD player's D/A converter and 

external outputs is circuitry called a buffer 
amplifier stage. When you hear the word 
amplifier, you think of something which makes 
a signal louder. But that's not a 

buffer amp's purpose. In fact, 
contrary to popular lore, a CD 
player's buffer amplifier doesn't 
boost the signal strength at all - the final output of a CD 
player's D/A converter already 
has sufficient voltage to directly 
drive a power amplifier! 

Instead, the buffer amp is a unity gain 
device which 1) increases output current, and 
2) in the process, acts as a sort of electronic 
shock absorber. 

A signal emerging from a CD player's digital - 
to -analog conversion process has sufficient 
voltage but insufficient current for proper inter- 
action with a preamplifier or power amp. By 
acting as a current amplifier, the buffer stage 
helps lower impedance to a level that's 

compatible with modern components - about 
50 ohms in the case of the SD/A-490t. 

At the same time, the buffer stage helps iso- 
late the relatively fragile D/A chip set from the 
nasty outside world of demanding analog 
components. 

TUBES VERSUS SOUD STATE. 

All compact disc players have buffer ampli- 
fiers. But more than 98% of them use solid state 

devices for this stage: either integrated op -amp 
circuits or discrete transistors. 

A handful of hard -to -find, esoteric designs 
in the 51200 to 52500 range employ one or 
more tubes instead. As does our readily -avail- 
able $699 SD/A-490t. For fundamental physical 
reasons, tubes have different transfer function 
characteristics than transistors. When used in 

ultra -expensive, audiophile preamplifiers and 
power amplifiers, their sound is variously 
described as "mellower", "warmer", "more 
open and natural" or simply 'less harsh than 
solid state". 

At the heart of these perceived differences 
are three basic facts: 

1. Tubes produce even -order distortion (i.e. 

2nd, 4th, 6th harmonics, etc.) while transistors cre- 

ate odd -order distortion, particularly 3rd harmon- 
ics which are less psychoacoustically pleasant. 

2. In a buffer stage, a tube acts as a pure 
Class A device, which is considered the optimal 
amplifier configuration. Op -amps function as 

Class A in and Class B out, with potential 
crossover distortion as voltage swings from 
positive to negative. 

3. Tubes "round off" the waveform when 
they clip. When over -driven, solid state devices 
cut off sharply, causing audible distortion. 

THE SD/A-490t'S OUTPUT SECTION 

Our new CD player uses two 6DJ8 dual 
triodes (each literally two separate 
tubes in a single glass envelope) 
placed between the digital -to -ana- 
log converter and a motorized vol- 
ume control." 

Operated at less than 30% of 
their maximum capacity, these 
tubes achieve a highly linear out- 

put voltage with very low static and transient 
distortion while providing very high dynamic 
headroom. 

And because they're "loafing" at 1/3 their 
rated current capability, the SD/A-490t's tubes 
are designed to last the life of the CD player 
without replacement or need for adjustment. 

A "LESS IS MORE" DIGITAL APPROACH 
FOR CLEANER ANALOG SOUND. 

It would be pointlesss to have a tube output 
stage if the digital circuitry which precedes it 
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wasn't 
first rate. The SD/A-490t uses 

Single -Bit D/A circuitry to eliminate a form of 
exceedingly audible distortion inherent in most 
current CD player designs, and to provide bet- 
ter signal linearity than ever before. 

If you've read current CD player brochures, 
you've probably stumbled across descriptions 
of de-glitcher circuits, laser trimming and even 
22 -bit converters. All these are merely fixes, 
applied to the same basic kind of D/A con- 
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The Carver SD/A-490t. 
At 5699, its suggested retail is 5500 less than 
the nearest competitor with tube output" 

"digital" harshness is noticeably absent even 
before it enters the SD/A-4901's mink -lined 
tube stage. 

AN ARRAY OF FEATURES AS RICH AS ITS 
SOUND. 

We've designed the 
SD/A-4901 to be both 

verter in an attempt to overcome built-in " , useful and easy -to -use. 
shortcomings. .r 21 -key front panel or 

In contrast, the SD/A-490t uses a JZ ! r ~' / remote programming. 
completely new technology which 11 f_' Fixed and variable output. 
avoids many of the problems that 
older approaches have struggled -+ 
to surmount. We'd have to 
buy a whole section in this 

magazine to fully explain 
the differences (if you're I 

interested, call 1-800- 

443-CAVR for an appro- 
priately long and detailed 
brochure), but here's a short synopsis. 

Traditional converters require 16 separate 
reference circuits, each of which must be accu- 
rate to one part in 65,536 - but, due to the 
realities of mass production, rarely are. If 
they're not "dead -on", an unpleasant form of 
noise called zero -cross distortion is produced. 
Because Carver's Single Bit D/A Converter 
transforms a 16 -bit signal into a 1 -bit pulse sig- 
nal array, the "ladder" of 16 ultra -high -preci- 
sion reference devices is not required: In 
effect, the SD/A-490t need only manipulate a 

stream of varying -width on/off pulses instead 
of having to accurately create 65,536 different 
amplitude levels at all times. 

Zero -cross distortion is non-existent, and the 
SD/A-490t's Single Bit converter is able to 
decode linearity in excess of 115 dI3 below 
peak level with exceptionally low noise. You'll 
particularly notice the difference in the height- 
ened purity and clarity of music during very 
quiet passages. Every nuance, intonation and 
harmonic of the original recording is there. Yet 

~up 41~1 
..~1# 

vafté 
v r f Programming grid display. _ / / Random "shuffle" play. / Variable length fade. Automatic 

song selection to fit any length of 
ff ,/ tape. Even index programming for 

classical CD's. 
Plus our proprietary Soft EQ circuit- 

ry which compensates for variables in 

spacial (L -R) information and midrange 
equalization found in many CD's mastered 

from analog tapes. 

BRING YOUR TWO BEST CRITICS TO A 
CARVER DEALER. 

It's tempting to further regale you with how 
well we think the SD/A-490t's tubes and Single 
Bit circuitry improve the sound of a compact 
disc. But your own ears should be the final 
arbiter of quality. 

Thus you are invited to bring a few familiar 
compact discs down to your local Carver deal- 
er and compare for yourself, hopefully creating 
your own superlatives in the process. 

Suffice it to say that almost all critical listen- 
ers not only are able to hear a difference, but 
prefer the sound of the remarkably affordable 
SD A -4901's dual triode transfer function. 
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THE SD/A-4901 
Dual 6D18 Vacuum Tube Output Stage 

Over -sized Disc Stabilizer Transport 
24 -Track Programming with 21 -key front 

panel & remote input 
Music Calendar Display 
Indexing 
Random Play 
Motorized Volume Control 
Time Edit/Fade Taping Feature with user- 

variab:e time parameters 
2 to 10 Second Variable Length fade 
Exclusive Carver Soft EQ 

(Digital Time Lens) circuitry 
Optical and Coaxial 
Digital Outputs 

3 -Inch (8cm) CD 
Compatibility 

ER 
CARVER CORP., LYNNWOOD. WA. U.S.A. 

Call 1-800-443-CAVR for information and dealer listings. 

'A device which neither amplifies nor attenuates a signal is said to have unity gain. In other words, what goes in comes out unchanged. Or 
does it? 
"Remote control variable output is a wonderfully convenient feature, but it would be pointless to eliminate solid state circuitry in the buffer 

amp stage and then use a solid state circuit for the final gain attenuator. So the SD/A-490t changes volume the old fashioned, physical way: a 
nice, clean carbon potentiometer, in this case , physically rotated by a small motor. 
"'Source: 1990 Audio Magazine Annual Equipment Directory. 



Underscoring the benefits 
of total integration, Shure's 
HTS system has controlled 
directivity and clean, high 
output. 

mension of quality to front -projection 
TV. Along with the visual impact of the 
clean, crisp, bright, well -saturated col- 
or images on the National Viewtech 
100 -inch screen, I also marvel at the 
sound quality of the Shure HTS sur- 
round sound system. It is uncanny, for 
here are these small loudspeakers pro- 
viding very clean, smooth, and wide - 
range sound at playback levels limited 
only by your own taste. Certainly there 
are no technical constraints in respect 
to distortion at high sound levels. The 
synergistic action of the speaker/am- 
plifier protection circuits keeps all 
sound eminently listenable, no matter 
what the level. 

People who visit me are usually over- 
whelmed by the emotional intensity 
and involvement in this experience. Of 
course, much depends on the movies 
and the quality of their images and 
soundtracks; LaserDiscs with really 
good digital soundtracks can be awe- 
some. A case in point is the Civil War 
epic, Glory. The realism and excite- 

Shure HTS 5300 surround decoder 

ment of the opening battle scene is 

almost scary. You are immersed in the 
scene, and the sounds of battle rage 
around you. The gut -pounding thunder 
and roar of cannons, as well as the 
sharp rattle of muskets, are almost too 
real through those little Shure HTS 
speakers. And all that sonic uproar is 
delivered with no apparent strain or 
distortion. It is the speakers' very unob- 
trusiveness that helps heighten the illu- 
sion of "being there" in the action.' 
Switch to Memphis Belle, and as the B - 
17s encounter flak over Bremen, their 
visceral thuds rock you, along with the 
crews in the shuddering, jolted bomb- 
er. Indiana Jones and the Last Cru- 

sade, Total Recall, and Die Hard 2 all 
offer exciting sonic and visual experi- 
ences that make a good home theater 
so very worthwhile. 

Needless to say, the home theater 
experience need not be all hyperactive 
blood and guts. A sharp contrast is the 
London LaserDisc of the great soprano 
Kiri Te Kanawa singing The Songs of 
the Auvergne, with that lovely part of 
France quite entrancing on the big 
screen. The Shure HTS system does 
full justice to the opulent beauty of Te 
Kanawa's voice, especially with the 
added realism provided by the dis- 
creetly spacious ambience in the sur- 
round channels. Gl 

Audition the B&K M -200s at a Dealer Soon: 
"That's the big news with the Sonata Series M200 Monoblocks: they are real high -end amps, not 

very far short of the best solid-state amps available. And like I was telling Apogee's Jason Bloom the 

other day, 'What a bargain!' " - Sam Tellig, STEREOPHILE, January 1991, Vol. 14 No. 1 

B&K Components, Ltd. has designed a 

family of amplifiers and pre -amplifiers 
meant to challenge the best equipment 
manufactured today. All design, engi- 
neering, manufacturing and services 
takes place under one roof in Buffalo, 
New York. This allows B&K to integrate 
all phases of product development and 
manufacturing as a team. We have at 

B&K over the last 10 years refined both 
our design and manufacturing process 
in an effort to provide you with state of 
the art audio equipment that is both 
reliable and affordable. 

Our commitment at B&K is to provide the best 
value in audio, this starts at the component level. 
Each component must undergo a rigid pre -approval 

o -; c--~`.. 
_.,,.-.. 

! ® 

Sorrata Scrics M -200s 

process. This is followed by constant 
testing of each component by manu- 
facturing. To give you an idea of our 

standards, each metal film resistor, 
capacitor, and transistor is tested for func- 
tionality and tolerance before being used 

in a B&K product. We also follow strict 
guidelines in all other areas of our man - 

1[111 

ufacturing so that each B&K amplifier 
and pre -amplifier will be as close to the ' 

engineering ideal as is humanly possible. 
By commiting to this level of quality, 

B&K is able to provide a product that is 

musical, reliable and of excellent value. 
It is our hope that by carefully working together at 

B&K as a team, we can supply you with the best value in 

audio today and in the future. 

"In short, a superb performance from B&K's most noteworthy product to date. The M-200 power 
amplifier is a smashing success by any standard and an absolute steal at the price." - Kent Bransford, HIFI HERETIC 

o<'.1% k y°°< 

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD. .t+Qoaez 
1971 Abbott Road, Buffalo, NY 14218 NY: 716-822-8488 FAX: 716-822-8306 1-800-543-5252 Ca áróá é<0.1 
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-SEPARATES 

ENCLOSURE 

MTX Blue 
Thunder. 

A redefiniton 
of "state 

of the arr. 
Designed 

with +re 

serious 
listener 

in mind, 
MTX Blue Thunder 

offers 
mobile 

enclosure 
systars, 

subwoofers, 
separates, 

and components 
engineered 

with the latest tech?ciogy 

and materials. 
Noticeably 

different. 
Noticeably 

beter. 
The BTW 

1044 
our 

10" subwoofer, 
was selected 

by Car Audio 
as the best 10" subwoofer 

tor' 990, 

and the BTE10W, 
the 10" enclosure 

system, 
ranked 

first in an independent 

review 
by Car Audio. 

Computer 
-controlled 

design 
for accuracy...distinctive 

blue long -fibre cones...butyl 

rubber 
surrounds...propietary 

perimeter 
vented 

voice coils...modular 

crossover/terminal 

assemblies...integrated 

grit design. 

Isn't it about 
time you played 

the blues? 
For your nearest 

dealer 
call 1-800- 

223-5266, 
or write us at 555 W Lamm 

Road, 
Freeport, 

IL 61032. 

about 



CURRENTS 
JOHN EARGLE 

MONEY FOR SOMETHING 
When the CD was introduced to 
the American market in 1983, 
there was little available prod- 

uct, and retail prices were high, to 
meet the demand. It was common- 
place to see CDs going for $18 or even 
more. The pricing was further main- 
tained by two factors: The CDs were all 
imported and were produced by man- 
ufacturing processes that, during 
those start-up days, had relatively low 
yields. 

In time, domestic pressing plants 
got up to speed, and the technology 
improved dramatically; CDs became 
plentiful, and the prices came down. 
Today in major record chains, we rou- 
tinely see all -new classical CDs which 
are not "on sale" listed at $13.99, with 
reissue product at around $9.99. Some 
imported CDs go for as much as 
$15.99 to 17.99, depending on the 
country of origin. By comparison, cas- 
settes generally sell for $3 to $4 less 
than the corresponding CDs. 

But somehow there is the lingering 
suspicion in the minds of many people 
that CD prices have never really re- 
turned to "normal" after the initial short- 
age. For their part, the record compa- 
nies claim that the pricing has always 
been in response to the demands of an 
orderly supply -and -demand market- 
place. Who is right? 

First, let's have a look at manufactur- 
ers' suggested list prices for premium 
classical stereo discs from Schwann 
record catalogs over the 20 -year peri- 
od from 1965 to 1985. (Remember that 
1985 was the last year during which 
the LP was king; even at that late date, 
some prominent persons in the record 
industry still had reservations about the 
long-term viability of the CD.) The 
range of most mainline product was 
$5.98 to $6.98 in 1965, increasing to 
only $6.98 to $7.98 in 1975, and rising 
to $9.98 to $10.98 in 1985. 

The stability in pricing during the de- 

cade from 1965 to 1975 is remarkable, 
considering the fact that a monumental 
petroleum crisis occurred during the 
early 1970s. The rise in pricing during 
the second decade probably reflects 
continuing yearly inflation in the range 
of 4%. If we assume a 4% inflation rate 
from 1985 to 1991, then this would put 
us right in the ballpark for the going CD 
prices of today. (Suggested list prices 
are basically fictitious; they tend to run 
a couple of dollars higher than the 
street price.) 

By this accounting, today's CD 
prices do not seem out of line but rath- 
er are only an extension, through infla- 
tion, of list prices for LPs during the 
past decade. 

Now, what about a comparison be- 
tween CD and cassette prices? The 
raw manufacturing cost of a CD, in- 
cluding packaging and inserts, is 
about $1.35 to $1.50. A high-speed 
duplicated cassette runs about half 
that. The costs of artists' royalties and 
mechanical copyrights are chargeable 
per duplicated unit equally, but the dif- 
ference in manufacturing cost is fac- 
tored upward each time the product 
changes hands, or goes from one pro' - 
it center to another. From manufactur- 
ing plant to the bins in the record store, 
this factor is about four. Thus, a manu- 
facturing difference of, say, 750 comes 
to $3 at retail, and this is the average 
difference in store pricing between 
CDs and cassettes. 

How is it, then, that certain new, all - 
digital classical CDs can be sold for as 
low as $5 or $6? Here, the manufactur- 
er works on a different plan: 

The artists are generally unknown 
and are paid a fixed fee for their ser- 
vices. For reissues of material by well- 
known artists, the fees are carefully 
negotiated. 

New recordings are normally 
made direct to stereo, thus bypassing 
expensive remix operations. 

Program material is generally in 
the public domain, requiring no me- 
chanical royalties. 

Program material is further select- 
ed for broadest sales potential over a 
period of many years. 

The manufacturer may not realize a 
profit at all on a given catalog item until 
up -front production costs have been 
completely retired. After that point, 
each unit sold will bring in its small 
contribution. Then, profit is simply a 
matter of how many units are sold in 
the long run. 

If you are still not convinced that CD 
prices in the United States are fair, 
consider what they are like in other 
countries. In Japan, for example, the 
going rate for a CD is about 2,500 yen. 
Depending on the yen -to -dollar ex- 
change rate, this normally varies from 
$18 to $20. The same is generally true 
with the stronger European currencies, 
so many foreign tourists and business 
people travelling to the United States 
save up and buy their CDs here. 

On the debit side, there are the high 
costs of imported CDs which we must 
contend with in this country. A number 
of companies in the import business 
have lately lamented this fact as some- 
thing that can only be dealt with by 
licensing the product and manufactur- 
ing it in this country, as opposed to 
importing it. 

Remember that there was a time 
when no foreigner from an affluent 
country would come to America to buy 
LPs because of the generally poor rep- 
utation of pressings made here. It is 
different with CDs. Manufacturing 
plants worldwide adhere to the same 
basic standard when producing CDs 
as a matter of necessity, and our 
plants are as good as any of them. It 

may be small comfort to note that most 
of them are foreign owned-but with- 
out them, we too would be paying 
more than $20 for CDs. á, 
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It would he easy to assume that engineers, 

caught up in the world of objective measurement, 

would be uninterested in the subjective 

concerns of the naked ear. 

Not so with the engineers of Elite® 

a 

components, fully 85% of whom are trained musicians. 

For most of them, in fact, music is a passion, electronics 
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capacitors reduce cross talk while improving imaging and 

transient response. The capacitors, in fact, like many other 

components, are "handpicked." Meaning they're not 
Filtenng caluotors 
for thepow sitppl r chosen by their paper specs but by ear. 
are copper shteWed 

PrPwntmg niter'.' The quest for perfection carries over 
tnterfrnwe 

to the Elite CT -41 Cassette Deck. Featuring the most 

advanced noise reduction system to be found on a cassette 

THE GOALWASN'T MERELY To MAKE A B1-2,--1 1 ER SPEC. 

IT WAS TO MAKE A BETTER SOUND 
their means of pursuing it. Out of this pursuit 

conies a new series of Elite components. 

By any objective standard, these are superb 

components. And they have the specs to prove it. 

But by the most important measurement, 

that of the senses and of the perceptions that 

judge musicality, Elite equipment excels even more. 

Consider the VSX-51.One of the first receivers 
Art Elk suite: CT -41 Single Casette Deck, VSX-51 

A, V /Caner; and PD -41 Stable Plater CD PLawr 

o 

I 

o 

- 

deemed worthy of the Elite brand. With 260 watts five 

channels, and Dolby` Pro Logic, the VSX-51 is customized 

to drive a surround sound Home Theater. 

As with all Elite systems, detail is 

everything. Gold-plated terminals 

The Elite slal'lc pLatter it the minimize signal loss. 
'HOW nlgrufteant InnCoSf/N1 

in CD pLawrs mete their 
mtrtdnoaon Complementary 

player, Dolby S, its performance 

is further enhanced by Super 

Auto BLE. BLE analyzes each 

tape before recording,optimizing 

its bias, level, and equalization. 

One of the most significant 

audio innovations in many years 

is incorporated in the Elite 

PD -41 CD Player. It's called the stable platter. By providing 

a rock -steady platform for a CD disc, it improves the quality 

of the sound dramatically. Creating what one critic calls "a 

new standard of CD players:' ELITE 
If you've ever wondered what I 

a Y e i O N E ER. 

happens when the best of the heart and mind combine, we 

invite you to visit an Elite dealer. Then let your ears decide. 

For the name of a select Elite dealer in sour area. please call 800 421-1606, ext. 802. f 1991 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc.. Ong Beath. CA*Coni ammo amagt power output of 100 warts per channel front mm.. 
with no mom than .005% TH D. 18 warn per charnel rear and 25 watts center mm.. with ne ere than .08% THE/ at 8 olvm. from 20 to 20A00Hz 

Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card 



SPECTRUM 
LEONARD FELDMAN 

MIGHTY MINI 
Sometime in late 1992, consum- 

ers are going to be presented 
with yet another recorded music 

format-the Mini Disc, or MD, unveiled 
in mid -May at a press conference host- 
ed by Norio Ohga, President of Sony 
Corp. Thanks to the international date- 
line, Ohga made a similar presentation 
in Tokyo-on the same calendar date! 
Unlike DCC, which Philips introduced 
some months ago (see "Spectrum," 
January 1991) as the eventual 
replacement for the an- 
alog cassette, 
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zeros. The new MO material allows the 
use of a single laser and an electro- 
magnet to erase previously made re- 
cordings while simultaneously laying 
down the new information to be record- 
ed. This is one of the four technological 
breakthroughs that makes the MD sys- 
tem possible. 

Previously, there were only two re- 
cord/erase methods available for mag- 
neto -optical recording. Either two la- 

sers had to be used (the more pow- 
erful one first erasing previous mag- 
netically recorded patterns, the 

- \\\\R other, positioned one-half rotation 

!!U\\\\\\\ 

o 

o behind the first, applying the new 
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Sony sees the Mini Disc as a format 
that will coexist with CD and DAT and 
believes it to be the "ideal digital re- 
cord/playback format to meet portable 
application requirements for the mass 
market." 

Measuring only 21/2 inches in diame- 
ter (or 64 mm, if you want to be metri- 
cally precise), the MD will be able to 
store up to 74 minutes of music. More 
important, the MD system will let you 
both record and erase with a new type 
of magneto -optical (MO) disc and, us- 
ing the same hardware, play prere- 
corded software that is pressed as 
conventional CDs are. The prerecord- 
ed discs are made of polycarbonate, 
with depressions, or pits, representing 
the binary zeros and ones of the digital 
data. The recordable discs, on the oth- 
er hand, employ a new magneto -opti- 
cal material (terbium ferrite cobalt) that 
changes the polarization of reflected 
laser light to represent the ones and 

26 

magnetic pattern), or two passes 
had to be made by the same 
laser-a first pass to erase pre- 
vious material and then anoth- 
er to record the new material 
in the same spiral. 

Compared with conven- 
tional magnetic layers used 
for other magneto -optical 

1 discs, the newly devel- 
oped magnetic layer 
used in the MD requires 
only about one-third the 
magnetic power (ap- 
proximately 80 oer- 

steds). This enables the system 
to apply a stable reversal of magnetic 
polarity in a weak magnetic field when 
the disc has been heated by a laser to 
about 400° F (Fig. 1). The magnetic 
polarization, whose reversals encode 
the zeros and ones of the digital audio 
data being recorded, in turn affects the 
polarization of the light reflected from 
the disc in playback. Sony's new sys- 
tem not only allows recording with low 
current consumption (an essential, if 
the system is to work in portable Walk- 
man -type recorders, using batteries) 
but does so at the speed required for 
recording the data in this digital for- 
mat-one reversal about every 100 nS! 
And, the optical pickup developed for 
the MD system has the ability to read 
magneto -optical and prerecorded opti- 
cal discs, as shown in Fig. 2. A 0.5-mW 
laser is focused on the disc. When MO 
discs are played, the changes in the 
polarization of the magnetic beam are 
read as "0" or "1" signals by the MO 
signal -readout analyzer. 

The same 0.5-mW laser is used for 
the playback of prerecorded optical 
discs containing pits similar to those of 

a conventional CD. If no pit exists on 
the surface of the disc, a higher pro- 
portion of light is reflected back 
through a beam splitter and analyzer 
and picked up by photodiodes. If a pit 
is encountered, less light reaches the 
photodiodes. The difference in light in- 
tensity determines whether a digital 
"0" or "1" is being read. 

Using an approach somewhat simi- 
lar to that employed in Philips' DCC 
system, Sony has made it possible to 
record and play up to 74 minutes of 
music on the tiny disc by using a data - 
compression algorithm. Sony calls this 
system ATRAC (for Adaptive Trans- 
form Acoustic Coding). The ATRAC 
system was specifically optimized for 
use in an optical disc system, whereas 
PASC (Precision Adaptive Sub -band 
Coding), employed by Philips in their 
DCC format, is especially suited to the 
requirements of digital tape recording. 
ATRAC is based on two underlying 
acoustic principles: The threshold of 
hearing (we cannot hear sounds below 
certain levels of loudness) and the 
masking effect. Masking occurs when 
two sounds, one louder than the other, 
are produced simultaneously and are 
close to one another in frequency. Un- 
der these circumstances, the soft 
sound becomes difficult or impossible 
to hear. For purposes of data compres- 
sion, then, the softer sound can be 
entirely eliminated without altering per- 
ceived sound quality. Furthermore, 
with increased amplitudes it becomes 
possible to remove a greater number 
of components without audible effect. 

The ATRAC system of compression 
or, more properly, data reduction, 
starts with the same 16 -bit digital data 
as a CD but analyzes segments of the 
data for waveform content. During the 
recording process, the signal is quan- 
tized at a sampling frequency of 44.1 
kHz and converted into digital data in 
the usual manner, using a 16 -bit A/D 

- 
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Outfit your outdoors 
with Parasound All -Weather Moni 

These extraordinary sound 
machines are at home year-round on 
your deck or patio, near your pool or 
garden --rain, snow or sun. 

Powerful woofers with space-age 
polycarbon cones and huge magnets 
drive bass response down to 48Hz. 
Dome tweeters feature ferrofluid 
damping for smooth response and 
wide dispersion. The 12dB crossover 
networks deliver great clarity. High 
temperature voice coils handle 
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tors. 
enough power to fill any outdoor area. 

Great sound. Die cast durability. 
Parasound is the leading choice of 
architects and sound engineers, for 
restaurants, clubs, and shopping malls 
--outdoors, or in. 

Fine-tune your outdoor plans with 
Parasound All -Weather Speakers. 

arasound 
.. affordable audio for the critical listener. 

Parasound Products, Inc.. 950 Battery Street San Francisco, CA 94111 (800) 822. 8802 (415) 397. 7100 FAX (415) 397. 0144 
Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card 



Low power consumption, 
small size, and a unique 
approach to shockproofing 
make the Mini Disc ideal 
for portable applications. 

converter. The ATRAC encoder di- 
vides this data into segments of up to 
20 mS (approximately 1,000 samples). 
After applying Fourier transform analy- 
sis to the digital waveform in each seg- 
ment, approximately 1,000 changes in 
amplitude are analyzed as single -fre- 
quency (sinusoidal) components. Each 
frequency is assigned bits based on its 
amplitude, using the two psycho - 
acoustic principles described earlier, 
to identify only those components in 

the segment that humans can hear. 
This data is then format -encoded with 
error -correction data and recorded 
onto the disc. 

During playback, the numerous fre- 
quency components recorded on the 
disc are recomposed by the ATRAC 
decoder, and the 20-mS segments are 
reconstructed into digital waveform 
data. This data can then be processed 
by a 16 -bit D/A converter in the con- 
ventional manner. Sony does not claim 
that sound quality will be "identical" to 
that of CD or DAT, but they do maintain 
that it will be "closer to CD than to the 
sound quality of even the best analog 
cassettes." 

Resistance to shock and vibration is 
a necessity for personal portable audio 
applications. While dozens of portable 
CD players have been introduced, 
there's no denying that even the best 
of them can mistrack when subjected 
to extreme (or even not so extreme) 
external forces. No jogger has been 
able to successfully listen to a portable 
CD player in the same way that he or 
she can with a portable tape cassette 
player. Sony has come up with yet an- 
other innovative technique for solving 
this problem in the MD system. 

Although the MD pickup can read 
data from the disc at the rate of 1.4 
megabits per S, the ATRAC decoder 
requires a data rate of only 0.3 mega- 
bit per S of information for proper play- 
back. The MD player utilizes this differ- 
ence in processing speed to create a 
buffer in a memory chip between the 
pickup and the ATRAC decoder. A 1 - 

megabit buffer can store approximate- 
ly 3 S of encoded digital information. 
This buffer makes it possible to virtually 
eliminate skipping or muting caused 
by vibration. If the pickup shifts out of 
position due to vibration, the correct 
digital information is still supplied to 
the ATRAC decoder from the buffer 

Fig. 1-The 
magneto -optical 
recording system 
used in Sony's Mini 
Disc allows new data 
to be recorded 
while the old data 
is erased, with only 
a single laser. 

Fig. 2-The MD 
optical pickup system 
reads variations in 
light polarization 
when playing record- 
able MO discs 
(A) and variations in 
light intensity when 
playing conventionally 
pressed polycar- 
bonate discs (B). 

MAGNETIC 
HEAD 

DISC 
ROTATION NEW OLD 

WRITING SIGNAL 
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a * 
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A 
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a MAGNETO -OPTICAL LAYER 
(CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW) 

memory. As long as the pickup returns 
to its correct position within 3 S, the 
listener never experiences mistracking 
or muting. 

Since signals enter the buffer faster 
than they leave it for decoding, the 
buffer will eventually become full. At 
that point, the MD pickup momentarily 
stops reading information from the 
disc. It resumes reading and scanning 
as soon as there is again room in the 
memory chip. Using a concept called 
sector repositioning, the MD pickup 
has the ability to quickly resume read- 
ing from the correct point on the Mini 
Disc, since address information is as- 
signed on an MD every 13 mS. When 
the pickup is shifted or jarred out of 
place, the MD player quickly recog- 
nizes the disruption and instantly re- 
turns the pickup to its correct position. 

According to Sony, CD will remain 
the quality standard for home high-fi- 
delity music playback because it pro- 
vides superior sound quality com- 

pared to MD. Enhancements to the CD 
format also will bring further improve- 
ments in sound quality. In addition, 
Sony believes that CD will evolve from 
a strictly audio medium to a multi -me- 
dia format, a process already under- 
way with CD-ROM and CD -I. Digital 
Audio Tape will continue to comple- 
ment CD as the ideal digital record/ 
playback format for most home music 
systems, according to Sony; MD is en- 
visioned as the ideal digital record/ 
playback format to meet the portable 
application requirements of the mass 
market, thanks to its small size, ability 
to record and play up to 74 minutes of 
music, resistance to shock and vibra- 
tion, and ability to access any point on 
an MD within 1 S. Whether MD repeats 
the success story of CD or goes the 
way of Beta VCRs or Elcaset is some- 
thing no one can predict. But the ele- 
gance of this new technology and the 
level of engineering prowess that 
brought it about are awesome! Q 
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YMiITITIFE MU« 
"Kinergetic's KCD-20... 
the first CD player to crack the 
Class 1 Sound barrier" 
Peter Montcriaff 
"International Audio Review", 
Hotline #43-45. 

"...Kinergetics KCD-40 has 
become an integral part of my 
playback system. I recommend 
it very highly, especially to those 
who have had monumental 
difficulty coming to any terms 
with the CD format." 
Neil Levenson 
Fanfare, Jan/Feb 1990. 

"...Kinergetics offers its purchaser 
more than a glimpse of what the 
best CD sound is all about." 
John Atkinson 
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 1. 

"A generation later, transistor 
designs by such companies as 
Levinson, Krell, and Threshold 
have gained my respect as being 
eminently musical despite their 
silicon hearts. To this list I can 
now add Kinergetics Research." 
Dick Olsher 
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 1. 

"Kinergetics pulled off what I 

considered to be a near miracle. 
They successfully integrated a 
subwoofer with the twitchy 
Martin -Logan CLSes... 
the tonal balance through the 
lower octaves was just right. 
The deep bass and midbass 
were tight and well -detailed" 
Dick Olsher 
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 3. 

We will continue to create 
improvements in areas of 
psychoacoustic that others 
have yet to discover. 

III' RESEARCH 
CS 

6029 Reseda Blvd., Tarzana, CA 91356 
818/345-5339 Fax: 818/609-8576 

"Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card 



SO YOU 
DISCOVERED YOU 

LIKE JAll. 
NOW WHAT? 

SAXOPHONE 

`3 

George Howard -Love 
And Understanding (GRP) 

416.644 
Frank Morgan -A 
Lonesome Thing (Antilles) 

419.796 

Joe Henderson -Best Of 
Joe Henderson (Blue Note) 

419.739 

Michael Kamen - 
Concerto For Saxaphone 
Featuring David Sanborn 
(Warner Bros) 414.532 

Gerald Albright -Dream 
Come True (Atlantic) 

414003 
Kenny Garrett -African 
Exchange Student 
(Atlantic) 413.781 

Rick Margitza-Hope 
(Blue Note) 412.585 
The Best Of John 
Coltrane ¡Atlantic) 412-114 
Michael Brecker-Now 
You See It (Now You Don't) 
(GRP) 411.769 
Branford Marsalis-Music 
From Mo' Better Blues 
(Columbia) 410.928 

Branford Marsalls-Crazy 
People Music (Columbia) 

405.969 
Na)ee-Tokyo Blue (EMI) 

405.910 
Frank Morgan -Mood 
Indigo (Antilles) 404.152 

Stanley Turrentine-La 
Place (Blue Note) 387.159 
Bird -Original Motion 
Picture Soundtrack 
(Columba) 373.332 
Various Artists -Masters 
Of The Saxophone 
(CTI Masters) 371.609 
John Coltrane -Giant 
Steps (Atlantic) 371.591 
Kenny G -Silhouette 
(Arista) 371.559 

-«3 
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I GUITAR GREATS l 

DOES GEORGE 
HEAT YOU UP? 
George Benson - 
Big Boss Band Featuring 
The Count Basie Orchestra 
(Warner Bros) 412.478 

Gerry Mulligan -Best Of 
The Gerry Mulligan 
Quartet With Chet Baker 
(Blue Note) 419.689 
Best 01 Cannonball 
Adderley-The Capitol 
Years (Capitol) 419.671 

The Best Of Wayne 
Shorter (Blue Note) 

419.515 
The Best Of Sonny 
Rollins (Blue Nole)419.473 
The Best Of Stanley 
Turrentine (Blue Note) 

419424 
Claus Ogerman- 
Featuring Michael Brecker 
(GRP) 418-368 

Nelson Rangell (GRP) 
418.350 

Michael Paulo-Fusebox 
(GRP) 417-006 

Nino Tempo -Tenor 
Saxophone (Atlantic) 

415984 
Kenny G -Live (Arista) 

401.505 

THEN COOL OFF 
WITH EARL. 

Earl Klugh-Midnight In 
San Juan (Warner Bros ) 

416.776 

Best Of Stanley 
Turrentine 
(Epic/Associated) 410.787 

The Best Of Paul 
Desmond 
(Epic' Associated) 410.688 

Eric Marienthal- 
Crossroads (GRP) 410.423 
The Best Of Dexter 
Gordon (Blue Note) 

409243 
Sonny Rollins -Falling In 
Love With Jazz (Milestone) 

408.518 
Bobby Watson 8 Horizon 
-The Inventor (Blue Note) 

408.492 
Hank Crawford / Jimmy 
McGrltf-On The Blue 
Side (Milestone) 408.484 

Courtney Pine -The 
Vision's Tale (Antilles) 

407494 
Grover Washington, Jr. - 
Anthology Of Grover 
Washington, Jr. (Elektra) 

338-632 

GUITAR 

Stanley Jordan - 
Cornucopia (Blue Note) 

387.142 

The Best Of Earl Klugh 
(Blue Note) 419.655 

John Scot leld-Meant To 
Be (Blue Note) 418.749 

Larry Coryell-Shining 
Hour (Muse) 413.930 

Pat Metheny Group - 
Question And Answer 
(Geffen) 408.286 
Larry Carlton -Collection 
(GRP) 407.825 
Lee Ritenour-Stolen 
Moments (GRP) 406.280 
John Scotield-Time On 
My Hands (Blue Note) 

405.928 
George Benson -The 
Best Of George Benson 
(CBS Associated) 403.246 

r 

Maybe you heard it at the 
movies, on the radio, or at a friend's Tj 
house. The unmistakable sound that's caught your ear is 
jazz -and you want more of it. But where do you go now to 
jazz up your music collection? 

To get only the most critically acclaimed jazz, look to 
Columbia House. Our experts review the latest releases -plus 
recommend the legendary classics worth collecting. 

Discover the best in jazz right here at Columbia I louse. 

Pat Metheny Group - 
Letter From Home (Geffen) 

383901 
Various Artists -Masters 
Of Guitar (CTI) 373.472 
George Benson/Earl 
Klugh-Collaboration 
(Warner Bros) 356.501 

George Benson- 
Breezin' (Warner Bros ) 

286.930 

KEYBOARD 

The Chick Corea 
Akoustic Band -Alive 
(GRP) 416.081 

Ellis Marsalis-Ellis 
Marsalis Trio (Blue Note) 

420-075 
Best Of Thelonious Monk 
(Blue Note) 419.663 
The Best Of Jimmy Smith 
(Blue Note) 419.507 
The Best Of Bud Powell 
(Blur. N''e) 419-481 
The Best Of Horace 
Silver (Blue Note) 419.416 
The Best Of Herbie 
Hancock (Blue Note) 

419.408 

Joey Defrancesco-Part 
Ill (Columbia) 417.790 
Dave Brubeck-New 
Wine (Musicmasters) 

416.669 
Dave Grusin -Havana 
Original Soundtrack (GRP) 

414.573 

7ite advantages of jazz at Columbia Ilouse. 
By choosing any 8 CI)s for only a penny (plus ship 
ping and handling), you become a member of the 
Columbia House jazz Club. Once you're enrolled, 
you agree to buy just 6 more CI)s at regular Club 
prices (currently S12.98 to 815,98, plus shipping/ 
handling) within the next three years. You may can- 
cel your membership at any time after doing so. 

Free Music Magazine: As a member we'll keep 
you current with the best jazz by sending you the 
Columbia House N usic Magazine about every four 
weeks (up to 13 times a year). Inside, you'll find 
descriptions of Regular Selections plus hundreds of 
alternatives to choose from. We'll also send you 6 
Special Mailings. In a year, you'll enjoy a total of 19 

convenient op)x)rtunities to select your favorite music. 
Buy Only What You Want: If you choose the 
Regular or Special Selection, it will automatically be 
sent. Or, if you prefer an alternate selection -or 
none at all -simply mail the Response Card always 
provided by the date specified. You'll always have 10 

days to decide. If not, you may return the Selection 
at our expense. 
Bonus Offer: Join right now and get an additional CI) 
at the super -low price of only $6.95. That allows you to 
take another CI) for FREE. That's 10 CDs in all. 

10 -Day Free Trial: If not satisfied, return every- 
thing within 10 (lays for a full refund and no further 
obligation. 
Half -Price flan: Remain a member after fulfilling 
your obligation and take advantage of our money- 
saving Bonus Plan. It lets you buy any CD at half 
price for each one you purchase at the regular Club 
price. For selection, convenience and price, 
Columbia House is the best place for jazz. So get in 
the groove. Sign up now. 

COLUMBIA HOUSE 
Where the jazz is. 

1400 North hrunridgr Ave.nueTerre II:x0i . Indiana 47x1 11129 



David Benoit -Inner 
Motion (GRP) 411.751 

Bobby Lyle -The Journey 
(Atlantic Jazz) 411-215 
Alex Bugnon-Head Over 
Heels (Orpheus) 410.092 

Bob James -Grand Piano 
Canyon (Warner Bros ) 

408.906 
Michel Camilo -On the 
Other Hand (Epic) 408-682 
Harry Connick, Jr.- 
Lolty's Roach Souffle 
(Columbia) 406.652 

Eliane Ellas Plays Jobim 
(Blue Note) 406.520 
McCoy Tyner -Things 
Ain't What They Used To 
Be (Blue Note) 406-462 
Michel Petrucciani- 
Music (Blue Note) 404.624 
Ahmed Jamal- 
Pittsburgh (Atlantic Jazz) 

403.279 
Various Artists -Masters 
OI The Keyboard (CTI) 

403212 
Dave Grusin -The 
Fabulous Baker Boys 
Soundtrack (GRP) 402.958 
David Benoit -Waiting 
For Spring (GRP) 401-901 

Dave Grusin Collection 
(GRP) 378-398 
Oscar Peterson -The Trio 
(Pablo) 367.268 

The Greatest Hits 01 
Ramsey Lewis (Chess) 

363- 895/393.892 
The Dave Brubeck 
Quartet -Time Out 
(CL Jazz Masterpieces) 

353.060 
Herble Hancock -Head 
Hunters (Columbia) 

237.032 

H A R R Y cUrricr Jr. DIANE SCHUUR 

, ' JN' 

HOT VOCALS] 

f 1 J 
- : 

t -71.4:_a 

IF YOU'RE HOOKED IT'S TIME 
ON HARRY, YOU MET DIANE. 

Harry Connick, Jr. -We Diane Schuur-Pure 
Are In Love (Columbia) 406.645 Schuur (GRP) 415-331 

VOCALS 

. 

Dianne Reeves -I 
Remember (Blue Note) 

418.756 
Sarah Vaughan -How 
Long Has This Been Going 
On? (Pablo) 418.509 

Take 6 -So Much 2 Say 
(Reprise) 413.310 
Bobby McFerrin - 
Medicine Music (EMI) 

412-064 
Lou Rawls -It's Supposed 
To Be Fun (Blue Note) 

411.884 
The Best 01 Esther 
Phillips (Epic/Associated) 

410-712 
Michael Franks -Blue 
Pacific (Reprise) 408-328 

Al Jarreau-Heart's 
Horizon (Reprise) 376.186 

Billie Holiday -Lady's 
Decca Days Volume One 
(MCA) 407.635 

Patti Austin -Love Is 
Gonna Getcha ;GRP) 

405.951 

Jonathan Butler -Heal 
Our Land (Jive/RCA) 

410282 
Tanta Maria -Bela Vista 
(World Pacific) 409.896 

D)javan-Puzzle Of Hearts 
(Columbia) 409.102 

Dianne Reeves -Never 
Too Far (EMI) 404.517 

Basla-London Warsaw 
New York (Epic: 401.752 

Quincy Jones -Back On 
The Block (Ouest/Warner 
Bros) 389.577 
Lou Rawls -At Last 
(Blue Note) 387-589 
Harry Connick,Jr. 
When Harry Met Sally - 
Music From The Motion 
Picture (Columbia) 386.821 

George Benson - 
Tenderly (Warner Bros ) 

384.214 

Sarah Vaughan -The 
Divine (Columba) 374.280 
Take 6 (Repnsel 372.680 

8CDsFO' See details. 

PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CI) -FREE! 

Wynton Marsalls- 
Intimacy Calling - 
Standard Time. Vol.2 
(Columbia) 417.675 

The Best 01 Lee Morgan 
(Blue Note) 419.499 
The Best 01 Freddie 
Hubbard (Blue Note) 

419.465 
Jon Faddls-Hornucopia 
(Epic) 416.206 
Wynton Marsalis-Tune 
In Tomorrow.../Orig. 
Soundtrack (Columbia) 

414-193 

Freddie Hubbard -Times 
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THE AUDIO 
INTERVIEW 

MICI IAEL 
CUSÇTJNA 

Jazz Man with a Passion. 
JON W. POSES 

At 42, Michael Cuscuna already has substantial credentials as a 

record producer. Ile is a two-time winner of France's Grand Prix 

du Disque, that country's Grammy, once for his work on the 

Lester Young Blue Note reissue, the other for Anthony Braxton's 

Creative Orchestra Music, 1976 (Bluebird). More than a decade 

ago, he received two Grammy nominations as producer of Jazz 

Record of the Year, the titles being Dexter Gordon's Sophisticat- 
ed Giant (CBS) and Woody Shaw's Rosewood (CBS). Recent 

nominations were in the Best Historical Album category for The 

Blue Note 50th Anniversary Collection in 1990 and for The 

Complete Recordings of T -Bone 
Walker, 1940-1954 (Mosaic) in 

1991. Even year since 1982, as a 

producer, he has placed either 
Number 1. or 2 on Down Beat 

magazine's critics' poll. 
The eclectic, unassuming Cus- 

cuna began his career as a radio 
announcer at the University of 
Pennsylvania's WXPN before being 

asked to join the staff of Philadel- 

phia's leading FM rock station, 
WMMR. Ile was all of 21 years 

old. Within two years, he found 
himself announcing in New York, 

hosting a free -form, mostly rock -oriented daily program on 

u P1 J. More recently, he acted as sometime consultant, producer, 

field producer, writer, and host for National Public Radio's 

syndicated Jazz Alive! program. 
Hardly enamored with radio, however, Cuscuna "fell into" 

writing for periodicals such as Down Beat, Jazz & Pop, Craw - 

daddy, Rolling Stone, Record World, and Saturday Review. Yet 

his hest love has always been, and remains to this day, record 

producing. 

RY OUTGOING 
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A fan of blues and R&B, Cuscuna started out in the early 1970s 

with such artists as Buddy Guy, Bonnie Raitt, and Garland 

Jeffreys. Cuscuna has primarily produced jazz since 1975: his 

credits include John Klemmer, Larry Coryell, Pat Martino, Oliver 
Lake, and Cecil Taylor. He has also directed such series as ABC 
Impulse's Dedication reissues and previously unissued material, 

and now oversees Impulse's new reissue program. 

Cuscuna, with Bruce Lundvall 'see Audio, June 19891, is 

largely responsible for the reemergence of the Blue Note catalog, 

bringing the almost 52 -year -old label up to, if not beyond, its 

1960s heyday status. While Cus- 

cuna still considers himself a free- 

ti 

Eric 1dt, Bonnie Rain, and Cuscuna, 1972. 

' 
lance producer, he remains, along 
with label president and Capitol 

^` Records east coast manager Lund- 

: vall, in charge of Blue Note's reis- 

sue project and a consultant for 

all aspects of the label. Cuscuna 

simultaneously nurtures his. chief 
passion, Mosaic Records. A part- 
nership between Cuscuna and fel- 

low producer Charlie Louie, Mo- 

saic is now in its ninth year and 

sells only by mail order (35 Mel- 
rose ('lace. Stamford, Conn. 

06902). Geared to completist fans, archivists, and other connois- 
seurs, Mosaic releases boxed sets of, in Cuscuna's words, 

"personal favorites." Each release comes accompanied by elabo- 

rate and informative booklets filled with historical and musical 

information. Cuscuna and Lourié s 37 -title catalog includes multi - 
volume sets from 'fhelonious Monk, T -Bone Walker, Chet Baker, 

Charles Mingus, Bud Powell, Stan Getz, and the acclaimed Dean 

Benedetti recordings of Charlie Parker. This fall will mark the 

release of the long-awaited Nat King Cole sets. 

PHOTOGRAPHY: ©DAVID GAHR 
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Baritone saxophonist 

Gerry Mulligan, 1973. 

Pianist/composer 

Thelonious Monk,1971. 

Pail Desmond, alto 

saxopyil 972. 
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Where does your interest in music 
come from? 
Listening to the radio when I was about 
seven or so, I fell in love with mid -'50s 
R&B: Clyde McPhatter, LaVern Baker, 
The Robins. I began collecting 45s, 
some rock and roll-Chuck Berry, Little 
Richard, people like that. For some 
reason my cousin and I got a bug to 
play the drums at the same time. We 
started with a little beginner set, to play 
along with the records. For a long time 
we were just buying records and listen- 
ing to just the drum solos. We sought 
out Benny Goodman's Carnegie Hall 
Jazz Concert (Columbia) because 
Gene Krupa took a long solo on "Sing, 
Sing, Sing." Little by little, we started to 
listen to the music around it, so we 
started to get into jazz ever so gradual- 
ly. Then we made the progression from 
Benny Goodman to Dave Brubeck, 
who was very popular at the time, and 

then John Coltrane. Eventually I be- 
came totally obsessed with it. 

1 know that you grew up in Stamford, 
Connecticut, but you were a radio an- 
nouncer in Philadelphia. How did. a 

Connecticut boy get hooked into ra- 
dio in Philadelphia? 
I went to the University of Pennsylva- 
nia. I started at the Wharton School, 
Penn's business school. I thought 
some day I'd like to have my own rec- 
ord company. But they were gearing 
everyone to be the head of General 
Motors, so I quickly transferred to 
English lit, like everyone else who 
didn't know what they wanted to do. 
[Laughs.] I got into radio the first few 
weeks I was there. It was not anything I 

thought I would do or was driven to do; 
it was out of boredom. I thought that I 

might get some free records out of the 
whole thing. 

My show got very popular, and it 

eventually led, in my senior year, to a 

professional radio gig. Dave Herman 

was leaving WMMR. He called me and 
said, "I'm leaving to go to New York. 
Are you interested in coming here?" I 

was half-assed about it .... I didn't 
really care whether I got it or not, so 
naturally, I got it. [Laughs.] In fact, I 

had quit college radio because I'd be- 
come bored with it. The job at WMMR 
led, a year and a half later, to an offer 
from the same station Dave was on- 
WPLJ-FM in New York. 

I did a morning show that was a 
mixture of rock, jazz, and any kind of 
music I wanted to play. Live phoners, 
people calling in, talk shows. I could 
have any kind of guest I wanted: Musi- 
cians, politicians, filmmakers, any- 
body. The second my station became 
formatted, I left radio, which I never 
really wanted to do anyway. But it was 
very good money, and I kept getting 
these gigs by accident. So I thought I 

would play it out for however long it 

rolled. 
A week after I quit, I got an offer from 

Joel Dorn, an old ex -DJ in Philadelphia 
who was staff producer at Atlantic, who 
said he needed an assistant and a 

The better you know your 

staff producer, and would I like the job. 
I said, "Yes." 
Before we talk about your producing, 
how did you become involved with 
writing about jazz? 
Another accident. It wasn't really any- 
thing I wanted to do, thought I had the 
ability to do, or was aware I could do. 
In college I wrote a few pieces for Jazz 
& Pop, then Down Beat, then it snow- 
balled. Somebody called me to do liner 
notes.... Now I write a lot of the time, 
though I still hate it. As Dorothy Parker 
said, "I hate writing, but I love having 
written." 
How did you get into producing? 
My second year of college, I lived 
down the street from the great guitar 
player Pat Martino. The same guy who 
managed him at the time managed 
Groove Holmes, who had a very under- 
rated guitarist, George Freeman. I re- 
corded George with my own money- 
about $1,000 I had inherited. I finally 
sold the recording, at cost, to Delmark 
Records, and it came out. But produc- 
ing was something I always wanted to 
do. A lot of records were coming out, 
and I thought, "Gee, nobody's doing 
this, no one's doing that, there's a lot of 
things that could be done that aren't 
being done." That's the why of how I 

got into it. 
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Dick Waterman, who managed a lot 
of blues musicians, lived down the 
street from me in Philadelphia. I used 
to have blues guys living at my house 
all the time; the overflow from his apart- 
ment would sleep on my couch. Buddy 
Guy and I got to be good friends at a 
time when he was leaving Vanguard. 
He didn't like the staff producer. He 
said, "If you want to get into produc- 
ing, why don't you come produce my 
date." I said okay, but I still didn't really 
know what I was doing. Vanguard 
wouldn't pay for him to come back to 
New York to mix his last album, and he 
really wanted to come back. So I said, 
"Look, I'd like to try an idea. I'd like to 
do an acoustic album. Would you play 
just acoustic guitar with Junior Wells on 
harmonica? I can get Junior Mance, 
who's a good jazz pianist, but he can 
play the blues. I called Blue Thumb 
Records; they knew me as a college 
radio DJ. Bob Krasnow said, "That 
sounds interesting. We'll give you a 
budget of $4,000," or whatever it was. 
So I put that together, and eventually it 

was called Buddy and The Juniors. 

Yeah. The whole deal was very cheap, 
but not cheap enough for Atlantic. So I 

got frustrated because all these peo- 
ple went to other labels and did very 
well. I realized, the label's not letting 
me make money for them, and they're 
not letting me make money for myself 
either. So I left, and I've been freelanc- 
ing ever since. 
One of the early to mid -'70s key proj- 
ects was the Arista/Freedom series. 
Steve Backer [later with RCA] was 
working on a deal with Clive Davis and 
asked me if I would do some A&R and 
producing for him. That summer, 1975, 
I was recording Larry Coryell and the 
Art Ensemble of Chicago at Montreux, 
and I bumped into Alan Bates from 
England, who had the Freedom label. 
He was looking for an American deal, 
and I told him that Steve Backer was 
making a deal with Clive Davis, that 
Bell Records was going to be turned 
into a new label. So, we cut a deal. I 

started administrating the Freedom la- 
bel and producing a lot of records for 
Arista proper. That was a nice run. 
Clive wasn't big on the stuff. He didn't 

get into the Blue Note vaults, but 
George Butler, who was running Blue 
Note for United Artists, didn't know 
much about pure jazz, didn't seem to 
care about it. 

I kept calling George. I said, "Look, 
you have a lot of unissued material. 
You can put it out." And he would say, 
"Yeah, maybe we'll have you do some- 
thing," but nothing ever happened. Fi- 
nally, Blue Note hired Charlie Lourie, 
who was at CBS, to be head of mer- 
chandising and marketing. I told Char- 
lie, "Look, man, you got a lot of unis- 
sued material." He said, "Yeah, I know, 
we're going to do something with it. 
But there's no identification, no files." 
Soon afterwards, I showed him my 
notebook. He was so excited, he said, 
"You got a deal. You're going into the 
vaults tomorrow." I said, "Thank God. 
This is a five-year dream." All that unis- 
suec tape was driving me crazy, that it 

was never going to be heard. That was 
one of the greatest and worst days of 
my life. I mean, I walked into this dusty 
room in L.A., a third -floor walk-up. And 
there were reams of tape. All they said 

artists, the better you know when to use a sense of humor, when to relax. 

Buddy's only reason for doing it was to 
get back to New York to mix the Van- 
guard album. 

Then there was a singer/songwriter 
from Philly who I thought a great deal of, 
Chris Smither. I got him a deal with 
Poppy Records. I co -produced his first 
album and then produced his second 
and third. I had known Bonnie Raitt from 
before she sang and played; I couldn't 
do her first album because I was doing 
radio, but as soon as I left radio, she 
asked me to do the second album, 
which I did. That was about 1972, and 
that's when I joined Atlantic Records, 
where I spent a little over two years. 
After Atlantic, I started freelancing. 
What's involved in freelance producing? 
Basically, waiting for the phone to 
ring. I had a very dry first year. It was 
scary, but I left Atlantic because I was 
not a very good company man. Almost 
everything I wanted to do, they said 
no, no, no. 
Examples? 
I had very reasonable deals set up with 
Chick Corea, Gato Barbieri, Gil Scott - 
Heron, Wayne Shorter, Miroslav Vitous, 
and others. 
When you say "reasonable," you 
mean in terms of how much money you 
would need to pay them and put the 
record out? 

really have the passion. It didn't bring 
in big dollars, so he didn't care that 
much. But all the pressure he brought 
to bear, he brought to bear on Steve. 
Steve was sort of the buffer, and I just 
went along on my merry way doing the 
stuff I liked. 
That series involved solo projects, 
what people consider "outside," less 
accessible music. How many copies 
would be pressed? 
In those days, that stuff was doing well, 
better than it does today. That was 
Anthony Braxton's time. He was selling 
between 10,000 and 20,000 copies; a 
lot of others were doing 8,000 to 
10,000 copies. I think a lot of the so- 
called avant-garde records now sell, in 
this country, more like 4,000 copies. 
How'd you become involved with Blue 
Note Records? 

I had a lot of friends who had been 
Blue Note artists. In the course of con- 
versations, guys would make refer- 
ence to all these dates that never 
came out. I remember Andrew Hill. sit- 
ting in my living room, listing about 12 
sessions-and he has an impeccable 
memory. He remembered the entire 
personnel on all of them, and he was 
right on the money. In the early '70s, I 

started a notebook about this stuff; I 

don't even know why. I kept trying to 

was, "Jackie McLean, April 1962." No 
tune titles, no personnel, no notes, 
nothing. So I began chippin' away with 
what I knew. I made cassette copies, 
sent them to musicians. They would 
identify some of the sidemen. I tried to 
figure out the tunes by getting with BMI 
and seeing what tunes by the guys 
had been registered two weeks after 
the sessions. Then I'd get lead sheets 
and work backwards. It was a really 
long, laborious situation. Sometimes I 

got kicky and found information, but 
usually I didn't. That was the first Blue 
Note series of reissues I was involved 
in; it died after two years. 

In 1979, when EMI bought the whole 
United Artists -Liberty -Blue Note -Pacif- 
ic Jazz combine, I sold the idea to 
the new company. At the same time, 
somebody at United Artists Films dis- 
covered a big file of [late Blue Note 
founder, interviewed June 1987] Alfred 
Lion's notes on unissued material and 
delivered them to me. Suddenly, there 
were tapes that I hadn't been able to 
identify that I had the whole scoop on: 
Tune titles, personnel, suggested take 
numbers. So I did another series from 
the fall of '79 to the middle of '81. 

In 1984, my friend Bruce Lundvall, for 
whom I produced Dexter Gordon and 
Woody Shaw at CBS, called to tell me 
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he was starting up Blue Note again. He 
knew I was an expert on Blue Note and 
asked me to do some reissues. He had 
the idea to do the project that became 
our One Night at Blue Note series, 
which was basically a concert record- 
ing at New York's Town Hall on Febru- 
ary 22, 1985, featuring some of the 
label veterans, and he asked me to be 
the musical director and producer. Af- 
ter that, he asked me to write some ads 
and he started sending me tapes, as if I 

were an A&R man. My duties kept in- 
creasing. I was never hired, never giv- 
en a title; there's never been anything 
formal about it to this day. 

Stanley was doing those selections on 
street corners. He cut what he wanted 
to cut; there's nothing on the record 
that was done to be commercial. His 
success comes from the fact that he's 
a good musician. He's a guitarist. 
There are more young guitarists in this 
country who buy records than people 
who play any other instrument. Sec- 
ondly, Stanley had this incredible tap- 
ping technique that made him receive 
instant, national attention. You don't 
have to do a commercial formula rec- 
ord with someone like that; they're 
commercial by the mere fact that they 
exist. 

I space those out very deliberately. I 

won't put out a reissue any time around 
the new release of an active artist. We 
believe in carrying on the Blue Note 
tradition as well as having success 
with new things. Basically, we have 
four categories: We have a very strik- 
ing artist who can have broad, broad 
appeal; then the labors of love; then it's 
important to have a lot of young talent 
that's in the tradition, a Bobby Watson, 
OTB..., and finally there are the con- 
tinuum artists-McCoy Tyner, Joe 
Henderson, Freddie Hubbard, Stanley 
Turrentine, the people who have been 
associated with the label in its '60s 

There have been a lot of people making fine records over the years, but 

Has Blue Note been healthy in its 
newest incarnation? 
Very healthy. The reissues still do well; 
the invention of the CD has helped a 
great deal. With new artists, we've 
been able to balance labors of love, 
like Don Pullen, Andrew Hill, and 
James Newton, with people like 
Dianne Reeves, Stanley Jordan, Lou 
Rawls, and Bobby McFerrin, with 
whom we've had incredible success. 
When you say "labors of love," what 
kind of sales numbers are we talking 
about? 
I can't get specific with any artist; that's 
really their business. But we're talking 
about sales in the neighborhood of 
6,000 to 10,000 copies. With what it 

costs to make a record today, that's 
not very good. Especially with great 
artists. You're not going to underpay 
them, you're not going to cut corners 
on the quality of the record: You're 
going to make the best possible record 
you can. So you don't make money on 
something that sells 6,000 to 10,000 
copies when you're dealing with a ma- 
jor company. If I had my own little la- 
bel, I could. But we have a lot of al- 
bums that sell in the 15,000 to 30,000 
range that turn a little bit of profit, and 
we have some big successes that 
keep the whole thing going. 
Don't you think somebody could argue 
that Stanley Jordan playing a Beatles 
tune is, in a sense, designed to sell 
records? 
They could if they wanted to, but he's 
been doing that for years. Stanley Jor- 
dan is one of the current generation of 
players who grew up listening as much 
to Jimi Hendrix and The Beatles as he 
did to Lee Morgan and Bud Powell. He 
doesn't see that much differénce be- 
tween any of it; it's all stuff he loves. 

How do you decide who to put on the 
label as a new artist? Also, how do you 
decide which albums to reissue, and 
when? 
Both situations are extremely arbitrary. 
With the labors of love, it's usually 
somebody that both Bruce and I feel 
extremely strongly about. I wanted to 
do Don Pullen -George Adams for five 
years. Bruce, who'd gotten interested 
in them separately, said, "Let's do it." 

In one case, there's someone we 
both feel strongly about, but also it was 
Alfred Lion's last request to me. He felt 
Andrew Hill was the last major talent 
he'd found, and he wanted us to have 
Hill back on Blue Note. Andrew signed 
his contract the day we held our 50th 
anniversary celebration. 
When you sign people to Blue Note, 
I'm sure the terms vary, but are they 
single- or multiple -record deals? 
Always multiple. No, I guess sometimes 
single. 
How do you determine what records to 
reissue? How do you avoid glutting the 
market? 
Ideally, we space them out. We had a 
couple of very big releases initially. Af- 
ter that we've tried to issue them at 
about five or six a month, maximum. 
There's only so much room in stores; 
there's a lot of reissue programs, a lot 
of European imports, and new record- 
ings of jazz. Stores are running out of 
space. They have to carry three for- 
mats. You also don't want to frustrate 
fans. There are people who want to 
buy all this stuff, and they only have so 
much money. You can't glut the market 
and drive people crazy, so you space 
them out. 
Do you find that some of your re- 
issue product competes with current 
releases? 

heyday and are still recording strong 
music. 
Why is the distribution of jazz product 
so poorly executed; why is the avail- 
ability so limited? 
First, there are stores that won't carry 
jazz because more and more stores 
are getting Top 100 oriented. With 
three formats firmly in place, that's 
even more of a problem. There are a 
lot of stores that won't carry Whitney 
Houston's first album; they're only in- 
terested in the one that's active now- 
so where is John Coltrane going to 
come in? They want to turn over a lot of 
product, and the way to do that is go 
with the hits. The mom and pop store 
and the full -catalog store that used to 
carry everything are pretty much a 

thing of the past. It's only through 
[Tower Records chairman] Russ Solo- 
mon's vision that the full -catalog store 
stayed alive or came back. I have no 
facts to back this up, but I bet you that 
40% of pure jazz sales comes out of 
the various Tower stores. They have 
made the full -catalog store something 
appealing, a place you want to go, a 
place where you can find everything. 
But there are not that many Tower 
stores in the country. There are a lot of 
places that can't get the stuff. That's 
one of the reasons Mosaic started a 
subsidiary, True Blue Music, to start 
carrying the Blue Note reissues line, 
and we'll start to carry other reissues 
lines as well-because people don't 
always live near a Tower Records. I get 
letters with checks or cash from people 
who say they can't get a hold of some- 
thing, begging me to send them Blue 
Note titles. 
What do you do in that instance? 
I take the money and stiff them, of 
course.... [Big laugh.] No, I can't 
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send out the records myself. The only 
things I get in the office are punched 
promo records. So now True Blue Mu- 
sic will handle it as mail orders. 
Why doesn't the industry treat jazz on 
the same level as classical music? 
Why does jazz always seem to be 
dumped into the pop marketplace? 
I don't know why it's that way, except 
classical music is "high art," and even 
people who don't like it, but who 
pompously want to be noticed, pre- 
tend to like it. It's probably why classi- 
cal music gets subsidized. From a live 
performance situation, it's the most 
money -losing situation you can get 

in the air that I was unaware of. Of 
course, I don't think I, or anybody else, 
could really measure up to what he 
had. The key is still, I believe, to have a 
personal relationship with an artist, 
then to have planning sessions about 
the purpose of an album, the material, 
the pacing, and the sidemen, so that 
the artist and producer can have a 
mental picture of what the album 
should be and try to realize that goal. 
Then rehearsals are very important so 
that everyone involved knows the mate- 
rial cold, and you can go into the studio 
and get an early take when the solos 
are still fresh and inspired. 

there was Alfred Lion-then there's the rest of us. 

into. You have to keep 106 musicians 
on salary-for a whole year? I don't 
think even Sting could afford to do that 
in the real, capitalist world. But classi- 
cal is very white, it's prestigious, it's 
time-honored. Jazz isn't; jazz is the 
bastard child that's an American art 
form which always has had to take 
care of itself. 
Who are some other producers whose 
work you like and respect? 
That answer will surprise you. Willie 
Mitchell, who produced all those Al 
Green and Ann Peebles records, Phil 
Spector ... the producers I love are 
really pop producers. And the pop pro- 
ducers who are really more arranger - 
oriented, who really have a sound. .1 

also love the R&B production of the 
'50s by the Atlantic team of Ahmet Er- 
tegun and Jerry Wexler, as well as Jer- 
ry Leiber and Mike Stoller. Atlantic was 
able to train others through their tradi- 
tion of soul, taste, and quality-such as 
Tom Dowd, Arif Mardin, and Joel Dorn, 
who carried the great Atlantic tradition 
into the early '70s. 

As for jazz producers, Alfred Lion's 
records have been the ones I've loved 
most all my life. The art of the jazz 
producer is so vague and has so many 
intangibles. But a testament to Alfred 
was the noticeable drop in consistency 
and quality at Blue Note when he left. 
That's not to detract from what Frank 
Wolff and Duke Pearson did; it just was 
never the same. There have been a lot 
of people making fine records over the 
years, but in my opinion, there was 
Alfred and now there is the rest of us. 

When I finally met Alfred, I was sur- 
prised at how similar our working meth- 
ods and plans and feelings about mak- 
ing records were. I guess there was 
always some empathy floating around 

How do you decide which studio to 
use for which artists? 
For straight -ahead jazz, say from Art 
Blakey to OTB, anything like that, Rudy 
Van Gelder definitely has the best 
sound. What he brought to recording in 
the early '50s was a very lively sound, 
a lot of brilliance in the recording, be- 
fore it was commonplace. He wasn't 
afraid to put as much level on the tape 
as possible and add some highs and 
brilliance to the piano, drums, and 
cymbals. He was able to develop a 
sound through echo and through EQ to 
really make the horns sound larger 
than life. If you couldn't get to see any 
of these guys live, the closest thing to 
the impact of that was, and is, Rudy 
Van Gelder's sound. No one can really 
duplicate Rudy; he's influenced every 
engineer I can think of. 
When you're planning a live recording, 
what are some of the logistics that you 
look for or set up ahead of time? 
Recording live requires several things. 
It's too costly and ineffective anymore, 
with jazz budgets, to get a mobile truck 
and record multi -track. Generally you 
have to hire an engineer who has gear, 
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Saxophonist/composer 

Oliver Lake, 1980. 

Larry Coryell, 

guitarist, 1973. 

Pia ist/composer 

McCo'T'yner; 1980. 
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who comes in and sets up a recording 
situation of digital two -track in the club. 
Because you are going to two -track, 
you have to know your music exactly 
because you have to go for a mix right 
there. If you only have two or three 
days to record or-and it happens- 
one or two days to record, you have to 

The only way jazz will be 

go for what you're targeting for the 
record. So you generally do a great 
deal of rehearsal, and you develop set 
cycles of the target material for the 
album. The audience is not going to 
hear that artist's old favorites that night, 
because what you do is set up a pro- 
gram of seven or eight tunes to get as 
much repetition as possible so you 
have three or four takes of everything. 
Not that you play the same material 
take one, two, three, four-play one 
song continuously and then move on to 
the next. You do have some rotation so 
the artists approach it freshly each 
time, so you have the interaction with 
the audience, and the ambience. 
How often do you want to record an 
artist live versus in the studio? Or does 
that just vary depending on the artist? 
It varies, depending on the circum- 
stances. I mean, the nice thing about 
recording live is that the artists get 
feedback from the audience, if it's a 
room they love to play in and that the 
audience loves to go see them in. Most 
of the recording I've done has been at 
the [Village] Vanguard, just because 
it's such a wonderful, magical club. 
The artists love it, the audience loves it. 
Everyone who works there loves it too. 
It's really a special place. 
Getting back to the studio. In general, 
if you are not doing that kind of 
straight -ahead record, which I know 
you are doing almost entirely at this 
point .. . 

Not really. Variations would be things 
like Don Pullen -George Adams. That 
requires me to know the music, if we're 
recording digital two -track, for me to 
be at the board mixing all the time. 
That's not Rudy's kind of music, and, 
anyway, he doesn't let anyone sit at the 
board. So I have to go somewhere 
where the engineer doesn't mind me 
sitting at the board, mixing it as we 
record. There's a lot of textures with 
them, a lot of levels of intensity in that 
kind of music, a lot of different blends. 
To record that stuff, optimally, you 
have to keep changing it as you go 
along, so you have to know it. I need 
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that freedom; I need that access to the 
board. 

Then there are records with vocal- 
ists. When, doing multi -track, actually 
adding vocals and soloists and differ- 
ent elements as you go along, sort of 
the regular pop -record process, you 
also need access to the board. You 

radio. If you can't, then that's just the 
way it is, and you hope that people will 
embrace it anyway. 

After the artist brings you a number 
of tunes, you and he narrow it down to 
usually six or eight. Then you go to 
rehearsal and time a chorus. When you 
are working out the road map of who 

pily, blues is big business, and I think 
that's very healthy for the scene. 
Obviously, you are friends with scores 
of musicians, but there must be a few 
who are special. How, for instance, 
was Dexter Gordon special to you? 
I'll start with the general issue. If you 
are recording somebody on a regular 

at a record company is if someone there loves it and can sell it to the others. 

need to sit there to flip tracks to decide 
which solo you want to use. You know 
what you're thinking, so it's easier if 

you sit there and do it on the board. 
Where did you learn your mixing and 
production skills? 
Well, you just pick up stuff along the 
way. You ask questions. I am not, by 
any means, equipped to be an engi- 
neer, but you learn what combinations 
of EQ you like. Eventually you also de- 
velop relationships with engineers. 
How do you put musicians together? 
How do you choose what players to 
use on which sessions? 
That's a collaboration between artist 
and producer, that's not solely the pro- 
ducer's function. Basically, you have 
your favorites, and an artist has his 
favorites, and you go back and forth 
and see who makes sense, who you 
can afford, and who is available, and 
you work out a road map. Let's say 
there are two pianists of equal talent 
who are available, and each of their 
styles would suit the situation. You go 
for the guy who's going to grasp the 
concept quickest, be easiest to work 
with, and give the most to the session. 
Ironically, the quickest and the best 
usually go hand -in -hand. The most tal- 
ented people are usually the most de- 
cisive in their music. 
How often can you release a record by 
a particular artist? What determines 
why one artist records only once every 
three years and another once a year? 
Generally, for any artist from hip -hop 
to be -bop, once a year or every 18 
months is really what it should be. With 
artists that take two and three years, 
it's because they're busy or have 
scheduling problems or writers' block 
... whatever. 
How do you know what compositions 
to include, how long to make the 
tunes? Have you become very con- 
scious of radio and airplay? 
Yes, but only to the extent, in a 
straight -ahead jazz record, that the 
songs that you believe will receive air- 
play should be kept under five min- 
utes. That's the magic number for jazz 

solos where and for how many chorus- 
es, you're able to get a general sense 
of what the time is going to be. 
Do you ever feel, as a producer, or 
have you ever felt, that maybe you are 
going stale or repeating yourself too 
many times? 
I think every engineer and producer 
has various burnout points where you 
feel like you are stale. It doesn't even 
matter whether you are or not, you just 
feel like it, and you have to get away 
from it for a while. Everything sounds 
the same, nothing excites you. It's a 

minor form of burnout. 
I used to do people like Garland 

Jeffreys and Bonnie Raitt. I loved doing 
that. In the early to mid -'70s, the "Peter 
Asher sound" really hit. He had a lot of 
success with Linda Ronstadt. They're 
very manufactured records, very L.A. I 

mean, they are superbly crafted rec- 
ords, but not to my liking at all. I sort of 
dropped the ball on producing singer/ 
songwriters, because Peter Asher's 
sound was having much more success 
and it was one that didn't appeal to 
me. I just figured what I was doing 
must be dated now, but there was no 
impetus for me to change what I was 
doing, because that's the way I liked it. 
I just let that part of my career go. If 

you don't love what you're doing, then 
it doesn't make any sense at all. 
Do you miss doing pop records? 
Yeah, I do. But a pop record today is 
not my idea of a pop record. I miss 
doing it, but I don't think I have the 
talent, qualifications, or inclination to 
do what a pop record is expected to 
sound like today. 
What about some of the blues players? 
Yeah, I would love to be able to pro- 
duce some of them. The occasion has 
not presented itself since I did a bunch 
in the early '70s. Blues just sort of dried 
up in the marketplace, and in record- 
ing activity, except for people like 
Bruce I_glauer at Alligator Records, 
who loved it so much he created a 
record company and created a god- 
damned market for it, and did very well 
just by sticking by his guns. Now, hap - 

basis, it's important to spend as much 
time with that person as possible. It's 
also important that you like each other 
and have a little bit of mutual trust and 
respect. You make sure that if that 
artist is playing a gig, you go. Some- 
times you go on the road with them. 
You'll often hear things while they are 
playing on the road that they'll often 
forget when it comes time to make an 
album: Material, combinations of 
people. 

The better you know a person, the 
better you can help him realize his 
dreams. The better you can steer the 
situation, emotionally, in the studio. The 
studio situation is stacked to lose un- 
less you create the right atmosphere, 
defuse the right time bombs, and han- 
dle everything diplomatically to keep 
up people's energy levels, compatibil- 
ity, and egos. The better you know 
someone, the better you know when 
it's time to relax, to use your sense of 
humor, let the dust clear; you know 
how far to go with your sense of humor. 
You know when someone is hurt or 
angry. Or you know when someone is 
ranting and raving that it's just some 
childlike thing and that all they need is 
attention and all it takes is a joke to 
bring them out of it. If you take them 
seriously, it'll be a fatal mistake and it 
will be the end of the day. 
In specific terms, what was the occa- 
sion of your meeting Dexter Gordon? 
In what way is that relationship so 
special? 
Dexter was special, first of all, because 
of the special way he played the saxo- 
phone. Not only was he the first to 
adapt be -bop to the tenor saxophone, 
but he also had such melodic depth 
and richness without losing that joyous, 
soulful feeling. He was a singular giant 
beyond his place in the history of the 
music. But also a fascinating, well-read 
man who was very involved in following 
the news and the world situation. I first 
met Dexter when his manager, Maxine 
Gregg, and I shared an office in Man- 
hattan. Maxine and I thought of our- 
selves as a team, she in management, 
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me in producing. So Dexter and I were 
sort of thrown together. 

The night we were supposed to start 
recording his Homecoming album at 
the Vanguard, Dexter and I shared a 
cab. It was the first time we were alone. 
I asked him a question at 44th Street; 
there was silence until about 34th 
Street, and I'm thinking, "I ask him a 
question, and this guy is sizing me up. 
Does he dislike me? Why the long si- 
lence?" Finally an answer came forth. I 

just wasn't used to his style. You ask 
Dexter a question, and he'll respond 
very quickly, or he'll stop and think 
about it. You'd think he was stonewall- 
ing you, but all he's doing is thinking so 
he can give you the best answer. 

Over that weekend, Dexter and I 

hung out until about 8 o'clock in the 
morning. It developed into a very close 
relationship. Everyone loved Dexter; 
he had a million friends, but he didn't 
have many close friends, he didn't 
open up to that many people. Over the 

friend, too-but my first priority is to 
Mosaic in the long run. 
If someone had never heard of Mosaic 
Records, how would you describe its 
purpose to them? 
Mosaic's starting purpose-and I hope 
it branches out-was to bring to the 
American public fast-food spaghetti. 
[Another big laugh.] And when we 
couldn't do that, we decided to go into 
jazz. No, Mosaic started out when I 

was in the Blue Note vaults everyday in 
L.A. but wasn't working. What was I 

going to do, go crazy? Lament my pov- 
erty? So I worked on it everyday. I 

found some unissued Monk tunes and 
some great alternate takes, but it 
wasn't enough for an album. There was 
also some Monk on 78s, and the way 
Alfred put out the two Monk albums, he 
scrambled everything up chronologi- 
cally. And there were a bunch of other 
Monk tracks on the Milt Jackson al- 
bums. Everything's here, there, and 
everywhere. I thought, maybe the best 

To do a definitive boxed 

years, we had watched a lot of sun- 
rises, had a lot of very meaningful and 
vulnerable conversations. 
You mentioned earlier on that the idea 
for Mosaic Records was born out of 
frustration of not being able to get to 
the Blue Note vaults. Where does Mo- 
saic fit into your life, and what is its 
purpose? 
Yes, it was out of frustration, but it was 
also born out of something else. Char- 
lie Lourie and I were on bad times. 
Charlie was laid off, and it was a dry 
period for me, very dry. We figured if 
we're going to go through bad times, 
we might as well go through bad times 
building something. We needed insur- 
ance, because in this industry, there's 
no security, no pension, no loyalty. We 
wanted to create something where we 
would have control of our destiny as 
well as do stuff that we never could get 
away with at a major. The kind of things 
Mosaic does, for the most part, would 
not make money at a major record 
company. 

It was a horrible struggle. We learned 
as we went along. It was a struggle and 
a terrible strain on Charlie's family; I 

didn't have a family at the time. But it 
worked, and has been gradually grow- 
ing every year. Hopefully, we're going 
to be able to get out more boxed sets 
and pick up speed. I want to really 
concentrate on Mosaic. I'm very loyal to 
Blue Note, and to Bruce Lundvall-as a 

set with great sound, a 

thing was to start from scratch, do it 

right once and for all. The complete 
Monk in chronological order, no matter 
how many records it turned out to be. I 

guess that was the Virgo in me, the 
completist. And there are so many 
things you can address in a booklet 
that you can't on a 12 x 12 piece of 
cardboard, especially with a guy like 
Monk, who was the only jazz giant that 
no one really knew very much about 
prior to his 40th birthday. 

That's how it started. We tried one 
more time to approach Capitol about 
resurrecting Blue Note. They were very 
friendly and told me they were "getting 
Capitol back into markets, genre by 
genre, on a step-by-step basis. We are 
going to go down the list, and jazz is 
something we're going to do but not 
right now." 

So I costed out our Monk boxed set. 
A major company would lose money, 
but I realized that maybe if we did a 
limited edition, say, 7,500 copies, we 
might be able to have an ongoing busi- 
ness. Charlie put pencil to paper, 
came up with the same figures I did, 
and said, "Yeah, let's try this." 

If I put on my Blue Note hat and put 
out a boxed set and a booklet-I 
mean, the booklet costs $15,000 or 
$20,000 -they would have every right 
to say to me, "You're out of your mind, 
goodbye." Yet with Mosaic, I can sell 
1,700 copies and keep my doors open. 

Why is that? 
We created the business to be this 
way. By mail order, we get the full 
price. If we sell our records for $10, 
then that's what Mosaic gets; if a rec- 
ord company's list is about $10, they 
get about $5.60. As a result of this, of 
course, our product isn't spread every- 
where, so we don't have to overpress, 
we don't have to take returns, and we 
don't have a lot of overhead. We go 
right to the mailbox of the people who 
want the stuff. 
How large was the original Monk set? 
When did you issue it? 
It was four LPs. It came out in early '83, 
and we pressed as we went. We've 
sold out our 7,000 copies. It's the big- 
gest seller because it's Monk, it's Blue 
Note, and it was the first one that we 
issued. It's unfair to say this is our 
biggest seller, because they all sell 
gradually. Add five years to the Herbie 
Nichols set, and that might be where 
the Monk numbers are. 

nd to get the right people to 

We have such a great relationship 
with our customers. When we put out 
the Tina Brooks set, a lot of people 
bought that four -record set who had 
never heard of Tina Brooks. We re- 
ceived so many letters thanking us for 
turning them on to this guy. People 
seemed so grateful. That's why we're 
able to put out Tina Brooks, Herbie 
Nichols, and Ike Quebec. And these 
are dreams come true for me. They are 
pet artists-God, to be able to not just 
squeak out a reissue in a reissue pro- 
gram that'll disappear in four years, but 
to be able to really do a definitive, 
comprehensive thing, with great 
sound, and to do a booklet and get the 
right people to write it. It's very hard 
work and it's a drag when you're doing 
it, but it sure is gratifying. 
What was your relationship with/to 
Alfred Lion? 
When Charlie and I started Mosaic, we 
suddenly received this letter from Al- 
fred Lion. I stared at it, saying, "That's 
really Alfred's handwriting! He's really 
writing us!" He wanted a copy of the 
Monk and sent us a check. So we sent 
a copy and sent him his check back. 
He was so moved by the whole proj- 
ect, by the Monk and the Albert Am- 
mons-Meade Lux Lewis, that he 
called. I was in shock. We were on the 
phone for two hours. Still, he didn't 
give me his number. He was very se- 
cretive. He had a heart condition. His 
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wife didn't want him to deal with the 
business anymore; she kind of protect- 
ed him. Still, he kept calling. We had a 

phone relationship for a couple of 
years. Finally, Bruce said, "Next time 
he calls, why don't you invite him to 
One Night at Blue Note? Maybe he'll 
come out for it." Well, he couldn't re- 
sist, and that was the first time we met 
face-to-face. Some people couldn't 
believe it; they said, "You guys are like 
father and son." We were very alike in 

some ways. He was a very strong- 
willed. stubborn man who had great 
instincts for the music-and cared. 
Why has the definition of jazz been 
watered down? 
It doesn't bother me, because the wa- 
tering down does not affect the real 
music. It's not like, wow, look, Kenny 
G., Najee, I wonder what they would 
have sounded like with Art Blakey. It's 
not taking away from the music at all, 
because it's not real jazz musicians 
who are playing it. It's good in the 

Bassist/composer 

Charles Mingus, 1978. 

"Sophisticated Giant" 

Dexter Gordon, 1979. 

Bluesman Buddy Guy, 

1983. 

Itl 

no longer a dirty word to a talent book- 
er on TV shows, and to radio stations, 
and to people in general, then great. 
Suddenly, there'll be more opportuni- 
ties for the real artists. 
Why do so many labels' jazz programs 
eventually wind down? Do they only 
have a life of so many years? 
No, they don't have to wind down, but 
they ultimately do because companies 
get into financial trouble and have to 
cut the number of faces, the amount of 

write the booklet, is hard work but very gratifying. 

sense that it gives the illusion jazz has 
wider appeal. At the end of the year, 
when they figure out each music's mar- 
ket share. you come up with a higher 
percentage of jazz because of these 
people, and executives will let a Cus- 
cuna or a Backer into a record compa- 
ny to create a jazz program. 

So it helps in that sense. I think it 

also helps in that it's educating people 
that a vocal is not always necessary. 
People are now much more used to 
listening to instrumental music, which 
lets them get into jazz or classical mu- 
sic a lot easier. 
Don't you think, in some ways, it's mis - 
educating people as to what jazz is all 
about? 
Yeah, but a certain amount of people 
will find their own way to jazz from it. 

You get into a lot of kinds of music and 
then look back at the stuff that first 
dragged you into it and ask, "God, 
how did I ever like that now that I'm 
hard-core and well -versed?" But it was 
strong enough to suck you in. I don't 
care how anyone gets to jazz, as long 
as they get to it. That's all I care about. 
Does it bother you that the genre is 
misdefined? 
No. It bothers the hell out of a lot of 
people, but I really don't care. I don't 
think any of that stuff really matters. I 

mean, no one can really define what 
jazz is, anyway! So if some wallpaper 
music gets defined as jazz and jazz is 

activities. So what's the first thing to 
go? Jazz, which doesn't lose money, 
but doesn't make enough to justify its 
taking up the energies of the staff-art 
department, publicity people, whoev- 
er. In the scheme of things, it's much 
better to lose $300,000 on four or five 
failed groups and then find an artist 
that does platinum -plus for the run of a 

contract. That's a lot more profitable 
than dealing with jazz and making 
nickels and dimes. 
For jazz people like you-or freelance 
producers who head a label's jazz pro- 
gram until the parent organization de- 
cides to jettison the concept and per- 
sonnel as not profitable enough- 
doesn't it begin to wear on you? 
There's a certain amount of frustration 
toward the end of a relationship with a 

label. The only way jazz, or classical 
music, or blues, or a quality minority - 
taste music will ever be at a record 
company is because somebody who 
loves it passionately is there and can 
sell it to everyone else at the company. 
And that honeymoon only lasts a cer- 
tain amount of time. When it's over, it's 
over; it's stressful when everything 
starts falling apart. Then you just have 
to find another place to go. 

But the new Blue Note has been 
going for seven years and gets better 
every year; EMI has a wise, new em- 
phasis on catalog. This could break 
the mold. 
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lying at 41,000 feet, you move 
almost as rapidly as the speed of 
sound itself. The wind noise gen- 

erated at close to 600 mph, coupled 
with the thousands of pounds of thrust 
from turbo -fan jet engines, creates an 
ambient noise level of about 70 to 85 
dB. No wonder airlines fail to boast 
about their audio entertainment in 
advertising. 

Welcome to the acoustical environ- 
ment of a commercial airliner, where 
your ears pop on the way up and on 
the way down and suffer in between. 
This mobile environment challenges 
good sound more than the automobile. 
Unlike an automobile-where you can 
choose the performance parameters of 
the vehicle, its operation, and the 
sound system installed within-an air- 
liner is a fixed system. 

Airborne audio grew out of in-flight 
movies. Since the movie soundtrack 
needed to be sent to the seats, a few 
additional wires provided separate au- 

dio programming as well. Initially, air- 
lines offered movies and audio only on 
their longest flights as a way to allevi- 
ate passengers' boredom. This being 
more than a decade before the Sony 
Walkman, you either enjoyed the enter- 
tainment supplied by the airline or 
brought along a good book. 

The airlines designed the system 
with motion picture dialog as their ma- 
jor concern. After all, it was a treat to 
have any diversion, so quality was not 
paramount. In this era of primitive au- 
dio technology, the expensive and 
heavy Koss Pro -4 represented the 
state of the art in headphones. In the 
airline business every ounce counts, 
which made heavy 'phones unaccept- 
able. To reduce weight and save mon- 
ey, the airlines skimped on the quality 
of the headphones. Compact Cas- 
settes were far from widely accepted 
before the launch of Dolby B noise 
reduction. The media the airlines used 
to provide sound on airplanes have 
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Once portable stereo 

sound became available, 

passengers brought their 

systems with them-and 

spoiled the cheap ride 

airlines had been on. 

been an open -reel system with wide 
tape and multi -tracks, a 4 -track tape 
cartridge system akin to the unlament- 
ed 8 -track in design, and jumbo car- 
tridges with 24 tracks. 

The reproduction system concealed 
the deficiencies of the source. In the 
seat's armrest, the electronic signal vi- 
brated two tiny diaphragms. The air- 
lines provided a pair of hollow tubes 
similar to a stethoscope. These acous- 
tic tubes carried the sound from the 
armrest to your ears. (A telephone pro- 
vides comparable sound quality.) The 
acoustic tubes satisfied airline require- 
ments for an ultra -lightweight, cheap, 
robust, reusable, theft -discouraging 
headset. Although it was useless out- 
side of an airplane, this headset was 
acceptable to the flying public be- 
cause it was the only game in the sky. 

The advent of the Sony Walkman 
over a decade ago spoiled the cheap 
ride for the airlines. People discovered 
higher quality sound through comfort- 
able, lightweight electronic head- 
phones. Many people brought along 
their own portable music system. 
When they did watch the movie, they 
became increasingly irritated by the 
poor -quality audio. 

In the mid -1980s, many airlines 
made a concession by installing a 
standard mini -jack in the seat's arm- 
rest. Passengers are able to connect 
their own 'phones, but the airlines sti I 

charge the $4 fee for coach passen- 
gers. This covers the royalty charge 
the airlines pay to show the movie, plus 
a profit-not the cost of providing the 
audio entertainment. By the late '80s, 
the airlines began providing inexpen- 
sive lightweight Walkman -style head- 
phones to passengers in first class and 
business class; however, coach pas- 
sengers are still suffering with the 
acoustic tubes. 

Airlines remain very sensitive about 
passengers using their own 'phones. 
Lufthansa, Air France, and Air Canada 
use proprietary two -prong jacks that 
don't accommodate passenger -sup- 
plied 'phones. After installing jacks in 
its coach seats, American has begun 
blocking them to prevent passengers 
from hearing movie soundtracks with- 
out paying. United charges the stan- 
dard $4 whether you use your own or 
airline -supplied headphones on movie 
flights in coach. Both American and 
United provide electronic headsets in 
business and first class, and they wel- 
come the use of personal 'phones in 
those classes. British Airways installed 
standard mini -jacks in all seats. It in- 
vites all flyers to use their own 'phones 

and provides electronic 'phones for 
business and first class. The relaxed 
attitude results from BA's complimen- 
tary movie policy. 

Regardless of policy, plugging in 
your own 'phones leads to disappoint- 
ment. Good -quality 'phones reveal all 
the flaws in the system, above and 
beyond the ambient noise level. For 
example, United specs out its original 
systems at a frequency response of 50 
Hz to 10 kHz, ±3 dB, a signal-to-noise 
ratio of 50 dB, and THD of less than 
1%. Other airline systems have S/N as 
low as 45 dB, THD as high as 1.5%, 
crosstalk of -50 dB, and wow and 
flutter of 0.08% wtd. rms. Most airlines 
equalize the sound to compensate for 
the acoustic tubes, resulting in ear - 
piercing sound when heard on elec- 
tronic 'phones. 

The Jetset and Jetman adaptors 
overcome many airline headphone 
problems. Lotus, an English company, 
designed the Airdaptor system, now 
manufactured in China, that is used in 
the Jetset and Jetman. The little black 
box, the size of a DAT and powered by 
two AAA batteries, converts the arm- 
rest acoustic output into an electronic 
output. An acoustic tube mates with 
the holes in the armrest. From the tube, 
the sound enters the box and filters 
through a series of baffles providing 
acoustic equalization. A pair of sub- 
miniature electret mikes then converts 
the sound to an electronic signal that is 
amplified by an IC amplifier and fed to 
a stereo mini -jack for headphones. The 
$22 Jetset comes with a set of inex- 
pensive lightweight headphones; the 
$35 Jetman is integrally packaged with 
slightly higher quality earbud 'phones. 
Both sound better than listening 
through airline -supplied electronic 
'phones plugged into the electronic 
armrest jack, and they both accept 
higher quality 'phones, which greatly 
improve performance. Travel bou- 
tiques stock variations of the Jetset/ 
Jetman. The easiest way to obtain 
them is from their largest distributor, 
Executive Travelware, P.O. Box 59387, 
Chicago, III. 60659; (800) 397-7477 or, 
in Illinois, (708) 673-8282. 

The popularity of the open-air Walk- 
man -style 'phones further impedes the 
quality of aircraft sound. These 
'phones fail to block the high ambient 
noise level. Aircraft generate the great- 
est noise in the critical, and most audi- 
ble, midrange frequencies and to a 
lesser extent in the bass region. 

First-class passengers enjoy a 
slightly quieter ride because they are 
farther away from the engines than 
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coach passengers. To minimize noise, 
you should request a seat forward of 
the wing, arid in or near the center of 
the cabin when on a wide -body jet. 
One of the quietest rides is flying in the 
front of the narrow -body McDonnell 
Douglas MD -80, which has its engines 
at the rear. 

Both Bose and Sennheiser are ex- 
perimenting with a totally new kind of 
headphone specifically designed for 
aviation use. Pilots quickly bought out 
the first production run of the Bose 
Aviation Headset. This noise -cancel- 
ling headset sells for the steep price of 
$995. Tiny microphones pick up ambi- 
ent noise and send it to a phase -invert- 
ing servo amplifier that feeds the anti - 
noise signal at just the right level back 
into the headphone. The Aviation 
Headset's special gel/foam Clear Com- 
fort ear cushions mechanically seal out 
noise and have an exceptionally com- 
fortable fit. Bose intends to market a 
consumer version of this noise -cancel- 
ling headphone in the near future. 
Wearing the Bose Aviation Headset on 
a long flight reduces fatigue. 

The Sennheiser headset uses a less 
sophisticated design and produces 
less dramatic results. The company is 
marketing it to airlines for passenger 
use, at a cost of about $150 each. 
Theft probably will not be a problem, 
since the 'phones will require a special 
external power supply. 

Familiar names dominate sky-high 
sound systems. Matsushita Avionic 
Systems (MAS; Matsushita is the par- 
ent company of Technics and Pana- 
sonic) and Sony Trans Com provide 
most aircraft sound systems. Avicom 
and Hughes are also well known in the 
business. MAS counts 143 airlines 
among its customers. Different compa- 
nies specialize in different aircraft. A 
single airline may do business with all 
of these companies, while other air- 
lines deal almost exclusively with a sin- 
gle supplier: 

MAS marketed the first major im- 
provement to in-flight entertainment 
systems when it began supplying au- 
dio from cassettes encoded with dbx 
NR. Each "deck" holds six tape trans- 
ports. The tape format differs slightly 
from the consumer version. The four 
tracks all play in the same direction 
and are slightly wider than those on 
consumer cassettes. Two transports 
can operate in tandem for an unrepeat- 
ed program time of 90 minutes. MAS 
provides the flexibility of any combina- 
tion of 12 channels, such as six pairs of 
stereo channels or three pairs of stereo 
channels plus six mono channels. The 

use of dbx noise reduction improves 
the S/N to 70 dB, and the upgraded 
tape heads and electronics improve 
the rest of the specifications to a fre- 
quency response of 40 Hz to 12.5 kHz, 
±3 dB, better than -70 dB of cross- 
talk, and THD of 1%. 

American continues to use a multi- 
channel, 1 -inch open -reel tape, which 
gives it a playing -time advantage. The 
airline recently introduced the first two- 
hour audio programming; as a rule, a 

single audio program runs only one 
hour before repeating. 

A new generation of aircraft ushers 
in a revolution in airborne audio. Sys- 
tems for the Boeing 747-400, 767-300, 
and 777, the McDonnell Douglas MD - 

AIDS TO IMPROVE YOUR 
AIRBORNE LISTENING 
INCLUDE THE JETSET 
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FROM EXECUTIVE 
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EARPHONES FROM 

RADIO PARTNERS. 
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Pugging in personal 

headphones can easily lead 

to disappointment, since 

quality headphones will 

reveal all the flaws in 

an airline's audio system. 

11, and the Airbus A-320 and A-340 
will cruise far above previous attempts 
at high fidelity. Sony boasts of its initial 
selection to provide the entertainment 
systems for the new 777, recently or- 
dered by United, which will be flying in 
1995. For the 777, Boeing targets a 
range from 76 to 82 dB for interior 
noise levels. 

United plans to convert all its video 
systems to the Hi8 format, with its in- 
herently better fidelity than the non -Hi - 
Fi Beta system now in use. United also 
intends to supply audio programming 
from CD when an economical record- 
able CD system becomes available. 
The Sony Trans Com 800 series cur- 
rently being installed in United jets will 
accept a CD source with minimal 
modification and can even mix CDs 
and cassettes. The CD system also 
can handle random-access cabin 
announcements. 

Air Canada considers Hi8 more than 
a video source. Not only does it plan to 
use the digital stereo soundtracks for 
movies in Hi8, but it is considering as 
well the full digital capabilities of 8 -mm 
video for audio. The 8 -mm format pro- 
vides six pairs of PCM audio tracks it 
lieu of video. Air Canada will also test 
DAT when it takes delivery of its new 
767-300 this year. If DAT performs well 
in the new aircraft, the airline may retro- 
fit other planes. Air Canada won the 
1990 AVION Award for the best in-flight 
audio programming from the World Air- 
line Entertainment Association. 

JAL supplies audio from DAT on its 
new aircraft. The airline also makes a 
point of supplying not just electronic 
headphones in first and business class 
but Sony's MDR line of 'phones. (MAS 
furnishes all of JAL's audio equipment 
other than the headphones.) 

Airlines and their suppliers are eager 
to cut the cord. Wiring audio to each 
seat means that each time the seat is 
moved, the wiring must be rearranged. 
Airlines move seats frequently anc 
sometimes in a hurry: An airline can 
change a business -class section to an 
economy section and vice versa in a 
matter of hours. The wiring to each 
seat also adds weight, which requires 
additional fuel. 

Currently, airlines multiplex the au- 
dio signals to the seats, which reduces 
the number of wires. To keep quality 
high with the least amount of wiring, 
MAS designed multiplexed digital sys- 
tems to carry the audio from the equip- 
ment bay to the seat. They use adap- 
tive delta modulation (ADM) because 
of its inherent simplicity and resistance 
to noise. 

The airlines are now eyeing infrared 
audio transmission systems and wire- 
less headsets. Besides speeding seat 
relocation, it would increase passen- 
ger freedom of movement and make 
the headsets less desirable to steal. 
With cordless headsets, passengers in 
tourist class will find it impossible to 
hear movie soundtracks without pay- 
ing. The major disadvantage of cord- 
less headsets will be the continuous 
need for battery replacement. (Sony 
Trans Com claims its infrared headset 
will sound better than conventional air- 
craft headsets.) 

While waiting for the airlines to catch 
up with home audio, many music lov- 
ers turn to their trusty personal head- 
phone stereos; however, headphone 
stereos often lack the power to over- 
come cabin noise, and the few that do 
might damage your hearing when 
used for prolonged periods. One op- 
tion is to choose headphones that seal 
out external noise. Unfortunately, most 
of these are less sensitive than the 
open-air type specifically designed for 
headphone stereos. Thus, you will hear 
greater amounts of distortion. 

Blocking the ear canal reduces am- 
bient noise. With this in mind, Radio 
Partner melded hearing aid technology 
with high -quality earbud 'phones. Ra- 
dio Partner takes an impression of your 
ear canal (either at its New York office 
or from a do-it-yourself kit sent by 
mail). It then molds a Sony transducer 
into a vinyl earpiece that fits only your 
ears. The vinyl blocks ambient noise, 
which permits playing your personal 
portable (or airline -supplied audio) at 
lower levels. This generally results in 
lower distortion and less chance of 
hearing damage. An added benefit is 
that the custom -molded pieces don't 
fall out of your ears. The basic Radio 
Partner model uses Sony 414 Turbo 
earbuds and costs $69 (complete with 
fitting kit). A more expensive model 
using Sony Triple Turbo 565 earbuds 
costs $109. Radio Partner's telephone 
number is (800) 321-3364; in New 
York, (212) 924-1125. 

If you are using a portable stereo 
system, remember to load it with alka- 
line batteries rather than the recharge- 
able battery supplied with many mod- 
els. The rechargeables usually give out 
over Omaha when you're heading for 
Los Angeles. 

You'll never mistake a jet airplane for 
a sonic paradise. Yet during the next 
decade, the airlines will finally not only 
move you at nearly the speed of sound 
but also speed improvements to the 
sound inside the airplane. Q 
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OUR NEWEST 
DISCMAN 

MAY NAVE 
AN EQUAL, 

BUT 
NOT IN THIS 

WORLD. 

Come to where the horns are mellower, the flutes purer and the voices sweeter. We refer, of course, to our 
newest Discman® CD player, the D-303. It's the world's first to bring the accuracy of 1 -bit technology to a CD 
player you can bring anywhere.With superlative low-level linearity, the 1 -bit system captures even the softest, 
subtlest sounds.Taking music to a higher plane of existence. 
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Sony's headphone cord remote control lets you operate the D-303 even if it's in a briefcase. Our MegaBass'" 
circuit brings you thunderous low frequencies.There's a convenient Quick Charge rechargeable battery. As a 

finishing touch,yoti have a choice of titanium or black finish.There's only one portable SONY CD player with 1 -bit technology. And only one conclusion. The D-303 is worlds apart. 



EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

JVC 
AX -V1050 
AUDIO/VIDEO 
AMPLIFIER 
Manufacturer's Specifications 

(U.S. Version) 
Amplifier Section 
Power Output, 8 -Ohm Loads: 

Front, 100 watts/channel; center, 80 
watts; surround (rear), 60 watts/ 
channel. 

AX -V1050 
..rvw+m y,siw . _, ^ 

INPUT4RECfCD 
' 

r .._----`-. 

a .. 

THD at Rated Power: Front, 
0.009%; center and rear, 0.08%. 

Dynamic Power: Front, 220 watts 
per channel into 4 ohms or 300 watts 
per channel into 2 ohms. 

S/N: Phono, 77 dB; CD direct, 105 dB. 
Input Sensitivity: Phono, 2.3 mV; 

high level, 200 mV. 
Phono Overload: 200 mV. 
Damping Factor: 100 at 1 kHz, for 

8 -ohm loads. 
Tone Control Range: Bass, ±8 dB 

at 100 Hz; treble, ±8 dB at 10 kHz. 

Digital Section 
Surround Programs: Dolby Pro - 

Logic (theater, mono, and stereo), 
Symphony Hall, Recital Hall, Church, 
Jazz Club, Pavilion, and Stadium. 

A/D and D/A Sampling Frequen- 
cies: 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz. 

Converters: D/A, pulse -edge modu- 
lation one -bit type with fourth -order 
noise shaper; A/D, one bit with 
fourth -order noise shaper and 64- 
times oversampling. 

Input Levels: Coaxial, 0.5 V peak to 
peak; optical, -23 to -14 dBm. 

Output Level: Coaxial, 0.5 V peak to 
peak. 

Video Section 
Composite Video Input/Output: 

1 V peak to peak. 
S -Video Input/Output, 75 Ohms: 

Luminance (Y), 1 V peak to peak; 
chrominance (C), 0.286 V peak to 
peak. 

General Specifications 
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c., 

50/60 Hz, 340 watts. 
Dimensions: 17'/8 in. W x 613/16 in. 

H x 173/e in. D (45.4 cm x 17.3 cm 
x 44.2 cm). 

Weight: 35.6 lbs. (16.2 kg). 
Price: $1,500. 
Company Address: 41 Slater Dr., 

Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407. 
For literature, circle No. 90 
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Let me begin by saying that the version of JVC's AX - 
V1050 AN amp with digital surround processor that I tested 
was not the U.S. production model. In fact, it was húrried to 
my lab directly from Japan, and therefore contained a Japa- 
nese owner's manual. Despite this, and thanks to some key- 
word translations handwritten by a kind soul at JVC's U.S. 
headquarters, I was able to figure out the features of this 
audio/video amplifier/processor and to recognize that when 
it does hit our shores, it is likely to be well received. 

What amazed me most about this unit is the number of 
adjustments that can be made with its relatively few con- 
trols. And since this unit is, after all, intended to be operated 
in association with a TV set, JVC has wisely provided video 
on -screen displays that tell you the status of the many 
adjustable parameters. In addition to the many audio and 
video program sources that can be hooked up to this 
amplifier/processor, there is provision for connecting direct 
digital data from such components as a CD player, a DAT 
recorder/player, and a VCR equipped with digital audio 
sound. (JVC has demonstrated such a VCR, but it still has 
not come to market in the U.S.) In the case of a DAT 
recorder, both the digital input and output can be connect- 
ed to this JVC unit. S -video (Y/C) connectors are provided 
for most of the video inputs as well as for the output signal 
that would normally connect to a TV monitor/receiver. 

Up to six loudspeakers can be hooked up to the AX- 
V1050's amplifier outputs: Two main (or front) speakers, a 
pair of rear/surround speakers, and one or two center - 
channel speakers. The sample I tested can handle speaker 
impedances from 6 to 16 ohms, but I am told that the power 
amplifier section has been redesigned for the U.S. market 
and will be able to accommodate 4 -ohm speakers as well. If 

only a single center -channel speaker is used, its impedance 
can be anything from 4 to 16 ohms. A powered subwoofer 
can be connected to either of two mono output jacks for 
line -level audio signals. 

In addition to providing all the accepted modes of Dolby 
Surround reproduction (normal Pro -Logic, Dolby three - 
channel logic, phantom center channel), the digital signal 
processing circuits can simulate a specific "Symphony 
Hall," a smaller "Recital Hall," a "Stadium," a "Church" or 
cathedral, a "Jazz Club," and a "Pavilion" (a fairly live 
concert hall modelled after one in Tokyo). For each of these 
simulations; you can adjust apparent room size, liveness, 
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reverberation level, frequency response of the reflections, 
rear/surround level, and the relative level of digitally pro- 
cessed signals mixed into the front channels. When using 
Dolby Surround, center -channel level can be adjusted, and 
center -channel frequency response can be altered by 
means of a single -band parametric equalizer. As any of 
these adjustments are made, the front -panel display tells 
what is going on and the degree of adjustment that you 
have selected. 

This amplifier/processor also features JVC's Compu-Link 
system, which thoroughly integrates its operation with many 
other JVC components. For example, if you use a JVC _TV 

set and VCR and wish to play back a prerecorded video- 
tape, inserting the tape into the VCR will turn on power to the 
TV and the amplifier, as well as to the VCR. The input 
selector of the TV and the source selector of the amplifier 
will be appropriately set, and the tape will begin to play-all 
automatically! 

The supplied remote control is a universal type that 
comes preprogrammed with the infrared commands of JVC 
components and can also "learn" the commands of other 
components. A switch on the remote shifts between its three 
memory banks ("Audio," "Video," and "AUX"). The factory - 
preset commands programmed into the first two banks can 
be overwritten but can also be restored, as they are in 
permanent (ROM) memory. The "AUX" bank is for storing 
commands without overwriting the factory presets. The re- 
mote control not only duplicates adjustments found on the 
unit's front panel but can be used to actuate the pink -noise 
test tones that cycle from speaker to speaker, around the 
room, when you want to balance all those speakers for 
proper surround sound. 

Control Layout 
A "Power On/Standby" switch is at the upper left of the 

front panel. Below are pushbuttons for selecting digital 
inputs and "Processor" on/off. Below these is a stereo 
headphone jack. The display is located to the right of the 
power switch, while further to the right are banks of indicator 
lights that show digital sampling frequency and input 
modes, whether audio tape or videotape outputs and moni- 
tor inputs are in use, and whether the "Sound Selector" 
(which puts together video and audio signals from different 
sources) is on. A rotary volume control is at the far right of 
the panel, and below it are a set of audio/video input jacks 
(including an S -video connector), ideal for connecting a 

camcorder without having to go around to the rear panel. 
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The rear channels provide 
enough distortion -free, 
clean output even when 
overall sound levels are 
set very high. 
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No fewer than 13 pushbuttons, arranged horizontally over 
most of the length of the panel, are used for source selec- 
tion. Seven of the buttons select video -related program 
sources; the remaining six are for audio -only sources. 

Pushing the lower half of the panel releases a drop -down 
hinged flap that reveals secondary controls. Here are all the 
processor controls (including a one -band parametric equal- 
izer for the center channel), the "On Screen" button, a 
speaker on/off switch, the digital input selectors, the "Sound 
Selector," the record -output and monitor switches, and the 
bass, treble, and balance controls. The digital input selec- 
tors, labelled "CD Direct" and "DAC Direct," bypass the 
regular source selector, the balance controls, and the pro- 
cessor circuitry. The "DAC Direct" button would be used 
with a program source that is connected directly to one 
of the digital inputs when you want the most direct signal 
path between this unit's internal D/A converters and power 
amplifiers. 

The rear panel houses all the required audio and video 
inputs and outputs, including no fewer than seven S -video 
connectors, counting the monitor output jacks. Three optical 
digital inputs and two pairs of coaxial digital inputs and 
outputs are at the extreme left of the rear panel. There are 
three sets of Compu-Link jacks, six sets of speaker termi- 
nals, and three a.c. convenience outlets (two switched, one 
unswitched). 

Measurements 
Frequency response of the AX -V1050, measured via the 

high-level inputs, was essentially flat from 10 Hz to beyond 
20 kHz, as shown in Fig. 1. At 50 kHz, response was down 
by only 1.5 dB. I noted, however, a very slight bump extend- 
ing from 1 kHz downward and amounting to no more than 
0.1 to 0.2 dB. I thought this must surely be caused by the 
tone controls, which, though set to their center points, might 
nevertheless not be at electrical center. I was certain that a 
repeat of this test, made in the "CD Direct" mode, would 
surely bypass the tone controls and therefore result in abso- 
lutely ruler -flat response. Such was not the case; the re- 
sponse curve in "CD Direct" mode was almost an exact 
replica of that shown, with the same minor rise in the bass 
region. Using a digital signal and the digital inputs, how- 
ever, yielded the absolutely flat response at the amplifier 
output that I expected, as shown. 

As I mentioned earlier, the amplifier section of the Japa- 
nese unit I tested is configured for 6 -ohm loads (unlike that 
of the U.S. version, whose specs are on the first page of this 
review). Since my heavy-duty, lab -standard loads are 4, 8, 
and 16 ohms, I decided to see what the amplifier would do 
when connected to 8 ohms. As I might have expected, with 
these loads it was unable to deliver the 100 watts per front 
channel, at 0.02% THD, that it is rated to deliver into 6 ohms. 
The power output obtained at 8 ohms for that low level of 
distortion, for all but the highest test frequencies, was about 
80 watts per channel, as I learned when I tested THD versus 
power output. But first I wanted to run a regulated sweep of 
power band for some specified level of THD. I selected a 
THD of 0.1% as the parameter to be held constant by the 
regulation facilities of my Audio Precision test system (a not 
unreasonable level of distortion) and plotted power output 
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AR ANNOUNCES A 

STARTLING NEW DIMENSION 

IN STEREO LISTENING. 

HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING: 

It's astonishing. You're used to speakers blanketing 
a room with ambience. Or limiting imaging to a narrow 
sweet spot. 

Holographic Imaging unites imaging and ambience to 
recreate music in its proper position. The music is projected 
into the room. The effect is electrifying. 
Three dimensional. 

THINK OF IT AS 
A SONIC HOLOGRAM. 

And you're right in the middle of it. 
Imaging is far more focused than conven- 
tional speakers, so not only can you pinpoint 
instruments with striking accuracy, but 
experience their size, weight and texture as 
well. We've combined that improved defini- 
tion with more spacious, natural ambience 
that envelops you in what we call the 
Spatial Soundstage:"(Fig. A) 

The technology 
responsible for Holo- 
graphic Imaging could 
only have come from 
the people who invented 
acoustic suspension. 

6W Al i,h 
111,i 

))))v;))) 

chamber.The result... Filtered Suspension...tight 
bass response combined with dynamic, efficient 

performance. (Fig. Co 

The narrow speaker encasement (Minimal Baffle Design) 
reduces reflected information and gives you an enormous 

sound from a surprisingly small amount of space. 

. '11 

ASTOUNDING SOUND BECAUSE WE 
BROKE THE VERY RULES WE MADE. 

For instance, the first four in the H/I Series 
have the woofer on top, angled precisely. This 
minimizes unwanted crossover components and 
diffraction effects, leaving nothing between you 
and the music. 

The offset dome tweeter adds strong, precise 
imaging over a broader area than merely the 
traditional sweet spot. (Fig. B) 

FIG. B. In the two largest H/I 
a v Series, we put the midrange h 

on the top on an angle. Then 
we mounted the woofers into 

an acoustic suspension cabinet that fires into a filtered 
FIG. C. 

SOUND DESIGN DICTATED 
COSMETIC DESIGN. 

The design philosophy here is "form follows 
function'? As such, every physical characteristic 

is born from specific physics and psych -acoustic 
principles. The result is a seamless blend 
of engineering innovation and visual art. 

From bookshelf to tower, each sleek, un- 
compromising model projects precise stereo 
performance. Other finish options are avail- 
able on the largest model. 

See and hear these new speakers only at se- 
lected AR dealers. They are offering an extraor- 
dinary demonstration featuring Nova artists 
such as Brandon Fields and Jude Swift on a 
special CD which you're free to keep afterward. 

The other thing free is information. So if 
you have questions about the H/I Series or 
Holographic Imaging call 1-800-969-AR4U. 

JR 
ACOUSTIC 

RESEARCH 

WE CAN BREAK 
THE RULES 

BECAUSE WE MADE 
THE RULES. 

O 1991, AR. Holographic Imaging. 
Spatial Soundstage and II/1 Senes are 

registered :rademarks of Acoustic Research. 
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The JVC's center -channel 
controls include a delay, to 
compensate for the center 
speaker's position, and 
a quasi -parametric equalizer. 

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS OF RESIDUAL NOISE OM VS. FREQUENCY WI. JVC 
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Fig. 4-Spectrum analysis 
of front -channel residual 
noise for 1 -watt output. 
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Fig. 5-Deviation from 
RIAA equalization. 

TONE CONTROL RANGE IOBI VS. FREQUENCY 
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Fig. 6-Bass and treble 
control range. 
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versus frequency for that level. Results are shown in Fig. 2. 
Over most of the audio range, power output averaged just 
under 100 watts per channel; it dropped to less than 70 
watts per channel at 20 kHz. 

Figure 3 provides excellent confirmation of the results 
obtained in Fig. 2. For this test, I plotted THD + N versus 
power output for the front channels at three different fre- 
quencies: 20 Hz, 1 kHz, and 20 kHz. Power output via the 
center channel was slightly higher than that obtained from 
the main front channels, providing I did not drive the sur- 
round channels at the same time as the other three. It is not 
possible to measure the power output of the surround chan- 
nels directly without disconnecting their power amplifier 
sections from the processing circuitry that is always con- 
nected when these channels are active. However, I can 
state from experience gained during the later listening tests 
that the rear channels provided enough clean, distortion - 
free output to complement the front- and center -channel 
output even when overall sound levels were set very high, 
as they would be when reproducing soundtracks of the 
action films that lend themselves to Dolby Surround. 

I measured A -weighted signal-to-noise ratio via the high- 
level inputs, with 500 mV of signal applied and the volume 
control reduced to deliver 1 watt of output at the front - 
channel loads; my readings were 80.1 dB for the left front 
and 80.3 dB for the right front channels. In the plot of 
residual noise versus frequency (Fig. 4), the major compo- 
nents are not random noise but low-level signals arising 
from the power -supply frequency of 60 Hz and its harmon- 
ics, as is often the case. Interestingly, while the 120- and 
180 -Hz hum and buzz components for this amplifier are 
virtually identical for the left and right channels, the 60 -Hz 
component is present to a much greater extent in the right - 
channel output than it is in the left channel. 

Sensitivity for the high-level inputs, referred to 1 watt 
output, was 20 mV; for the phono inputs, input sensitivity for 
the same output, using a 1 -kHz test signal, was 0.22 mV. 
Phono overload measured 120 mV. 

Figure 5 illustrates the degree of deviation of the phono 
preamplifier section's playback response from the standard 
RIAA playback equalization curve. It is nearly perfect at low 
and middle frequencies and has a maximum deviation of 
only +0.6 dB in the treble region. 

Figure 6 shows the response obtained during a series of 
sweeps in which the bass and treble controls were adjusted 
for their maximum boost and cut settings. In addition to 
these overall tone controls, the AX -V1050 has a semi -para- 
metric equalizer for the center channel, with 15 center 
frequencies available. For the three center frequencies I 

selected (100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 6.3 kHz), the maximum boost 
and cut turned out to be almost exactly the +8 dB specified 
in the owner's manual at all but the lowest frequencies. 
(Though I can't read Japanese, I am able to read numerals!) 
Results of successive sweeps of these EQ settings are 
shown in Fig. 7. Notice that even in the absence of any 
equalization, the low -frequency response of the center 
channel is deliberately rolled off. This is true only in the 
"Normal" center mode-which splits off center -channel 
bass and feeds it to the left and right front speakers-for 
use when the center speaker is too small for good bass. The 
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Adcom's GFP-565 Preamp: 
Pure and Simple. 
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In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom 
Took the Path of Least Resistance 

The fewer circuits a musical signal encounters on its 
way to your loudspeaker system, the greater its muscial 
purity will be. Now, through obsessive attention to detail 
and design ingenuity, Adcom has created the GFP-565 - 
the world's first affordable preamplifier with direct, linear 
gain path circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with any 
of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can experience the 

exceptionally lifelike sound which has astonished even 
the most demanding critics. 

From Input to Output, 
the Signal Path is 

as Direct, Pure and 
Simple as Possible 
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By gold plating all input and output jacks. and then directly 
mounting all jacks. switches. potentiometers and otter laboratory 
grade components on a double copper -plated. glass epoxy printed 
circuit board. signal losses and noise are dramatically reduced. 

Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect 
Balance of Performance and Flexibility 

You can use one or more sets of outputs: I) BYPASS - 

direct -coupled before tone controls, filters. etc. for the most 
direct path to your power amplifier while retaining control 
of volume and balance. 2) LAB - direct -coupled with no 
output -coupling capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness 
controls. 3) NORMAL - same as LAB but with highest 
quality output capacitors for use with amplifiers needing 
the extra protection of ultra -low -frequency roll -off. 

Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are easily 
accommodated by this flexible arrangement. 

Pure Convenience 
The minimalist aesthetics of the GFP-565 are 

deceptive in their simplicity. Without being overly 
complicated to use. this preamplifier is able to integrate 
and control all of the components in the most sophisticated 
of music systems. There are five high-level inputs as well 
as a phono input. A separate front -panel switch allows the 
use of an external processor, only when needed. leaving 
both tape circuits free. And. of course. you may listen to 
one input while recording from another. 

More Sound, Less Money 
Adcom stereo components have a reputation for 

sounding superior to others costing two and three times 
more. Keeping faith with this tradition. Adcom took the 
path of least resistance. Why not do the same? Ask your 
authorized Adcom dealer for a demonstration of this 
remarkable stereo preamplifier. Please write or call for a 

fully detailed brochure. You'll discover the best value in 
high performance 
preamplifiers. 
Pure and 
simple. 

details you can hear 

11 Elkins Road. East Brunswick. NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4X5 
Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card 



Setting the parameters for 
a medium-sized hall spread 
the orchestra beyond my 
speakers and gave real 
dimension to the piano. 

ACTION OF CENTER CNAW.E, PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER JVC 
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Fig. 7-Center-channel 
parametric EQ range for 
three frequencies (100 Hz, 
1 kHz, and 6.3 kHz) in 
"Normal" mode, which 
incorporates deliberate 
bass roll -off; see text. 
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center -channel response in this mode rolls off by about 6 dB 
at around 60 Hz. In "Wide" center mode, response to center 
and front speakers is flat. There is also the usual "Phantom" 
mode, which splits center signals to left and right front 
speakers, for systems that lack a center speaker, and an 
"Off" position. 

The purpose of the center channel is to keep dialog 
centered at the screen when playing video software en- 
coded with Dolby Surround. The center channel is therefore 
only active in the Dolby Surround logic modes: Dolby Pro - 
Logic, "Theater" logic (which combines Pro -Logic with digi- 
tally simulated theater acoustics), and Dolby three -channel 
logic (which simulates rear -channel effects in systems with- 
out rear speakers by feeding out -of -phase information to the 
left and right front channels, according to JVC). The AX- 
V1050's center -channel adjustments also include a button 
labelled "C.Position," which sets the system's time delays to 
compensate for center -speaker positions up to 1 meter 
behind or in front of the plane of the left and right front 
speakers. 

Use and Listening Tests 
It took me a while, but with a little bit of experimenting with 

this versatile A/V amp/processor, I was able to figure out just 
about every parameter and how to adjust it. Much of the 
credit for this goes to JVC's excellent on -screen display. As 
I touched each button, the parameter being adjusted and 
the amount of adjustment (in dB) were immediately dis- 
played on the TV screen. Furthermore, since all of these 
adjustments could be made from my viewing and listening 
position, I didn't have to keep jumping up and down from 
my seat until the many parameters were ideally adjusted for 
proper viewing. 

I must confess that, rather than simply listen to musical 
program sources, I promptly hooked up the AX -V1050 in my 
own home theater installation, using a couple of small pas- 
sive speakers that I keep in reserve for use as surround/rear 
speakers. (In my permanent installation, surround sound is 
provided by a pair of small powered speakers.) I used only 
a single center speaker despite the fact that two could have 
been used to flank my 32 -inch TV. 

After checking balances with the built-in test tones, I 

settled down to view a copy of Who Framed Roger Rabbit. 
The opening cartoon sequence is overwhelming when 
viewed and listened to over a properly calibrated and cor- 
rectly installed home theater system. I must have watched 
and listened to this sequence a half dozen times during the 
evaluation of this and other A/V systems in the past month or 
two, and it's just as much fun each time. The frenetic activity 
of Roger as he scampers around, and the demolition of 
everything in sight by his racing about, are reproduced with 
a sonic intensity that defies description. 

I tore myself away from Mr. Rabbit long enough to check 
out a couple of scenes from Gremlins and Harry and the 
Hendersons, both of which are recorded on excellent quali- 
ty LaserDiscs with full stereo and Dolby Surround encoding. 
The ease with which I was able to adjust the system for my 
particular listening and viewing room, and for my own seat- 
ing position, is an indication of how the designers have 
programmed this component and its controls. 

If you should audition this amplifier, don't neglect to listen 
to audio -only program material, using the various sound - 
field simulations that it provides. My own listening included 
such fare; I turned off the TV monitor for these tests and 
played a recent Telarc recording (CD -80252) of the Brahms 
Piano Concerto No. 1, featuring Horacio Gutiérrez accom- 
panied by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra under the di- 
rection of André Previn. I set the AX -V1050 parameters for a 
medium-sized concert hall: The piano sound suddenly took 
on the dimensions that it would have had in a true concert 
hall environment, while the orchestral accompaniment 
seemed to expand well beyond my speaker systems and 
the limited dimensions of my listening room (about 14 feet 
x 20 feet). 

The second disc I auditioned, a recent acquisition from 
Delos (DE 3091), featured Bella Davidovich on piano, play- 
ing, among other Grieg selections, the Piano Concerto in A 
Minor, with Gerard Schwarz conducting the Seattle Sym- 
phony. I felt that this Grieg work demanded a bit more 
reverberation in my personal "concert hall," which was 
easily accomplished by varying the hall size and increasing 
the liveness and reverb level. Given the flexibility afforded 
by a unit such as this JVC AN amplifier, I found myself 
wanting to adjust parameters for each disc I auditioned, and 
I suspect that others will want to do the same. Fortunately, 
optimizing the system for different programming only takes 
a few seconds, and it's worth doing. If production units 
intended for the U.S. perform as well as this Japanese 
sample, JVC should enjoy great success with it. I would 
guess that it will join the growing ranks of all -in -one AN 
amplifier/processors and AN receivers beginning to prolif- 
erate in home theater systems around the country. 

Leonard Feldman 
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Fine equipment. carefully chosen... 
an investment that provides a lifetime of pleasure. 
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Listening in the 90's 

Today people have become more and more space 

conscious. Many apartment dwellers don't want to 

give up valuable floor space for large speaker systems. 

Others who are planning a surround sound or 
home theatre system simply don't have the 
room for more speakers in their listening 

rooms or hesitate to commit 
the floor or wall space to a good 

sounding pair of speakers. 

Until now, serious music 

lovers have had little, if 

anything, to choose from 

that would produce a large, 

bigger -than -life sound in a 

small, compact size. 

Systems that fit one's space 
requirements have been 

woefully disappointing in 

sound quality. 

The RM 3000 
Three Piece System 

Polk's engineers had determined long ago that 
there were indeed certain technical advantages in 

WM. mad mull 

The RM 3000's satellites measure 7"11 x 4 114"W "x 5 3/8"D and 
are available in black matrix, gloss black piano or paintahle white. 

The suhwoofer is /2 112"11 x 20"W r 12 //2"D and is available 
with black wood grain sides and a black, mar -resistant top. 

sonic performance. 
The small satellites can he located on shelves, 

mounted on a wall or placed on their own floor 
stands. They are very attractive and yet small enough 
to he hidden from view if desired. 

The RM 3000 suhwoofer is also small 

enough to sit behind your furniture 
and can he used on its side to fit 

into tight spaces. And since it is 

beautifully finished, it can he 

used as a piece of furniture. 

The Legendary 
Sound of Poll: 

in the tradition of Polk 

Audio, Matthew Polk and his 

team of engineers were 

determined to make the RNI 

3000 sound better than any 
other speaker of its type. 

Initial reactions have been 

filled with superlatives 
including Julian Hirsch of 

Stereo Review magazine who says, "...they sound 
excellent...spectral balance was excellent-smooth and 

seamless." 

so-.mcl big frcrn 
small speaker systems. Both high and mid 

frequencies could be faithfully reproduced with 

superior transient response and dispersion 

characteristics, and the convenient, more flexible 

placement of small enclosures within the listening 
area could create an ideal sound stage. 
ilnlortunately, reproducing the life -like, full body of 
the lower frequencies could not he achieved in a truly 
compact enclosure. 

Polle's RM 3000 replaces the traditional pair of 
speakers with three elements, two compact 
midrange/tweeter satellites and one low frequency 

subwooler system. This configuration makes it easy 

to properly and inconspicuously place the system 
within your listening room while offering superior 

Where to buy Polk Speakers? 

Behind these accolades is an impressive technical 
story. 

The Technical Side 

The big sound of the RíMM 3000 is due, in part, to 
the unique arrangement of the tweeter and midrange 
elements. This "time aligned system" delivers the high 

and mid Irequencies at precisely the same instant. 
The result is a clear, lifelike and expansive 
presentat ion. 

The cabinet materials selected for the satellites 
are over four times as dense as typical enclosures. 
The black matrix finish is a non -resonant polymer 
aggregate (FOUNTAINHEAD®). The gloss black piano 
and paintable white finishes are rigid ABS 

For your nearest dealer, see page 82 
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surrounding a mineral filled polypropylene inner 
cabinet. Polk engineers have all but eliminated any 
singing or or resonating of the satellite enclosure. You 

hear the effortless, free sound of a much larger system. 
Most subwoofer systems look alike on the outside, 

but the Polk is worlds apart on the inside. Utilizing 
twin 6 1/2" drivers coupled to a 10 inch sub -bass 
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For deep. Nell defined 
bass. Polk uses twin 
drivers coupled to a 
sub -bass radiator. 
Normally. one sub - 
woofer system is used 
for both channels. For 
those desiring even 
greater low frequency 
performance. a second 
suhwoofer can he 
added, one fed by the 
left channel. the other 
by the right channel. 
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radiator, the hass is tight and well defined. There is 

no tuned port to create "whistling" or "hoominess" 
of the bass frequencies. 

You Have To Hear It To Believe It 
You really won't believe how good the RN 3000 

sounds until you hear it. We invite you to your 
nearest authorized Polk dealer for a demonstration. 
You'll hear sound as kg as life...from a speaker you 

can live with. 

You'll hear the next generation of loudspeakers. 

Rolik audio. 
The SpeaLer Specialist® 

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, M D 21215 (30I )358-3600 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

WHARFEDALE 
DIAMOND IV 
SPEAKER 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
System Type: Two-way, vented 

mini -monitor system. 
Drivers: 5 -in. (120 -mm) metal -cone 

woofer and 3/4 -in. (19 -mm) metal - 
dome tweeter. 

Frequency Response: 50 Hz to 25 
kHz, ±3 dB. 

Sensitivity: 86 dB SPL for 1 watt 
input at 1 meter. 

Crossover Frequency: 3.5 kHz. 
Impedance: 8 ohms nominal, 6.4 

ohms minimum. 
Power Handling: 100 watts. 
Dimensions: 101/2 in. H x 71/4 in. W 

x 7'/4 in. D (26.7 cm x 18.4 cm x 
18.4 cm). 

Weight: 17% lbs. (8 kg) per pair. 
Price: $300 per pair, not including 

stands. 
Company Address: 1940 Blake St., 

Suite 101, Denver, Colo. 80202. 
For literature, circle No. 91 

. 

1 

Quick: Think of an American loudspeaker company that 
has been in operation for nearly 60 years operating under 
the same name. You're right, there aren't any! There is one 
in the U.K., however, and that's Wharfedale. Gilbert Briggs 
founded the company in 1932 by building his first loud- 
speaker in the basement of his home in the town of Ilkley, 
county of Wharfedale (love those British names!). Loud- 
speaker production by Wharfedale Wireless Works in- 
creased quickly to 4,600 speakers per year by 1934. Today, 
Wharfedale, with its driver, cabinet, and R&D facilities in 
Leeds, England, exports to more than 43 countries and is a 

very significant competitor in the consumer loudspeaker 
market worldwide. 

Historically, Wharfedale has been at the forefront of inno- 
vative research and production techniques. It was the first 
speaker company to successfully use laser interferometry to 
create a contour map of a moving speaker diaphragm with 

y 

,...-.r- 19^ .. 
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a technique called SCALP (Scanned Laser Plot). Wharfe- 
dale also applies SCALP when measuring cabinet side -wall 
vibration. (The British Celestion is another company that 
makes extensive use of laser interferometry.) 

The Diamond IV is the smallest in a line of five systems in 

Wharfedale's economically priced Performance Series, 
which range in price from the Diamond IVs at $300 per pair 
up to $950 per pair for the Model 440. The four larger 
systems, Models 410 to 440, are all essentially two-way 
designs, with the two largest containing dual 8 -inch woofers. 
All use drivers designed and manufactured by Wharfedale. 

The Diamond IV is quite small and light, with a footprint of 
only about 7 x 7 inches. A single system can comfortably 
be held in one hand with your arm outstretched. Even 
though light in weight, the box has side walls that are quite 
rigid and stiff. The only available finish in the Performance 
Series is an attractive black ash. The appearance and build 
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quality of my review samples were first-rate. As with other 
mini -monitors, the low -frequency performance of the speak- 
ers does not compete with that of larger systems. 

The tweeters of the Performance Series use hardened, 
anodized -aluminum diaphragms, with Ferrofluid-cooled 
voice -coils, which Wharfedale claims operate as perfect 
pistons to beyond 35 kHz. According to the literature, this 
results not from "brute -force application of exotic (expen- 
sive) materials, but by the good design and engineering 
only possible with long experience with the tools for investi- 
gating diaphragm behavior...." The bass drivers use dia- 
phragms made of Wharfedale's proprietary plastic material 
called MFHP2, a mineral -filled polypropylene with high stiff- 
ness, relatively low mass, and high self -damping. It is 
claimed to greatly reduce colorations as compared to other 
plastic cone materials. 

The tooled plastic grille assembly of the Diamond IV 
actually fits around the front of the cabinet and snaps into 
grooves on either side of the front panel. This mounting 
method minimizes diffraction and, in addition, looks quite 
good. Without the grille, the speaker is also quite attractive, 
due to Wharfedale's use of tapered, hard -rubber rings 
around each driver. The ring around the woofer is not 
completely round but extends to, and terminates at, the top 
of the enclosure. The tapered rings minimize diffraction in 
addition to very efficiently hiding the driver mounting 
hardware. 

The side edges of the front panel are rounded, while the 
top is bevelled and contains the raised letters of the manu- 
facturer's name-a nice touch! These boxes do not have the 
mundane look of typical low-cost, high -volume, vinyl - 
wrapped cabinets. I preferred the look of the systems with- 
out the grilles and used them that way for most of my review 
activities. 

The box is fitted with a tube, 1 inch in diameter and 41/4 

inches long, mounted at the top rear of the enclosure and 
having a rounded entry. An outside visual inspection of the 
tube's interior showed damping material placed r ght up 
against its inside end. This presumably deliberate condition 
had a large impact on the low -frequency performance of the 
system. (See my comments in the "Measurements" section 
of this review.) 

A recesséd input -terminal panel is mounted in the center 
of the box's rear and contains two heavy-duty, double - 
banana jacks mounted on 3/4 -inch centers. The wire inser- 
tion holes in these jacks are nearly 3/16 inch in diameter and 
can easily handle 10- or 12 -gauge wire, if desired. Although 
not gold-plated, they serve their purpose very well and are 
quite accessible. Bi-wire capability is not supported. 

Measurements 
The anechoic frequency response, for a 2.83-V rms input, 

is shown in Fig. 1, smoothed with a tenth -octave filter. The 
curve was taken at a distance of 1 meter, normal to the 
enclosure's front surface, with the microphone midway be- 
tween the woofer and tweeter. The grille caused less than a 
1 -dB variation in the response below 10 kHz; at higher 
frequencies it provided increasing attenuation, but with a 
maximum loss of only about 2 dB at 20 kHz. All the following 
measurements were taken with the grille off. 
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The hybrid closed/vented 
design reduces the woofer's 
excursion without causing 
a rapid roll -off below 
the box's cutoff frequency. 
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The response curve fits within a ±3.0 dB envelope from 
95 Hz to 20 kHz. Above 120 Hz, the curve fits a commend- 
ably tighter ±2.0 dB envelope. No major irregularities are 
exhibited except for a slight dip at the 3.5 -kHz crossover. 
Below 80 Hz, the response falls at 12 dB/octave, typical of 
closed -box systems (but unlike vented -box systems, whose 
response drops at 24 dB/octave!). Averaging the axial re- 
sponse over the range from 250 Hz to 4 kHz yielded a 
sensitivity of 85.8 dB, equalling the manufacturer's rating of 
86 dB SPL. The systems were matched quite closely, mea- 
suring within ± 0.75 dB in the range from 100 Hz to 20 kHz. 
A high -frequency measurement up to 32 kHz revealed no 
tweeter resonances. 

The axial phase and group -delay measurements of the 
system, corrected for the tweeter's arrival, are shown in Fig. 
2. The phase response exhibits a total rotation of only about 
230° between 1 and 20 kHz. Group delay is fairly well 
behaved above 1 kHz, and the curve shows that the woofer/ 
midrange lags the tweeter by about 0.20 mS. This is about 
three -fourths of a wavelength at the 3.5 -kHz crossover. 

The 1 -meter, on -axis, 2.83-V rms energy/time curve (ETC) 
of the Diamond IV is shown in Fig. 3, for a test signal swept 
from 200 Hz to 10 kHz. The main arrival, at 3 mS, is notably 
compact and well behaved, with only slight broadening at 
levels 20 dB below the peak. Note that under these test 
conditions, a perfect energy/time curve would appear as a 
single sharp spike centered at 3 mS, with a width of about 1 

mS at the base (50 -dB line) and tapering to a rounded point 
at the top. 

Removal of the woofer and rear terminal panel revealed a 
very well -constructed box with tight fit and close tolerances. 
The front panel is made from a hefty, 7/8 -inch -thick material 
which seemed denser than medium -density fiberboard, as it 
is identified by Wharfedale. The remaining walls are 1/2 inch 
thick. The very dense front -panel material allows accurate 
routing for the very unusual driver -mounting method em- 
ployed for the Diamond IV. The drivers are deeply recessed 
into the front panel and covered with a tooled, tapered hard - 
rubber ring which minimizes front -panel edge diffraction 
and greatly improves the cosmetics of the system. 
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"The choice is -s rple. Whether- for your living 
room or our recording studios, you can't buy finer 

amplifiers than Hafler... at any price." 
Pat Weber, National Technical Directo; MCA Recording Studios 
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The small diameter of the 
Diamond IV's tweeter gives 
it broader high -frequency 
coverage than can be had 
from larger tweeters. 
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room response, showing 
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To damp internal reflections, white batting (apparently 
cotton) is used inside the box, rather than fiberglass. The 
batting was positioned up against the inner end of the vent 
tube, changing he system from a pure vented -box design 
into a leakage -damped closed -box system. This hybrid de- 
sign is functionally equivalent to Dynaudio's Variovent de- 
sign used in the Special One system (Audio, December 
1990). The vent, rather than acting as a mass of air to 
resonate with the air trapped inside the cabinet, acts primar- 
ily as a resistance to the flow of air into and out of the box. 
This technique somewhat reduces the woofer excursion 
compared to that of a conventional closed box of the same 
size, but does not bring with it the vented box's rapid roll -off 
below cutoff. An additional benefit of the design is a signifi- 
cant reduction in air -rush and wind noises often associated 
with vented -box systems having small -diameter vents. 

A high-level, low -frequency sine -wave sweep revealed no 
significant cabinet side -wall resonances. A comparison of 
the woofer's excursion, with the port open and closed (cov- 
ered by my hand), revealed that the port reduced the 
woofer's excursioh over a broad range from 35 to 95 Hz, 
reaching a maximum reduction of about 25% at 55 Hz. The 
woofer did not exhibit any detectable effects of dynamic 
offset. At 13-V rms input at 55 Hz (about 20 watts), wind 
noises were minimal; however, when the batting was 
pushed away from the inside end of the port tube, wind 
noises increased dramatically. 

The woofer overloaded gracefully at high levels, with no 
objectionable noises. The effective piston diameter of the 
woofer is about 4V2 inches (as measured from the middle of 
the surround on one side to the middle of the surround on 
the other). The woofer's linear excursion capability was 
about 1/4 inch, peak to peak, with an excursion limit of about 
0.35 inch, peak to peak. 

The crossover network of the Diamond IV consists of five 
parts: Two inductors, two capacitors, and one resistor, form- 
ing essentially a 12-dB/octave electrical design. The cross- 
over's p.c. board is mounted on the rear of the cabinet, just 
below the input -terminal panel. The woofer's inductor is of 
iron -core design, while the tweeter is air core. Nonpolarized 
electrolytic capacitors are used. All internal wiring is strand- 
ed 18 or 20 gauge, with push -on terminal clips. 

Measurements of the drivers' separate acoustic re- 
sponses, connected to the crossover, revealed that the 
actual electroacoustic response is effectively 12 dB/octave 
through the region. The drivers were in phase with each 
other below and up to about 4 kHz, one -sixth octave above 
the crossover, and rapidly went out of phase at higher 
frequencies. The mainly in -phase condition of the drivers' 
responses minim zes lobing. However, some lobing is ex- 
pected above crossover, because the drivers' phase re- 
sponses are not the same. The individual responses also 
revealed that the drivers' output levels were somewhat low 
through the crossover region, causing the previously noted 
dip in the on -axis response. 

The normalized, horizontal, "3-D" off -axis curves of the 
Diamond IV are shown in Fig. 4. The curves are quite well 
behaved and indicate even horizontal coverage, which is 
required for good lateral localization and imaging. Figure 5 
shows the vertical off -axis curves. These curves are also 
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Small as the Diamond IVs 
are, their sensitivity and 
efficiency equal those of 
much larger systems. 
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quite well behaved and reasonably symmetrical above and 
below axis, which indicates minimal response changes with 
shifts in vertical listening position. 

The NRC-style, mean horizontal and vertical on- and off - 
axis response curves of the Diamond IV are shown in Figs. 6 
and 7, respectively. The horizontal axial response curve in 
Fig. 6 is quite smooth and extended except for a slight 
crossover dip at 3.5 kHz. The off -axis response from 30° to 
45° is also well behaved and extended, and begins to roll off 
only above 15 kHz. The response from 60° to 75° off axis is 
smooth above 2 kHz and rolls off above 13 kHz. The small - 
diameter (3/4 -inch) tweeter contributes to the Diamond IV's 
high -frequency coverage. Most other systems, with larger 
tweeters, maintain coverage only up to about 10 kHz at 
extreme off -axis angles. 

The mean vertical responses of the Diamond IV are 
shown in Fig. 7. The averaged axial curve exhibits an 
octave -wide response depression at crossover, which also 
carries over to the 30° to 45° averaged response. The 
somewhat low level of the drivers in the crossover region, as 
noted before, and the woofer/tweeter driver spacing con- 
tribute to the energy loss in the crossover region. With the 
exception of the response through crossover, all the curves 
are quite smooth and extended. 

Figure 8 shows the Diamond IV's impedance plotted from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz. The system had a measured low of 4.8 
ohms at 12 kHz and a high of 26 ohms at 100 Hz. This is a 
fairly easy load for most amplifiers. The characteristic dou- 
ble -humped impedance response of the vented -box enclo- 
sure is evident between 20 and 150 Hz, but with the upper 
peak significantly higher than the lower peak. However, the 
shallow dip at 50 Hz indicates only slight loading at the 
Helmholtz box resonance. The system's minimum imped- 
ance of 4.8 ohms, coupled with its minimum -to -maximum 
variation ratio of 5.4 (26 divided by 4.8), makes the Diamond 
IV somewhat sensitive to cable resistance. To keep cable - 
drop effects from causing response peaks and dips greater 
than 0.1 dB, cable series resistance must be limited to a 
maximum of about 68 milliohms. 

Figure 9 shows a well-behaved complex impedance from 
10 Hz to 25 kHz. The phase angle of the impedance (not 
shown) reached a maximum of +31° at 77 Hz and a mini- 
mum of -49° at 5 kHz. 

The system's 3 -meter room curve, with both raw and 
sixth -octave smoothed responses, can be seen in Fig. 10. 
The Diamond IV was in the right-hand stereo position, 
mounted on its stand and aimed at the listening location; the 
test microphone was placed at ear height (36 inches), at the 
listener's position on the sofa. The system was swept from 
100 Hz to 20 kHz with a 2.83-V rms, sine -wave signal (which 
corresponds to 1 watt into the rated 8 -ohm load). The 
parameters of the TDS sweep were chosen to include the 
direct sound plus 13 mS of the room's reverberation. The 
curve is reasonably well behaved and extended except for 
some response roughness below 1.5 kHz, mostly due to 
room effects. Above 2.5 kHz, the curve is quite smooth and 
extended, all the way to 20 kHz. 

An additional room curve was taken with the system 
mounted in a bookshelf, where a typical listener might put it 

for casual listening. The curve (not shown) was very much 
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Although the Diamond IVs 
don't have extended bass, 
they do have above -average 
resistance to bass overload. 

POWER - WATTS 

Fig. 14-IM distortion on 
440 Hz (A4) produced by 
61.7 Hz (B1) when mixed 
in one-to-one proportion. 
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Fig. 15- 
Maximum peak 
sound output, 
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1 meter on 
axis, and 
corresponding 
maximum peak 
input power 
levels. 

rougher, with large peaks and dips in the response due to 
close -in reflections. A separately measured ETC (also not 
shown) confirmed that this mounting location caused a 
large number of high -amplitude, early -energy returns that 
were not evident in the normal mounting position, which 
places the system a significant distance from any close 
reflecting surfaces. 

The distortion spectra of applied single -frequency tones 
versus power level for the musical notes of B1 (61.7 Hz), A2 
(110 Hz), and A4 (440 Hz) are shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13. 
These measurements indicate the level of harmonic distor- 
tion generated by the system with the application of a single - 
frequency sine wave at power levels from 0.05 to 50 watts 
(-13 to 17 dBW, a 30 -dB dynamic range) in steps of 1 dB. 
The power levels were computed using the rated system 
impedance of 8 ohms (20 V rms equals 50 watts, etc.). 

Figure 11 shows the B1 (61.7 -Hz) harmonic distortion 
data. The higher tone, B1, was used instead of the custom- 
ary E, (41.2 Hz), because E, generated excessive distortion 
(126% third harmonic at 50 watts!). Even using B1, the 
distortion at 50 watts reaches a high 46% third harmonic. At 
50 watts, the system generates 94 dB SPL at 1 meter. 

At A2 (110 -Hz) harmonic data is shown in Fig. 12. The 
second harmonic reaches a moderate level of about 4.9% at 
full power, while the third reaches 4%. The fourth and fifth 
harmonics are only 2% or lower at full power. At 110 Hz, the 
system generates about 100 dB SPL at 50 watts at 1 meter. 

The A4 (440 -Hz) harmonic measurements, shown in Fig. 
13, are quite low, reaching only 2.6% for the second har- 
monic at full power, where the system generates 104 dB 
SPL at full power at 1 meter. 

The IM distortion shown in Fig. 14 was created by mixing 
440 -Hz (A4) and 61.7 -Hz (B,) tones at equal input power 
levels. The higher, B,, tone was used for the lower modulat- 
ing frequency because the usual E1 tone generated exces- 
sive distortion. Even using B,, the IM distortion reached a 
fairly high 22% at full power. 

Figure 15 shows the system's short-term, peak -power 
input and output capabilities as a function of frequency, 
measured with a tone burst of third -octave bandwidth. The 
peak input power was calculated by assuming that the 
measured peak voltage was applied across the rated 8 - 
ohm impedance. The maximum power handling of the Dia- 
mond IV is shown in the lower curve. At 30 Hz and below, 
the peak power must be limited to about 3 watts or less to 
prevent excessive distortion and intermodulation. Above 30 
Hz, the power handling rises gradually, reaching a plateau 
of about 300 peak watts (about 50 V peak) between 200 
and 630 Hz. Above 630 Hz, the power handling again rises 
gradually, reaching a maximum of 3.2 kW above 6.3 kHz. 
The power handling in the range from 125 Hz to 1 kHz is 
somewhat low compared to other systems I have mea- 
sured. (That is, if you judge 300 to 400 peak watts as being 
low! This corresponds roughly to the peak output of an 
amplifier rated at 150 to 200 watts continuous.) Evidence 
leads me to believe that the metal -core inductor in the 
crossover's woofer leg is responsible. 

The upper curve in Fig. 15 represents the peak sound 
pressure levels the system can generate at a distance of 1 

meter on axis for the levels shown in the lower curve. Also 
shown on the upper curve is the "room gain" of a typical 
listening room at low frequencies, which adds about 3 dB to 
the response at 80 Hz and adds 9 dB at 20 Hz. The peak 
output rises with frequency up to 200 Hz, where a plateau of 
about 110 dB is reached. Above 1 kHz, the maximum output 
rises to about 120 dB above 6.4 kHz. With room gain, a 
single Diamond IV can generate peaks in excess of 110 dB 
SPL (but only above 160 Hz) and of 100 dB above 90 Hz. 
Below 160 Hz, the low -frequency output rolls off at about 18 
dB/octave. A pair of these systems, operating with mono 
bass, will be able to generate bass levels some 3 to 9 dB 
higher, particularly if they are set up near wall boundaries. 

Use and Listening Tests 
I listened to the Diamond IVs primarily in my customary 

location, placing them on stands so that the tweeter was 
approximately at ear height. This location positioned them a 
significant distance from any reflecting surfaces that might 
interfere with imaging, localization, and midrange smooth- 
ness, but they were at a clear disadvantage with respect to 
any beneficial boundary reinforcement that would tend to 
augment their low -frequency output. 
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Even though the Diamond IVs are quite small, their sensi- 
tivity and efficiency equal those of much larger systems. The 

laws of loudspeaker physics dictate that their low -frequency 
efficiency and output will be much less than those of larger 
systems. (Assuming the same efficiency, an octave lower 
extension of low -frequency performance requires an eight- 
fold increase in enclosure volume!) In other words, to com- 
pete unaided with larger loudspeakers, very small systems 
need to be placed close to reflective boundaries to enhance 
their low -frequency performance. This, unfortunately, often 
impairs higher frequency performance because of the detri- 
mental effect of high -amplitude reflections which closely 
follow the system's direct sound. 

I chose to evaluate the Diamond IVs as stand-alone sys- 
tems for serious critical listening-putting more emphasis 
on higher frequency performance parameters such as 

smoothness, imaging, and accuracy-rather than as sys- 
tems that might be used for casual applications such as 

background music reproduction. In the latter situation, 
sound reproduction is not as important as other consider- 
ations, such as size and ease of placement, although the 

Diamond IVs can be used for this application as well. 

So as not to be biased by the lack of low end in some of 

my listening tests, I requested that Wharfedale send me a 

three-piece satellite/subwoofer system that they currently 
market (the System 2130) so that I could experiment with 

the subwoofer as an adjunct to the Diamond IVs. Before you 

cry foul, let me add that I did a great amount of listening to 

the IVs both with and without the subwoofer. I greatly appre- 
ciated its augmentation in the octave from 40 to 80 Hz in 

many cases. When the subwoofer was in use, I hooked the 

Diamond IVs directly to the power amplifier and did not use 

the 2130's internal, high-pass crossover output. I simply 
added the subwoofer in parallel with the IVs (the 2130 has 

dual internal woofers connected separately to right and left 

channels) and depended on its internal, low-pass filtering to 

roll off its own higher frequency response. When I used this 
subwoofer with the Diamond IVs, I placed it in the front of my 

room to approximate the overall low -end balance of my 

reference systems. It was an easy matter to connect and 
disconnect the added bass system. 

Driving equipment included an Onkyo Grand Integra DX - 

G10 CD player and a recently acquired Enlightened Audio 
Designs (EAD) "Ultra" modified Rotel RCD-855 CD player, 
along with Jeff Rowland Design Group's Consummate pre- 
amplifier and two Jeff Rowland Model 7 power amplifiers. 
Hookup was with Straight Wire Maestro interconnects and 

speaker cables. I did most of the listening before the 

measurements. 
As mentioned, most listening was done with the Diamond 

IVs placed on stands and aimed at my head. They were 
about 6 feet away from the short rear wall, separated by 8 

feet, and with a side -wall spacing of about 4 feet. I sat on 

the sofa, about 10 feet away, which placed my ears about 
36 inches high. The System 2130's subwoofer, when used, 
was placed on the floor in front of the bookshelves at the 

front of the room, offset laterally by a couple of feet. 
First impressions of the Diamond IVs were very positive; 

these speakers have a balance and sensitivity very close to 

my reference systems (the B & W 801 Matrix Series 2) 

The Wharfedales' quality 
and musical honesty would 
befit systems costing far 
more than their price of 
$300 per pair. 

except for a much -attenuated low end. There was a slight 
loss of energy in the upper mids as compared to my refer- 

ence, but it was not all that objectionable. The balance and 

response in the top two octaves were nearly indistinguish- 
able from the reference, which indicates a very smooth, 

extended top end. 
Reproduction of male voices on the CD Jack Lemmon 

Tells the Musical Tale of Peter and the Wolf by Prokofiev 

(LaserLight 15 386) was very balanced and even, with no 

tubbyness, and created a very believable center image. 
(Here the subwoofer was not needed, as it only added some 
unwanted upper bass emphasis.) The high -frequency 
sound effects on the same disc, in Mozart's Children's 
Symphony, were re-created outstandingly. 

The choral music on J. S. Bach: The Motets, BWV 225- 
229 (Sony Classical SK 45859) was portrayed with excellent 
vocal separation and delineation of the different choir sec- 
tions. The instruments on Vivaldi: 6 Double Concertos (flute, 

violin, strings, and harpsichord, Sony Classical SK 45867) 
demonstrated the clarity and smoothness of the Diamond 
IV's midrange. 

Although the Diamond IVs do not have extended low - 

end capabilities, they exhibited above -average resistance 
to below -band bass overload. The organ passage that 

caused IM problems in the Monitor Audio Studio 10 speak- 
ers (see July issue) was handled acceptably, i.e., you could 
hear the IM distortion, but it was not as objectionable. 

The Diamond IV loudspeakers exhibited a reasonable 
amount of upper -mid tonality changes on the pink -noise, 

stand-up/sit-down test. When I was sitting or partially stand- 
ing, the Diamond IVs sounded quite similar to my reference 
B & Ws, but when I stood up fully, there were noticeable 
tonal changes. On tnird-octave band -limited pink noise, the 

systems' output dropped quickly below 80 Hz. At 40 Hz and 
below, the output was unusable. However, when the 
Wharfedales were mounted in the bookshelves at the end of 

the room, the low erd held up well to below 50 Hz, although 
this was coupled with unacceptable upper -frequency tonal 
changes. The addition of the 2130 bass module corrected 
most of these bass deficiencies, except for the output at 32 

Hz and below. The additional bass module did cause some 
unwanted emphasis in the region from 80 to 125 Hz, which 
presumably would be corrected by fully using the 2130's 
internal crossover. 

On the jazz -fusion CD The Pugh-Taylor Project (dmp CD - 
448), the Diamond IVs could be played quite loudly, with 

only slight harshness. The very dissonant sound of the dual 
trombone pairing of Pugh and Taylor on track 2 was main- 
tained up to quite loud levels, with minimal changes in tonal 
character. 

I am quite pleased with the overall performance of the 
Diamond IVs. Their quality and musical honesty befit sys- 
tems of much greater cost. At $300 a pair, they are a 

genuine value and can compete sonically with systems way 
above their price bracket. Their small size and price may 
just fit your audio budget. As small monitors, however, their 
bass performance is lacking compared to that of larger 
systems. Coupled with a high-performance subwoofer and 
associated electronics, they could form an accurate, rela- 
tively inexpensive, near high -end system. D. B. Keele, Jr. 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

MISSION 
CYRUS ONE 
INTEGRATED 
AMPLIFIER 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Power Output: 25 watts continuous 

per channel into 8 ohms, 40 watts 
continuous per channel into 4 ohms. 

THD: 0.003% at 1 kHz and 0.015% at 
20 kHz into 8 ohms, 0.004% at 1 kHz 
and 0.025% at 20 kHz into 4 ohms. 

SMPTE-IM Distortion: MM phono, 
0.003%; MC phono, 0.01%. 

Frequency Response: Phono, 
"New RIAA" (see text) +0, -0.2 dB 
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz; line, +0, -3 
dB from 1 Hz to 50 kHz. 

S/N: MM phono, 84 dB; MC phono, 67 
dB; line, 86 dB. 

Input Sensitivity for 1 -Watt Out- 
put: MM phono, 0.4 mV; MC phono, 
0.04 mV; line, 65 mV. 

Input Overload Level: MM/MC 
phono, 31 dB; line, infinite. 

Input Impedance: MM/MC phono, 
47 kilohms, 100 pF; line, 14 kilohms'. 

Maximum Tape Output Level: 11 

V rms. 
Dimensions: 81/2 in. W x 31/2 in. H x 

14 in. D (21.6 cm x 8.9 cm x 35.6 
cm). 

Weight: 16 lbs. (7.3 kg). 
Price: $599. 
Company Address: 2461 Bellevue, 

West Vancouver, B.C., Canada V7V 
1E1. 

For literature, circle No. 92 

Mission, true to its British audiophile heritage, has a very 
individual way of doing things. Whether you delight in or 
deplore that individuality exemplified in the Cyrus One will 
depend at least as much on your mind -set as on the proper- 
ties of the component. If you approach it as a dandy little 
moderate -power integrated amp with remarkably simple 
controls and even more remarkable compactness, it should 
not disappoint. If sheer bench -test performance numbers 
are your bag, however, you may wonder how the Mission 
name has garnered such a sterling reputation. 

These days, an integrated amp that can be balanced 
more or less comfortably on the palm of one hand is some- 
thing of a phenomenon. The Cyrus One's front panel mea- 
sures only about 8'/2 x 3 inches, and the chassis (ignoring 
the front panel's a.c. switch and the back panel's power - 
cord projection) is only 131/2 inches deep. All the phono and 
line connections, and the banana jacks for the speaker 
connections, are mounted on a semi -recessed horizontal 

panel at the back, so the associated plugs need no clear- 
ance allowance. 

The line connections are all standard RCA jacks (no DIN 
connectors, thank goodness!). A switch on the rear panel 
chooses between MC and MM modes for the single pair of 
phono inputs. The line inputs are marked "Tape," "Video," 
"AUX," and "CD." The omission of a tuner input is startling, 
but any unused line input can be pressed into service for 
the purpose. One output pair services the tape deck. You 
will need individual banana plugs on your speaker cables, 
because the output jacks will accept nothing else. They're 
even too closely spaced (less than the standard 3/4 inch) to 
accept dual -banana plugs. 

The RCA connections are all made directly to the single 
circuit board used in the design. Mission says it has taken 
special care in its choice of parts for the board-an unusual 
approach in a low -power model, where cost-cutting is the 
rule at most companies. Military -grade metal -film resistors 
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SMALLESTIjt 

ALMOST F CD 
New catalog subscribers may choose to receive a free Delos CD, Engineer's 

Choice. Celebrating a decade of widely acclaimed 
Delos recordings, master recordist John Eargle Guides 
the listener though hos favorite recordings - orchestral, 
choral, vocal, piano, organ and chamber music. 
Regular Price: $9.99 + S&H. New Subscribers pay 
only the $3.95 S&H Charge (52465) 

ENGINEERS' CHOICE I 

+' 

Od1 
d 

Just add the sampler to your catalog order, or charge it 

to your phone by calling 1-900-454-7555. There is a 
$9.95 charge for this call ($6.00 Catalog + $3.95 S&H for the Free CD. 

Boxed Sets & Compilations On Sale 
Bob Dylan - Bootleg Series Vols. 1-3 [Rare & 

Unreleased] 1961-1991. Previously unreleased performances. 

(52716) 3 CDs $39.99, 3 CAs $28.99 

James Brown - Star Time. Career retrospective boxed set 
defining the 35 -year career of the man they call the Godfather of Soul. 
72 songs. (53402) 4 CDs $49.99, 4 CAs $39.99 

Alligator Records 20th Anniversary Collection. Over 
30 historic cuts including songs from Albert Collins, Hound Dog Taylor, 
Lonnie Brooks, and more. (55761) 2 CDs $14.99, 2 CAs $9.99 

Complete Stax Singles 1959-68. Otis Redding, Albel King, 
Isaac Hayes, Booker T & the MGs, and more. Includes every A side 
and all outstanding B sides. 244 songs. (60352) 9 CDs $89.99 

Any Recording in This Issue $1299 
You can order any title reviewed or advertised in this issue, that is regularly 
priced less than $17 per CD, for our new subscriber low price of $12.99/CD 
(only $7.99 for cassettes), plus $3.95 shipping and handling per order. Just 
call 1-800-233-6357 or use the coupon to order. Please include artist, title, 
format & inventory number, if known. 

115:14 

MOSIC1 
'CATALOG 

Bose Express Music Catalog is 

like having an enormous 
reccrd store all to yourself. You can 

shop for the music you want, when 

you want it. We carry everything in 

print in Rock, Jazz, Blues, 

Pop...you will find it all here in our 
240 page, 50,000 -title source book. 

We carry the complete catalog 
of all the major labels, plus inde- 

pendents like Sheffield, Delos, 

MFSL, Alligator, RYKO, Chandos, 
Telarc, Chesky, Dorian ...in total, 

over 1,000 independents. Ordering 
from us couldn't be easier. Call our 
800 number, or send the order form 

to us by fax or post. 

Our 240 -page CD, Tape and 

Video Catalog includes over 50,000 

titles. Your first issue includes a refund 

certificate for $6.00, plus $50.00 in 

additional. merchandise credits. There 

is no purchase obligation or 

unrequested shipments. 

Free Updates 
New subscribers will receive 1 Free 

year of Updates, covering new 
releases & monthly specials. 

-l.$ ri 233 -635 - 

SUBSCRIPTION/MAIL ORDER FORM 
D Start the Updates & send the 240 -page Catalog ($6.00/yr, refundable 

on the first order from the Catalog) 

Yes. Please include my FREE Delos CD, Engineer's Choice. I'm 

Enclosing an extra $3.95 for Shipping and Handling. (52465) 
13 Send me the attached list of recordings (include artist, title, format 

City State Tip 

[CD or CA] & number) I'm enclosing $12.99/disc + $3.95 S&H per CALL 1-800-233-6357 OR MAIL WITH PAYMENT TO: 

order [Music orders Only) BOSE EXPRESS MUSIC 

E Check or Credit Card E7 Visa r MC fl AMEX 50 W. 17th St., NYC, NY 10011 

(Outside U.S. Credit Card Only, Please) Fax: 212-627-2613 

Name 

Address 
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It's rare for a company to 
take a high -end approach 
to a low -power amplifier 
as Mission has done with 
the Cyrus One. 

and polyester capacitors complement the short, straight-line 
signal paths, which contain a minimum of interruptions. 
There are no tone control circuits, for instance, and no pre/ 
main jumpers for inserting an equalizer. Single -point 
grounding assures identical ground potential in all parts of 
the circuit. 

The power -supply section is built around a toroidal trans- 
former and employs what Mission claims are custom split - 
foil capacitors that deliver unusually steady current flow plus 
reduced interference with other electronic parts. Further 
reducing potential interference are the computer -aided de- 
sign of signal paths and the "electrically transparent" chas- 
sis and cover (which, according to Mission, allow free pas- 
sage of fields that could influence signal properties if they 
were reflected). 

The front panel has one toggle switch (for .the a.c.), a 
rotary "Volume/Balance" control (with an outer collar for the 
latter), and rotary "Listen" and "Record" selectors. Now 
that's simplicity. (Even a headphone jack, seen in some 
photos of the Cyrus One, was omitted in the final design.) 
Both selectors include "Mute" positions as well as positions 
for each of the available inputs, so you can defeat either the 
amp's output or the tape -out feed. The latter may be impor- 
tant, depending on the design of your deck, because the 
passive line circuits could be loaded by a deck whose 
power is off, affecting the listening signal. 

Though the directness and intuitiveness of this control 
scheme is admirable, it has one flaw that could be preemp- 
tive if you're excessively disorganized in the way you use 
audio equipment. The inclusion of the "Tape" source option 
on the recording control permits feedback that could dam- 
age your speakers-or the amp itself-if you choose this 
option with the deck turned on and then switch to monitor 
the source-in this case, the deck itself. 

The owner's manual warns you not to invoke this option, 
but omitting it in the first place would have made more 
sense. With provision for only a single deck (and therefore 
no possibility of tape dubbing), the sole objective served by 
its inclusion is the symmetry of the two selectors. Without the 
tape -source recording option, the recording control would 
have one fewer position, and the "Tape" legend on the 
panel would refer to the listening control alone. Somebody 
has gotten a bit carried away with the most superficial of 
design considerations, it seems. 

Measurements 
In general, the measurements performed by Diversified 

Science Laboratories document that the Cyrus One is a 
good product, but one with a number of unexpected quirks 
on the bench. Some of these will want careful consideration 
in the context of your overall system and objectives. 

The power output data must be read in light of an adden- 
dum in the owner's manual stating that minimum speaker 
impedance should be 8 ohms. Since there are 4 -ohm rat- 
ings on the spec sheet, the Cyrus One was tested with that 
load as well. Noticeable power -supply ripple did appear in 
the output by the time the 4 -ohm rating had been achieved, 
and the onset of instability (rather than clipping, which had 
not yet occurred) was used as the criterion for the measure- 
ment of 2 -ohm dynamic power. 

S3'11> 

The 8 -ohm clipping output at 1 kHz was 28 watts, 0.5 dB 
above the rated power level of 25 watts. The 4 -ohm output 
began to run out of steam 0.2 dB below the rating point, 38 
versus 40 watts. In the dynamic power test (using the IHF 
pulsed signal), about 1 dB of headroom above the continu- 
ous power (clipping) output was measured, for the equiva- 
lent of 34 watts into 8 ohms and 48 watts into 4 ohms. With 
the 2 -ohm load, output remained stable to 47 watts. 

Output impedance of the power section proved quite 
unusual-a steady 100 milliohms at all measured frequen- 
cies, from 1 to 20 kHz, just as it was at 50 Hz. Usually, 
output impedance rises with frequency, to the consternation 
of those who believe that low impedance is even more 
important at high than at low frequencies, where it (or, 
rather, its reciprocal, damping factor) is traditionally mea- 
sured. As a matter of fact, the Cyrus One's 50 -Hz damping 
factor is 80. This number certainly is above reproach, 
though it's not as hefty as that of many an amp with higher 
high -frequency output impedance. 

Driven at the 1 -watt level, the amp produced negligible 
(less than 0.01%) harmonic distortion over most of the 
frequency band. The THD crept above this figure at fre- 
quencies above 4 kHz but never exceeded 0.034% at any 
test frequency. At rated output, THD remained below 0.02% 
throughout the critical midrange but increased noticeably 
toward the frequency extremes, to 0.035% at 20 kHz and 
0.071% at 20 Hz. However, since normal music or speech 
signals are extremely unlikely to call for rated output at 
these extreme frequencies, there is little significance to 
these numbers. Probably more important is the predomi- 
nance of the third and fifth harmonics in the distortion 
products at rated output but not at 1 watt, where the second 
harmonic predominated. 

Channel separation was better than 67 dB, which is more 
than adequate. It decreased very gradually with frequency 
but still was almost 58 dB at 10 kHz. 

The stepped volume control has 40 positions (in addition 
to full off), with graduated increments. The standard IHF test 
conditions resulted in a setting of 28 on this control and 
attenuated output by 17.1 dB (as measured in the left 
channel). Turning the volume lower produced increasingly 
large steps, beginning at 2.4 dB; turning it up produced 
ever finer steps, starting at 1.5 dB, jumping back to 1.7, 
then 1.5, then 1.0 dB, and so on, with no increment at all at 
the top step. While this behavior pattern (which basically 
mimics that of conventional tapered pots) is not as neat as 
one might ideally like, it is no cause for complaint either. 
With the balance control at its detent, output from the left 
channel was 0.94 dB higher than that from the right channel. 
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The Cyrus One amp is a joy 
to use and delivers better 
sound than you're likely 
to find in any other 25 -watt 
amp on the U.S. market. 

A 
B 

! 

20 

Fig. 1-Frequency 
response through phono 
section (deviation from 
RIAA equalization) for MC 

`a. '1' 

(A) and MM (B) settings. 
The bass roll -off is 
deliberate; see text. 

Table I-Input and tape output characteristics. 

Parameter 
S/N Ratio 
Sensitivity 
Input Overload 
Input Impedance 
Input Capacitance 
Tape Output Level 
Tape Output Impedance 

Input 
Line ("CD") MM Phono MC Phono 

88dB 78dB 66dB 
66.4 mV 0.42 mV 42 µV 
>10V 78mV 7.8µV 
13 kilohms 48 kilohms 48 kilohms 

260 pF 
485 mV 780 mV 780 mV 
(Direct) 160 ohms 160 ohms 

Other volume settings presumably would deliver other fig- 
ures for channel balance. 

The frequency response measurements proved some- 
what mysterious. At the standard volume setting, output 
from a line ("CD") input measured +0, -0.25 dB from 
below 10 Hz to 17.7 kHz. The gentle high -frequency roll -off 
was down 0.5 dB at 24.1 kHz, 1 dB at 25.3 kHz, and 3 dB at 
67.5 kHz. Turning down the volume by about 10 dB im- 
proves each of these figures (to -3 dB at 78.1 kHz, for 
instance), while turning it up generally shaves a bit off 
each-though not consistently. The differences are not 
large enough to be a source of concern, though the appar- 
ently erratic response is certainly a curiosity. 

More startling, in a way, are the results for phono re- 
sponse (Fig. 1). A decade ago, there was a proposal to alter 
the RIAA equalization by building in a playback high-pass 
filter to attenuate energy generated by record warps. The 
proposal never was adopted in the United States, yet some 
manufacturers were misled into believing that it had been 
and designed their phono sections accordingly. When Mis- 

sion refers to the "New RIAA" standard, this appears to be 
what it means. The high-pass filter certainly is there, in any 
event. It can be argued that this is either good or bad. Those 
who opposed including the filter in the standard saw it as an 
option that should be exercised only when needed-not 
imposed on everyone willy-nilly. In an extremely simple 
design like this one, however, a fixed filter probably is 
preferable to any intrusion of switching-let alone to the 
threat of power -sapping infrasonic surges on every warp. 
Here, the signal at 5 Hz (the heart of warp territory) is 
attenuated by a hefty 20 dB (slightly more for MC, slightly 
less for MM), which should be deeply appreciated in some 
systems. 

Response was nearly identical for MM and MC phono. (In 
fact, the only significant difference between them appears 
to be 20 dB more gain for MC.) The roll -off at the bottom end 
was, of course, the top end of the high-pass filter. The MC 
curve fell off at a slightly higher frequency than did the MM 
curve: 1 dB down at about 40 and 30 Hz, respectively. The 
MC curve drifted off very gently above 1 kHz and was down 
0.6 dB at 20 kHz. The MM option was even flatter, down 0.3 
dB at 20 kHz and exhibiting a slight rise in the treble (up 0.1 
dB in the region around 3 kHz). Just what these numbers 
will mean depends to a large extent on the nature of the 
cartridge feeding the section, of course. 

Additional performance measurements for the phono and 
line inputs are given in Table I. 

Use and Listening Tests 
Simply put, the Cyrus One is a joy to use. Without a really 

good amp of similarly modest power to compare it to, its 
sound is hard to characterize. If I didn't hear quite the 
transparency or natural bloom that I associate with my 
standard comparison amp, that amp has much more power 
and costs much more (even without a preamp). And in most 
sonic respects, I found them well matched despite the 
disparity in price and power. 

To approach it in a more positive light, the One will deliver 
better sound than I suspect you're likely to find in any other 
25 -watt integrated amp on the American market. Leave it to 
the British, who always have put astonishing care into what 
American audiophiles might consider "underpowered" 
amps, to do so with this unit. Cheap -and -dirty is the rule 
elsewhere. 

What you make of the little quirks, like the omission of a 
tuner input (or, at least, of one labelled as such) or the 
nonstandard banana -jack spacing, is your business. You 
may find them charming, though I must admit I found them 
vaguely annoying. Even calling the built-in infrasonic filter 
(which can be a godsend in some systems) a new -standard 
phono equalization makes a potential virtue sound some- 
how devious. 

What makes the Mission so satisfying to use, however, is 
the directness of its control scheme. It's one that (aside from 
the tape -feed problem discussed earlier) you simply don't 
have to think about. When you want to listen, you reach for 
the listening selector; when you want to record, you reach 
for the recording selector. It's that simple. In a world chok- 
ing on technological kitsch, it's like a whiff of pure oxygen. 

Robert Long with Edward J. Foster 
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"BBE is the most hearable 
advance in audio technolociy 

since high-fidelity itself. 
Music Connection Magazine 
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The BBE 1002 for Home Audio / Video Systems 

BBE professional systems are used around the world in major broadcast 
corporations, recording studios and at concerts of world-famous musicians. 

The BBE system dynamically compensates for phase and amplitude distortion in 

electronically amplified sound. We could tell you how wonderful it can make your 
system sound, but instead we'll let some of the world's most respected 

consumer audio and professional music magazines tell you: 
"The difference in processed audio and 

non -processed audio is like the difference 

between high-fidelity speakers with and without 

pillows placed in front of them." 

-Radio World 

"There was no doubt the BBE processor 

added more spatial quality, more transients and 

more clean highs. This is the first black box that 

actually helped make my music sound the way 

that I knew it should. The effect is shattering!" 

-Music Technology 

"Everything we heard from it sounded 

good, and it had no discernible flaws. Not too 

many products we test can justify the same 

conclusions." 

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review 

"Forgive us if we rave unabashedly about 

BBE Sound's Sonic Maximizer....And what does 

it do? Well, it makes just about everything sound 

marvelous. With virtually no effort. No kidding." 

-Keyboard Magazine 

For your car's sound system, the BBE 
3012 will provide the same dramatic 
improvement. 

"To us the sound was immediately brighter, 

airier, and more sparkling, with added punch 

and snap to transients, more bite and sharp 

attacks, and more sheen to strings and vocals... 

The result is nothing short of-using the term 

literally-sensational. 

-Car Stereo Review 

Please call for a dealer near 
you (714) 897-6766 

"The sonic maximizer provides an audio 

system with a clearer spatial relationship 

between instruments. Plus, it seems to restore a 

recording's original depth.... Music seems 

brighter and more alive.... Particularly 

interesting is how good a cassette recording 

sounds when processed through the BBE." 

-Hector G. La Torre, Audio Magazine 

"This piece is impressive. The system 

sounded cleaner, a lot crisper, brighter, 

and-simply put-better. The improvement on 

compact discs, is indescribeable. I am not going 

to tell you that the signal sounded live, but it sure 

got pretty close." 
-DJ Times 

Visit Your Local Electronics 
Store and Hear the Superb New 

AIWA. 
Audio Products Featuring 

BBE® High Definition Sound. 

"BBE restores a proper stereo imaging and 

separation. As much as 15-20% increase in 

apparent openness and separation...brightens 

almost any input source and moves the 

soundstage forward." 

-Stereophlle Magazine 

All BBE products are backed by a full 

year's warranty on all parts and labor. 
Measuring 16 1/2" x 9" x 1 3/4", BBE fits perfectly into 

your audio rack. Then just plug it into your wall socket 

and a standard tape loop. 

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card 

The BBE 1002 is available at these 
and other famous stores: 

Macys-New York, New Jersey 

and the Southeast 

LeD's Stereo -So. California 

AEC Warehouse -Michigan 

Sound City-Kinnelon, New Jersey 

Harry's Music Store -Honolulu, Hawaii 

Tops Appliance City -New Jersey 

Union Premium -Las Vegas, Nevada 

DDE 
Sound Inc. 

5500 Bolsa Ave., Suite 245, Huntington Beach, 
CA 92649. (714) 897-6766. In Canada, contact 
Korbon Trading, (416) 567-1920. 
If you don't live near a BBE dealer, call us at 

1-800-233-8346 
or in CA 1-800-558-3963 

OR, complete and send us the coupon below. 

Send me BBE 1002 unit(s) at $229 each. 

(US currency only. California residents add applicable 

sales tax. Price includes UPS ground shipping charges. 

For UPS overnight shipping, add $19. For UPS 2nd day 

shipping, add $9.) 

Enclosed is a check for $ 

Or please charge to my: 

Visa 1 MasterCard 1 American Express 1 

Card# 

1 

Exp. Date 

Signature 

Name (print) 

Address 

City State Zip 

Area CodeiPhone No. 
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS 

EYE FOR AN EYE 

Penderecki: St. Luke Passion. Si- 
gune von Osten, soprano; Stephen 
Roberts, baritone; Kurt Rydl, bass; 
Warsaw National Philharmonic Chorus; 
Cracow Boys' Choir; Polish National 
Radio Symphony Orchestra, Krzysztof 
Penderecki. 
Argo 4303282, CD; DDD; 76:21. 

Penderecki: Polish Requiem. Ingrid 
Haubold, soprano; Grazyna Winograd- 
ska, mezzo-soprano; Zachos Terzakis, 
tenor; Malcolm Smith, bass; North Ger- 
man and Bavarian Radio Choruses; 
North German (Hamburg) Radio Sym- 
phony Orchestra, Penderecki. 
Deutsche Grammophon 4297202, 
two CDs; DDD; 1:27:46. 

Now, with Poland's Communist rul- 
ers ousted and Lech Walesa's demo- 
cratically elected government in pow- 
er, this story can finally be told. 

A phenomenally gifted 23 -year -old 
Krzysztof Penderecki (pronounced, 
Penderetski) blazed onto the interna- 
tional musical scene at the time of Po- 
land's first avant-garde music festival, 
The Warsaw Autumn, in 1956. In a na- 
tional competition for new music, 
works were submitted anonymously by 
all of Poland's leading composers; 
Penderecki won all three prizes. Before 

long, people mentioned him in the 
same breath with such major avant- 
garde pioneers as Pierre Boulez, Lu- 
ciano Berio, Luigi Nono, and Karlheinz 
Stockhausen. His music (e.g., the wild- 
ly experimental orchestral work "Fluo- 
rescences") went about as far out as 
music at that time could get. And then. 
in 1966, he suddenly confounded both 
his supporters and antagonists with his 
St. Luke Passion-not only because it 

turned away from avant-gardism, back 
to Gregorian chant and old Orthodox 
polyphony, but because Penderecki. 
alone among all his colleagues, turned 
to writing music for the church. 

Several years passed, with one big 
liturgical work following another. I my- 
self came to know Penderecki well 
enough to know one could hardly clas- 
sify him as a pious believer; further- 
more, divorce and remarriage had 
brought him automatic excommunica- 
tion. When I felt I finally could hazard 
the question, I asked why, under such 
circumstances, he almost ostentatious- 
ly composed that succession of big 
liturgical works. By that time Poland, 
ever since The Polish October of 1956, 
had had to cope with a succession of 
governments founded on the improba- 
ble modus vivendi worked out and po- 

larized between Poland's Communist 
Party and its Roman Catholic Church. 
Penderecki's forthright reply to my 
question: "Anything I can do to annoy 
this government, I will do." For his fel- 
low Poles, his steadfast musical devo- 
tion to the Church proclaimed where he 
stood personally; it also, automatically, 
meant one in the eye for the Party. 

Not only since World War II has Po- 
land had a turbulent, troubled, often 
tragic history, but individual events in 
that recent history gave rise to Pender- 
ecki's Polish Requiem, movement by 
movement. Its conception coincided 
with the monument in Gdansk com- 
memorating the striking shipyard work- 
ers of Lech Walesa's independent 
union, Solidarity, who were gunned 
down there by law -enforcement forces. 
For its unveiling and dedication in 
1980, Penderecki, composed a piece 
he called Lacrimosa, from the Latin 
word for tears. Developments in his 
beloved homeland continued, sadly, to 
provide other such occasions for his 
musical commemoration; movement by 
movement, his Polish Requiem grew 
and took on form. Deutsche Grammo- 
phon's leaflet doesn't mention Father 
Jerzy Popieluszko, the dissident Polish 
priest tortured and murdered by his 
Secret Police kidnappers, but when 
Penderecki conducted his Requiem at 
La Scala in February 1985 as a work 
still in progress, he spoke to me about 
composing one section to commemo- 
rate that appalling tragedy as well. 

Restoration of democracy to Poland, 
with Lech Walesa now president, has 
automatically brought the formal con- 
clusion of this Requiem, making it 
possible to record it in its final form. 
Together with the earlier St. Luke 
Passion, it amounts to a contribution 
major not only by musical but also by 
political and humanitarian standards. 

Penderecki not only interweaves oth- 
er, slightly extraneous material into his 
liturgical texts, he also exploits these 
various texts' dramatic potentials to the 
fullest. Ever the restless explorer of 
new vistas in tone -color, he has the 
chorus in the Passion's crowd scenes 
ominously mutter and finally yell, in a 
manner unsettlingly evocative of a 
lynch mob. He can also attain amaz- 
ingly apt effects by means of highly 
unlikely sonic methods; one would 
scarcely believe the remorseful poi - 
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gnancy he achieves, for instance, by 
having all his choristers whistle, softly, 
in a gradually dying fall in pitch. 

Both Argo and Deutsche Grammo- 
phon have exerted themselves to 
make these recordings authentic land- 
marks. Particularly, the Passion bene- 
fits by Argo's having recorded it in the 
Cathedral of Christ the King in Cracow, 
where Penderecki has lived almost all 
his life. That basilica has a wonderful 
acoustical warmth, and a reverberation 
time in the exceptionally high neigh- 
borhood of 10 seconds. Deutsche 
Grammophon recorded the Requiem 
in Lucerne's Jesuit Church, in Switzer- 
land, where the Pendereckis today 
maintain a second home. 

What with all forces hand-picked 
and personally trained by the creator 
and conductor of these powerful, pro- 
foundly moving works, one must obvi- 
ously regard both these recordings as 
definitive, and as milestones in con- 
temporary music. Paul Moor 

Khachaturian: Spartacus, Ballet 
Suites 1 to 3. Scottish National Or- 
chestra, Neeme Jarvi. 
Chandos CHAN 8927, CD; DDD; 
62:53. 

No, this is not the soundtrack from 
the recently rereleased movie Sparta- 
cus. These are three suites from Kha- 
chaturian's 1956 ballet, which was in- 
deed based on the same theme of the 
slaves revolt in Rome as depicted in 
the film. 

Khachaturian, best known for his 
"Sabre Dance," wrote a vividly colorful 
score for Spartacus. It has many musi- 
cal elements similar to those of Borodin 
and Rimsky-Korsakov, and there are 
great soaring melodies and frenetic 
dances as well. It has been con- 
demned as vulgar and overly senti- 
mental by some critics, but it is still 
frequently performed in Russia. 

Perhaps the most famous section is 

the opening "Adagio of Spartacus and 
Phrygia" from the second suite. This is 
lush, romantic music of great sweep 
and beauty. (It was used as theme 
music in a British TV series, The One - 
din Line.) Neeme Jarvi is in his element 
with this kind of music, and he gets 
top-drawer playing from his orchestra. 

Chandos' sound is detailed, but warm 
and resonant as well, in the slightly 

overreverberant acoustics of Henry 
Wood Hall in Glasgow. Bert Whyte 

The NFB Horn Quartet: Gallay, Hin- 
demith, Wadenpfuhl. 
Crystal CD 241, CD; DDD; 42:49. 

Here's my friend Peter Christ (as in 
Crystal) once more, back with a typical 
product and a nice one of its sort: The 
total professional musician at work. In 

this case it's a jolly crew of four French 
horn players. They may be profession- 
al, but they aren't in any way hard- 
boiled or overly brassy. They have 
good phrasing and balance, excellent 
understancing as to who at any mo- 
ment is forward or should be light and 
in the background, in contrast with a 

lot of professional horn playing, how- 
ever expert. This, very simply, is what 
we call good ensemble. Also good 
style. Go a step further-it's intelligent 
playing. What else? 

And yet-the narrowness, enforced 
by circumstances-earning a living, 
keeping up with competition in a tough 
musical world-is astonishingly evi- 
dent. This horn world starts and stops 
with the modern horn in its present 
complex configuration, though horn 
music as such goes back centuries. 
The very first piece, a show work by 
one of those specialist composers that 

,4 

every instrument seems to boast, was 
composed as the ultimate in horn tech- 
nique back in the middle 19th century 
and dedicated to Rossini (whose musi- 
cal ghost is amusingly present). It was 
awesomely written for four hand horns, 
the old ones without valves, each in a 
different basic key. The notes point out 
that for this to be played, an even more 
astonishing technical ability must have 
been at hand. Unbelievable. Even 
more so when you hear the music. 

But do these gents thereupon give 
us a rendition on four hand horns? Per- 
ish the thought. Obviously it did not 
even occur to them. One plays modern 
horn now, doesn't one? 

Not true! No longer true. There are 
hand horn players, as many of us 
know, who can acceptably play all the 
standwd horn music from Bach to Mo- 
zart, Beethoven, Weber, even perhaps 
Brahms, who loved the effect of the old 
horns and is said to have written his 
music (at least in theory) to fit them. 
Count the recordings of the Branden- 
burg Concertos of Bach that feature 
natural horns as well as the natural 
trumpet. Plenty. 

Not that I didn't enjoy the modern - 
horn version of Monsieur Gallay, the 
hand horn man. It's quite lovely and 
often amusing in its mid -Romantic 
showoff effects. And the other works, 

I' Neeme Ji3rvi 
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Two different conceptions 
of Mahler's Fifth Symphony 
are presented by conductors 
Christoph von Dohnányi and 
Bernard Haitink. 

Bernard 
Haitiñk , 

composed for the modern horn, were 
not only impeccable as to technique 
but also very musically played, start to 
finish. The four -horn Hindemith never 
sounded better. But, typically, the final 
super -showpiece for eight horns (via 
double tracking), much praised by all 
concerned, I found just silly. So it's 
tough to play? Are we supposed to be 
impressed, like so many pros? 

Hey, gents, why not take a vacation 
from too much horn and general musi- 
cal strife and get together a brace of 
hand horns, one each in G, D, E, and C 
(top to bottom), and expand your hori- 
zons into history? I'd hate to listen to 
the first rehearsal, but I bet you could 
do it. Mr. Christ, please note. 

Edward Tatnall Canby 

Mahler: Symphony No. 5. The Cleve- 
land Orchestra, Christoph von Doh- 
nányi. 
London 425438-2, CD; DDD; 65:21. 
Mahler: Symphony No. 5. Berlin Phil- 
harmonic, Bernard Haitink. 
Philips 422355-2, CD; DDD; 78:47. 

It is probable that no other compos- 
er's music has been so thoroughly dis- 
cussed and minutely dissected by mu- 
sicologists as that of Gustav Mahler. 
Every aspect of Mahler's works, espe- 
cially the symphonies, has been scruti- 
nized. Endless arguments about tem- 
pos, phrasing, accenting, rubato, etc. 
have occupied musicologists for 
years. Everyone has his interpretation 
of how Mahler's music should be per - 

formed, and, of course, anyone who 
doesn't agree is an insensitive clod. 
Even among the conductors who are 
considered modern "Mahler experts," 
like Haitink, Tennstedt, and the late 
Bernstein as well as the fondly remem- 
bered Mahlerians of yesteryear-Bru- 
no Walter, Otto Klemperer, Willem 
Mengelberg, Jascha Horenstein- 
there is little agreement on matters of 
performance. 

Mahler rarely indicated metronome 
numbers on his scores, but he was 
among the most lavish of composers in 
supplying performance markings. 
Thus, sections would have notes like 
"Iangsam" (slowly), "bewegt, doch 
nicht zu schnell" (agitated, but not too 
fast), "sturmisch bewegt" (stormily agi- 
tated), and so forth. Even with these 
aids, there is still the question between 
conductors of "how fast is fast?" Of 
course, differing ideas about other per- 
forming tempos exist. 

A case in point is Mahler's Fifth Sym- 
phony. The glorious fourth movement, 
Adagietto, is marked by Mahler to be 
played "sehr langsam" (very slowly). 
The new Philips CD with Bernard Hai- 
tink conducting the Berlin Philharmonic 
traverses this movement in 13:55. On 
the London CD, Christoph von Doh- 
nányi performs the same music with 
the Cleveland Orchestra in 10:19. Simi- 
larly, the other four movements of the 
Mahler Fifth are slower in Hattink's in- 
terpretation, and the total time for the 
complete symphony is 78:47. Dohnán- 
yi's total timing is 65:21. 

It is obvious that a difference of 
13:26 between these recordings is 
considerable. Yet one cannot arbitrari- 
ly state that either the Haitink or Doh- 
nányi performance is wrong. There is 
no wrong here, except in the dogmatic 
opinions of musicologists on each side 
of the fence. Dohnányi and Haitink sim- 
ply have different conceptions of the 
Mahler Fifth Symphony. Both men are 
conducting world -class orchestras 
which play magnificently for them. So, 
in the absence of musicological erudi- 
tion, which is usually the case with au- 
diophiles, it really comes down to the 
sonic values of the recordings and to 
which provides the most natural and 
convincing illusion of musical realism. 

The Philips recording was made in 
Philharmonie Hall in Berlin, always a 
difficult recording venue. Their engi- 
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neering team included the redoubtable 
Volker Straus, who is an exponent of 
multi -mike technique, but who is highly 
regarded for his keen sense of orches- 
tral balances. Yet in spite of the use of 
multi-miking, the overall sound, even in 
tutti sections, does not have as much 
projection or "launch" into the acoustic 
space of the hall as you might expect. 
Dynamic range is fairly wide, and for- 
tissimo sections generate consider- 
able energy. However, more orchestral 
bloom would have made the sound 
more convincing. 

The London recording was made in 
Masonic Auditorium in Cleveland, a 
hall in which the Decca engineers have 
made many truly outstanding record- 
ings. In this case, Decca's chief engi- 
neer, James Lock, has provided a 
masterful recording. Using the famous 
Decca "Christmas tree" mike array, 
along with discreetly mixed stereo 
"sweetening" mikes, the sound has 
great projection in the spacious acous- 
tics. Dynamic range is very wide, along 
with great dynamic expression. Every 
instrument and orchestral choir is 
cleanly delineated in the wide sound - 
stage. Depth localization is very realis- 
tic. The fifth movement, Rondo -Finale, 
opens with a mezzo -forte call from a 
solo French horn clearly in the left rear 
of the orchestra, magically floating out 
of the acoustic space. Then a chuck- 
ling bassoon enters in the "phantom" 
center, there's a passage on clarinet in 
the center, another horn call is heard 
on the left, and finally, the low strings 
enter on the right. In the tremendous 
fortissimo outburst in the Finale, the 
weight of brass chords, the impact of 
percussion, and the projection of 
massed strings and woodwinds are 
truly exciting. 

Revelatory sound of this quality 
makes one appreciate anew the beau- 
ty and profundity of Mahler's glorious 
music. Bert Whyte 

Mozart: Symphonies Nos. 35 and 38. 
Staatskapelle Dresden, Cohn Davis. 
Philips 416 155-2. 

These two popular symphonies, the 
"Haffner" and "Prague," are conduct- 
ed by Davis with his customary insight 
and élan. He gets superlative playing 
from the Staatskapelle Dresden and a 
finely detailed sound enrobed in warm, 
spacious acoustics. Bert Whyte 
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS 

A SENSE OF RUMOR 

Rumor and Sigh: Richard Thompson 
Capitol CDP 7 95713 2, CD; ADD; 
61:11. 

Sound: A Performance: A+ 
A sex deviant just out of the slam- 

mer. A schizophrenic woman's electro- 
shock therapy. A tattooed heavy-metal 
queen. Maggie Thatcher and an ob- 
sessed collector of 78 -rpm records. 
This is not a teaser for a supermarket 
thriller but rather part of the richly var- 
iegated, grimly ironic landscape cine- 
matically portrayed by Richard Thomp- 
son on Rumor and Sigh. 

At first pass, these tunes seem like 
well -crafted pop songs informed by 
Thompson's long love affair with British 
folk music and his finely honed ability 
to create hooks immune from cliché. 
But deeper levels quickly emerge, re- 
vealing his offbeat sense of humor and 
his fascination with the darker side of 
the human psyche. 

Imagine the predicament of a young 
man, scion of a family too repressed to 
communicate, about to have his first 
sexual encounter armed only with 
knowledge of the birds and bees 
culled from advice in girly magazines 
and plain-wrappered clinical treatises. 
Somehow it doesn't help, even though 
he's "Read About Love." On the an- 

y 

- 

themic rocker "I Feel So Good,' 
Thompson explores the buoyant antici- 
pation of a sexual offender just released 
from jail and about to go out and abuse 
some women to celebrate. Reversing 
the coin on the pulsing, syncopated 
"You Dream Too Much," Thompson's 
persona is led on by a gorgeous, self- 
possessed woman who enjoys emascu- 
lating her drooling dates. 

Thompson's perspectives slip seam- 
lessly from first -person psychodramas 
about being forced to commit your wife 
("Grey Walls"), to acoustic narratives 
like the story of a wild young man and 
woman obsessed by a motorcycle 
("1952 Vincent Black Lightning"), to 
rowdy, scathing political satire ("Moth- 
er Knows Best"-ironically, recorded 
the day before Margaret Thatcher re- 
signed), and perverse yet poignant, in- 
trospective folk meditations ("God 
Loves a Drunk"). And let's not forget 
the old 78s. A drunk at a party is about 
to sit on a rare record: "They don't 
mend with sticky tape and glue/Unless 
you want to wind up black and blue/ 
Don't sit on my Jimmy Shands" (old 
accordion music, which Thompson 
collects). All this culminates in a weird- 
ly absurd art song about the dement- 
ed, homicidal denizens of "Psycho 
Street," which sounds like a theme 

song for a TV sitcom in a bizarre world 
presided over by Alfred Hitchcock. 

Producer Mitchell Froom reins in 
Thompson's idiosyncratic guitar ge- 
nius in order to let the net effect of the 
songs shimmer through. Never fear, 
however, there's still plenty of some of 
the most original playing to be heard 
anywhere. Thompson always manages 
to grind and waver a footstep beyond 
what you expect, creating little epipha- 
nies, often through the simplest of ear - 
expanding harmonies that no one's 
ever thought of before. His singing dis- 
plays a paradoxical mix of emotive 
sympathy and witty detachment which 
deftly draw you in to the changing re- 
alities of his lyrics. Like the songs, the 
production is sophisticated and highly 
textured; Thompson himself calls it 

psychedelic, although this is more a 

reference to its complexity than a ge- 
neric observation. 

Rumor and Sigh is a brilliant tour de 
force. Every twist and turn is a revela- 
tion of inspired songwriting, a collage 
of shifting points of view, a musical 
collection of short stories as startlingly 
definitive as James Joyce's Dubliners. 
Just when the insipid homogeneity of 
most rock music makes you think the 
genre is dead, great art like this comes 
along. Michael Wright 

Illuminated: The 360's 
Link 1 61039-2, CD; AAD; 30:23. 

Sound: B Performance: B+ 
It's going to be very hard for The 

360's to avoid being compared to The 
Pretenders, even more so than it was 
for Concrete Blonde and Divinyls. But 
those bands have recently become 
fairly successful, so who can say 
whether this is a blessing or a curse? 
Audrey Clark has her own twist on the 
Patti Smith side of Chrissie Hynde, gui- 
tarist Eric Russell takes more than a 
few cues from James Honeyman- 
Scott, and even the rhythm section of 
Brian Evans (bass) and John Grady 
(drums) could easily be mistaken for 
Pete Farndon and Martin Chambers. 

Although these songs might sound 
like possible Chrissie Hynde outtakes, 
The 360's adopt the early Pretenders 
style and tone with an intensity that 
smacks of "Precious" and "Up the 
Neck," and they do this more than rea- 
sonably well. Indeed, at times they are 
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positively inspired, as on the title track 
and "Deadpan Superstar," though the 
entire album can be faulted for lacking 
variety. Where The Pretenders re- 
leased catchy pop songs like "Brass in 
Pocket," "Kid," and "Talk of the Town," 
The 360's are largely committed to 
anti -pop songs. This debut seems to 
have been recorded very quickly and 
cheaply, and perhaps with more imagi- 
native production there would be more 
depth to their work. As is, Illuminated is 
a very impressive first effort, and one 
would expect that the group will polish 
what it has started and come up with a 
more distinctive second album. 

Jon & Sally Tiven 

Star Time: James Brown 
Polydor SACD 331, four CDs; AAD; 
71:40, 74:36, 72:57, and 75:34. 

Sound: B+ Performance: A 

Star Time is a digitally remastered 
collection of what must surely be 
called James Brown's greatest record- 
ings. Some of these versions are the 
full unexpurgated renditions of what 
has been available only in edited form. 
If this isn't the ultimate James Brown 
retrospective for both longtime aficio- 
nados and newcomers alike, then we 
might as well all pack up our ears and 
head for the planet of the deaf. The 

Hip -Hop Nation will be sampling this 
one for decades. 

James Brown is one of the few artists 
who car, fill four CDs with nearly five 
hours of music and not have it sound 
like anything less than a Greatest Hits 
collection. The key is that a lot of these 
records were cut as extended jams 
and subsequently edited into singles, 
some of which were so long that they 
were divided into parts one and two on 
either side of the 45. Most of these 
have never been issued as whole 
pieces, so now when one hears the 
nine minutes of "Talking Loud & Sayin' 
Nothin' ' uninterrupted, it is a revela 
tion. Many of the middle- to late -period 
performances are improvised, with the 
most exciting moments occurring to- 
ward the end of the vamp, when 
James, knowing he's already sung the 
song, simply lets loose and turns 
everything inside out. 

The recordings on this compilation 
span Brown's career from the early 
days at Federal in the mid -'50s through 
his 1984 single "Unity" with Afrika 
Bambaataa. However, the material 
largely stops at the end of the '70s, 
when he stopped making records for 
Polydor While it must have been a 
massive undertaking to go through the 
wealth of material that accumulated 
through the years, the Polydor folks 

J 
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who assembled this compilation have 
taken great care not to miss a trick. 
Star Time will most likely be followed 
by more James Brown compilations 
(there is more material, including his 
various productions of people like 
Hank Ballard). But chances are that 
this will be his Crossroads, and when 
people look for the authoritative James 
Browr anthology, Star Time will be it. 

Jon & Sally Tiven 

The Erand New Heavies 
Delicious Vinyl 422-846 874-2, CD; 
AAD; 42:36. 

Sound: B + Performance: B + 

With a name like Brand New Heav- 
ies, it's easy to mistake these guys as 
the newest members of the Hip -Hop 
Nation. It wouldn't be a bad thing, it's 
just that BNH is so much more. You'd 
be hard pressed to find a digital sam- 
ple or beat -box on this record. What 
you do find, however, are exceptionally 
arranged horns, great vocal tracks, un- 
relent'ng grooves, and analog key- 
board sounds that I haven't heard 
since I was splurging my allowance on 
Herbie Hancock's '70s catalog. 

Clearly, BNH has immersed itself in 
'70s funk, soul, and fusion-everyone 
from Herbie, Donald Byrd, and Roy 
Ayers to Average White Band and 
Brass Construction. But what's cool 
about these guys is their brazen idol- 
ization of their heroes. When I say idol- 
ization, I mean to the extreme of using 
Mini -Moog synths, Hohner Clavinets, 
and that ubiquitous '70s workhorse, 
the Rhodes piano. Drums are basically 
reverbless and up-front-particularly 
the snare-and guitars are loaded with 
envelope followers, fuzz tones, phase 
shifters, and other relics. 

Revivalists, perhaps, but certainly 
not in a bad way. Five years ago or 
less, wasn't everyone laughing at the 
'70s? Today, too many of us seem to 
be longing for them, whether credit be- 
longs to Deee-Lite or Women's Wear 
Daily. Nobody does a time warp better 
than The Heavies, though. In fact, they 
update it for the '90s. 

Four out of 10 tracks feature vocals 
from N'Dea Davenport, who has 
worked previously with Madonna. 
These songs will get The Heavies onto 
radio. and their first single, "Dream 
Come True," is presently big in club- 
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The Brand New Heavies have 
immersed themselves in '70s 
funk, soul, and fusion; each 
track is almost a tribute 
to one influence or another. 

land. Davenport is great, sounding at 
times like Dee Dee Bridgewater or Patti 
Austin. On instrumentals, BNH is at its 
best. "Sphynx," for instance, shows off 
the BNH horn section. Every song on 
the disc has one of these killer ar- 
rangements. Each track is almost like a 
tribute to one influence or another. This 

song has a Lonnie Liston Smith -like 
bass line, while that one sounds in- 
credibly reminiscent of Grover Wash- 
ington, Jr.'s Live at the Bijou. 

While they are not exactly ground - 
breakers, The Brand New Heavies are 
still an anomaly. Others following the 
'70s retro fad seem to merely scratch 
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the surface, but The Heavies dive 
headfirst into the lava lamps. All said, 
panache combined with exceptional 
musicianship is what elevates this 
band above the others-especially 
Lady Miss Kier. Mike Bieber 

The Best of The Bonzo Dog Band. 
Rhino R2-71006. 

From 1967 to 1969, The Bonzo Dog 
Band was the funniest rock band on 
the planet. These crazy Brits made 
some wonderful sounds, and 22 exam- 
ples are collected here along with two 
post-Bonzo solo pieces. From "The In- 
tro and the Outro," which appropriately 
introduces the extended band (Eric 
Clapton on ukulele, Adolf Hitler on 
vibes ...), to "Ali -Baba's Camel," the 
muscle -building "Mr. Apollo," "Can- 
yons of Your Mind" (with the worst gui- 
tar break ever), their one hit single, 
"I'm the Urban Spaceman," and lots 
more, this collection is loads of fun. 
Several rare B-sides are included, too. 

Michael Tearson 

Talkin' Blues: Bob Marley & The Wail- 
ers. Tuff Gong/Island 422 848 243-2. 

There is some very fine music cap- 
tured on this live recording, primarily 
culled from a radio broadcast done on 
the first U.S. Wailers tour. The intimacy 
of the live recording situation and 
choice of material make this superior to 
the other live -Bob records. The loose- 
ness and spontaneous feel are abso- 
lutely true to the spirit of the music, and 
fans won't be disappointed. However, 
the talking and interview sections get 
in the way and should perhaps be on a 
separate disc. Jon & Sally Tiven 

Classic Country Music: Various Art- 
ists. Smithsonian Collection RD 042. 

This generous four -CD boxed set 
(each disc is also available individual- 
ly) is a veritable five -hour primer of 
country music history from the late '20s 
to the mid -'80s, from Gid Tanner & The 
Skillet Lickers, Vernon Dalhart, Jimmie 
Rodgers, and The Carter Family to The 
Judds, Hank Williams, Jr., Alabama, 
and Waylon and Willie. Sound quality is 
very good, surprisingly so on the early 
stuff. Selection is as good as you could 
hope for, given the breadth of the con- 
cept. The 84 -page book is a bit dry but 
really informative. Great job. 

Michael Tearson 
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JAZZ & BLUES 

TWO -BASS HIT 

d ° 

Dream Keeper: Charlie Haden and the 
Liberation Music Orchestra 
Blue Note CDP 7 95474 2, CD; AAD: 
48:43. 

Sound: A - Performance: A - 
Dialogues: Charlie Haden and Carlos 
Paredes 
Antilles 422-849 309-2, CD; DDD; 
42:27. 

Sound: A Performance: A 

Today the presence of world music 
and its influence on the recording in- 
dustry-which thrives on new ideas 
and talent-is considered de rigueur. 
Although industry pundits only take no- 
tice when the Paul Simons and Peter 
Gabriels acknowledge the trend, those 
cross-cultural currents have always 
been present. More often than not, 
politics has been a driving force be- 
hind the free exchange of ethnomusi- 
cal ideas. 

Bassist Charlie Haden has released 
two discs this year, both of which ex- 
tend the multi -cultural and political 
themes in his work-a tradition he's 
developed over the course of his ca- 
reer. Dream Keeper, a title adopted 
from a collection of poems by Lang - 

9 

ston Hughes, is the third in a series of 
recordings of Haden's Liberation Mu- 
sic Orchestra. This large ensemble's 
first release of songs of liberation and 
tributes to freedom fighters came out in 

1969. Haden fóllowed that initial re- 
lease with The Ballad of the Fallen n 

the early '80s. 
Dream Keeper is arguably the stron- 

gest of the three Liberation Music Or- 
chestra records. The title track is an 
extended seven -part composition that 
alternates arranger and conductor 
Carla Bley's music, written to the words 
of Langston Hughes' "As I Grow Old- 
er," with three traditional themes from 
El Salvador, Venezuela, and the Span- 
ish civil war. This version of the orches- 
tra is a collection of talent awesome 
even by jazz standards. Guitar fans 
used to hearing Mick Goodrick's elec- 
tric guitar will marvel at his sensitive 
treatment of "Feliciano Ama" and 
"Sandino," played on a classical gui- 
tar. Ray Anderson's "signifying" trom- 
bone and pianist Amina Claudine My- 
ers' gospel improvisations bracket 
smaller but no less heartfelt contribu- 
tions by Haden and Branford Marsalis 
in Haden's "Spiritual." "Hymn of the 
Anarchist Women's Movement" spar- 

kles with the triple -tongued wizardry of 
tuba player Joe Daley paired with 
drummer Paul Motian's brushes. Tom 
Harrell's trumpet and flugelhorn work 
lends an air of authenticity to all of the 
music of the various Latino cultures. 

Haden has not ignored the flash - 
point of recent cultural and political 
activity, South Africa. His orchestra's 
reading and Bley's voicing of "Nkosi 
Sikelel'i Afrika," which is the anthem of 
the African National Congress, is one 
of the most moving performances of 
the decade. The anthem opens, sans 
rhythm section, with brass and winds 
stating the theme in traditional African 
harmonies. Then, in a brilliant stroke of 
execution, the music accelerates to a 
hard -swinging four with altoist Ken Mc- 
Intyre and tenor man Dewey Redman 
soloing, while Haden is walking the 
bass furiously underneath. The tension 
is again altered when the ensemble 
restates the theme in the original, slow- 
er tempo opposite all of this activity, 
giving one the impression of a perpetu- 
al canon. 

Although Dream Keeper is licensed 
for release in the U.S. by Blue Note, the 
producer is the Japanese label Disk 
Union. This is clearly one of their better 
recordings, for probably two reasons. 
Clinton Studios in New York, where 
most of the recording took place, is a 
nice -sized space with high ceilings 
and does not sound hollow. More im- 
portantly, these players (more or less) 
have been working together as an en- 
semble for two decades. Their sense 
of balance and performance as a unit 
are not dependent on stage monitors! 

The first Liberation Music Orchestra 
record included a composition called 
"Song for Che." Haden's performance 
of this piece at a 1971 music festival in 
Portugal got him arrested. It also made 
him a hero. During a return trip to that 
country some seven years later, Haden 
heard a performance by Carlos Par- 
edes, a master of Portuguese guitar. 
Paredes, who had himself been a polit- 
ical prisoner, was introduced to Haden 
through a mutual friend; they met again 
12 years later in a Paris studio to re- 

cord Dialogues. 
Dialogues is a powerful duet. Al- 

though the politics here are felt as an 
undercurrent rather than being overtly 
stated, they do contribute to the emo- 
tional weight of the recording. The Por - 
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Although the politics in 
Dialogues are felt as an 
undercurrent, they do add 
to the emotional weight 
of the recording. 

tuguese guitar is a pear-shaped, 12 - 
stringed instrument with a decidedly 
sharp timbre. The combination of that 
guitar and the full-bodied sound of Ha - 
den's bass makes Dialogues the kind 
of recording that speaks to each listen- 
er in a very personal way. 

Carlos Paredes' music has its roots 
in traditional Portuguese music called 
fado. But he has transformed the 
somewhat fatalistic character of the 
acceptance of one's position in this 
music to a more celebratory faith in a 

better future. The music is, at various 
points, mournful, full of lament, and 
reverent. In "Divertimento," "Marione- 
tas," and "Danta Dos Camponeses" 
the music takes on a much more opti- 
mistic character. Although the majority 
of the compositions were written by 
Paredes (also included is a version of 
Haden's "Song for Che"), the music 
was performed from memory, giving 
this recording a notably fresh and vi- 
brant quality. 

Charlie Haden's penchant for duet 
recordings has been documented in 
his work with Alice Coltrane, Keith Jar- 
rett, and most importantly Ornette 
Coleman. Dialogues is a critical addi- 
tion to his work in this area and repre- 
sents the best of the new wave of world 
music recordings. Al Pryor 

The Trilogy: Andreas Vollenweider 
Columbia C2K 46974. 

Call it "new age," "new adult con- 
temporary," or "contemporary jazz." 
Call it whatever you want. The fact re- 
mains, Andreas Vollenweider's innova- 
tive and original concept of electrifying 
a harp-putting its signal thrbugh vari- 
ous digital and analog effect proces- 
sors-yields a beautiful and ethereal (I 

can list at least a dozen other descrip- 
tives) sound/music. The Trilogy, a two - 
CD compilation, is his first retrospec- 
tive package, covering his first three 
recordings released in America on Co- 
lumbia (in their entirety) and a not 
widely available 1984 recording called 
"Pace Verde," originally available only 
on 12 -inch vinyl. Also included-per- 
haps most important for ardent fans- 
are selections from Eine Art Suite, Vol- 
lenweider's debut recording, which 
was released in 1979 on the Swiss 
Tages Anzeiger label and available 
only as an import until now. 

Mike Bieber 
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Design, Engineering, Installation 
Custom Audio, Video, Control Systems 
Existing and New Construction Homes 
17 Years Experience 
CEDIA Charter Member 

call for n/c on -site consultation 

213-933-5389 / 818-760-2157 
11684 Ventura BI, Studio City, Ca. 91604 

CONNECTICUT 

c&ound lnlallalion 
From Castles to Condos 

.pen, 

E: -z,- O' --- 
Sony lIST .Adeom 
Sony ES Vidieron 
8&N' Philip( 
Velodyne 
Suundstream 

Custom Installations at a fair price 

ILLINOIS 

I 

ELECTRONICS 

Multi -Room Audio & Video 
Home Theater 
In -Wall Speakers 
Custom Control Options 

We specialize in the custom design and 
installation of state-of-the-art yet easy to 
use home entertainment systems to fit 
your lifestyle and budget. Our emphasis 
on customer service continues well 
beyond each installation. 

CEDIA 

cusraN' 
ELELrNON4 
CESRiN 
NSt.,L.riON 
sSocwoN 

Call us for a FREE 
in -home consultation 

(708) 766-0903 
Wood Dale, Illinois 

Junroom 
CALIFORNIA 

Performance, 
plain and simple. 

Free-standing 
performance 
from an in -wall 
speaker... 
Because the 
tad Ill is BOTH 
Available in oak, 
black, walnut, 
or with optional 
wall mount kit. 
Easy installation 
in new or existing 
construction. 

Lantana 
PO Box 1958, Garden Grove, CA 92642 

for info. call (800) 234- TADS (8237) 

FLORIDA 

SOUTHWEST FLORIDA 
Custom Installation 
Specialists since 1957 

Sony ES 
Sony DST 
Bang & Olufsen 
Surround Sound 
Home Theatre 

' CEDIA MEMBER 

HousrtlrYfr "A~ 
18131262-0100 

Fax (8t3) 262-3743 
599 Fifth Avenue. So. 
Naples, Florida 33940 

Sound Specialists... 
Just as you're 
reading this ad, 

so are thousands of 
potential customers. 

For complete 
information on 
placing your 

ad, call 

1-800-445-6066 
Mon: Frl. 9-5pm EST 
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CUSTOM INSTALLATION -PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

I 

MASSACHUSETTS 

SPECIALISTS .. . 

Nlulti Rtnni,/Reutiioe Controlled Audio 
& Video Symons 
Surround Sound I lame Theater & 
Media Rooms 
New Itomes Pre -Wired 
Existing I tomes Retrofitted 
Residential. Commercial. Marine 
telephone & Intercom Systems 

Consultation with Architects & Interior 
Designers 
Charter \leather C-I:DIA 

Custom 
Installation 
Services 
IN) 110s 899 

S. Dennis, N A 02660 
508-394.9797 
800-696-9797 in MA 
5118-362.5426 Fax 

NEW YORK 

As Seen In 

Interior Design Magazine 

Use Your Own Design or Use Our 

Custom Design Services 
Finest quality Craftsmanship 
Exotic Woods and Lacquers 
Free Standing and Built-in 
Motorized Mechanisms 
Pop - up Television Cabinets 
Motorized Window Shades 
Complete Home Theater Design 

Lowell Edwards 
INTEGRATED HOME ELECTRONICS AND CABINETRY 

979 THIRD AVENUE, FIFTH FLOOR. NEW YORK NY 10022 
(212) 980-2862 / FAX (212) 980-2864 

NEW YORK 

NOVAWORKS 
CUSTOM SOUND 

VIDEO 
INSTALLATIONS 
Serving diserning 

clients from Boston to 
Miami for ten years. 

Multi-room/Multi-zone 
specialits 

Phone: 212-534-7790 
328 East 94th St. NYC 10128 

FAX: 212-369-6285 

1~~3 í6.íY" 
NEW JERSEY 

Touch The Button! 
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It's easy -o hear 

music anywhere in 

your home! CI) in 

the kilch.n, FM1I 

in the dot, Tapes 

at the pool. It's 

called At (110 

Ease'''. Call today 

for a free 

consultation or 

brochure! 

_A. V (..r 
THE AUDIO -VIDEO CONSULTANTS 

NJ 908 360-2079 NY 212 447-5366 

NEW YORK 

CUSTOM ENTERTAINMENT 
SYSTEMS & BEYOND 

Remote control multi -room audio'video 
systems 

Large sceen televisions and surround sound 
In -wall speakers for new and existing 

construction 
Custom made controls for ease of operation 

and aesthetics 

For 15 years, we have established the 
standards 'or premier custom audio/lideo and 

automation systems. 

Please call us for information or an 
appointment. 

MAIN OFFICE. New York & vicinity 516-x66-5055 
California 213-273-3352 
Florida 407-997-0550 

laUL710 
COMMgND 
SYSTEMS 

NEW YORK 

CLARK 
MUSIC 
2922 ERIE BOULEVARD EAST 
Phone (315) 446-7020 

Custom Installation 
of Home 

AudloNldeo Systems 
Adcom Band & Olufser 

Custom Woodwork & Design FLrniture 
Denon Definitive Technology 

3rundig KEF Klipsch 
Lexicon Magnaplanar 

McIntosh Meridian 
= Monster Cable NAD 

Nakimichi Near 
Optonica Polk 
Sonance Tera 

Velodyne Vidikeron 
Providing Central New York 

with a Tradition of Excellence 
fcr 132 Years 
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NEW YORK 

"The lest Installers In The Business.. . 

Pure And Simple" 

1I Multi -Room Remote 

LI Control Systems Specialists 

' a 
Media Control Systems 

State -of -the -Art Technology 

Cugom Control Panels 

Media Rooms Surround Sound 
In-Wolf/Outdoor Speakers 
Pro ection TV/Video Systems 
Telephone/Cable TV/Antennas 
Fin shed Home -Wiring Experts 

Servicing The N.Y. Tri-State Area 
(718) 263-2200 

I Suocuso Blvd 
Smithtown, NY 11787 

TEXAS 

MEDIA 
1 DESIGN 

INC 

custom installers of 
hone entertainment & 
conmunication systems 

H3me Theater Systems 
Multi -Room Sound 

Outdoor speakers 
Telecommunications 

CCTV/Gate Entry 
P'ewire Contractor 

MEDIA DESIGN INC 
2433 Bartlett 

Houston, Texas 77098 
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DEALER SHOWCASE 
CALIFORNIA CALIFORNIA 

Visit these specialty retailers 
for professional consultation 

CALIFORNIA 

VALUEable 
Products, Service and Consultation 
designed to give you the maximum 

performance for your dollar. 

Adcom B&W Polk NAD Celestion 
Carver Counterpoint M&K Denon 
Terk Proton Sota ADS Optonica 
Canon Video Tera Stax Magnum 

Ambria Mod Squad Thorens 
Lexicon Grado Signet Klipsch 

Nitty Gritty Tara Labs AudioQuest 
Paradigm Talisman Sumiko 
Sharp Vision Sonance SME 

Bang & Olufsen Acoustat 
Fosgate Definitive Technology 

(213) 370.8575 Systems 1310 Kingsdale Ave. 

Des: gn Redondo Beach, CA. 90278 

Group Mon -Fri ti am-7pm 

Sat 11am-6pm 

ILLINOIS 

Visit our SPEAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM 
at 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702 

Authorized Dealer: 

B&K/Sonata 

Counterpoint 

Sumo 

Soundcraftsmen 

Thorens 

Parasound 

Fosgate 

Simply Physics 

Sumiko 

Quicksilver 

800-283-4644 
call for literature 

LEGACY 
SIGNATURE II 

Reel to Real Designs 

MINNESOTA 

1.1 800 274-0 
LARGEST SELECTION & LOWÉS''' 
PRICES in the Country!Call! Call! 
the Needle Doctor 
HAS IT ALL !! 

/9 

The needle doctor sells all major lines of needles 
and cartridges. Great varietyl He stocks old 
styluses, accessories, and turntables, too. 
Free Turntable Clinics 
MTh 10-7 Fri-Sae 104 Jerry Raskin s 
419 14th Avenue SE Needle Doctor Minneapolis, MN 55410 

(612)378-0543 or 1(800) 274-0644 

SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES 
DESERVE SERIOUS SERVICE. 
Acoustat Advent AKG Audible Illusions 
Audio Control Audio Pro Audiophile Audioquest 
Beyer Dynamic Blaupunkt Bose California 
Audio Labs Canon Cardas Celestion 

Counterpoint L117) Dahlquist RCM 

Dual Fosgate Grado Signature Italler 
I Jarman Kardon Jamo JISL ISE Lexicon 
Magnum Dynalab MFA Mod Squad (McCormack) 
NIET Niles Audio Nitty Gritty Ohm Acoustics 
Onkyo Ortofon Parasound Philips Pioneer 
Precis(' ProAc Proton PS Audio Revos SME 

Sonance Sony Sumiko Stax Straightwire 
Talisman Tara Labs Tice TDK Thorens 
Lingo Box Velodyne VPI iiiReffé,,,v: 

Call Us ... (213) 5 1 7-1 7011 

Fax Us ... (213) S17-1732 
1821-e Dalton Ave., I)ept. AR, Gardena, CA 902.08 

MAINE 

Acurus ... Aragon ... Ariston 
... Audible Illusions ... Audioquest .. . 

Audio Research ... Bryston ... Canon ... 
Compact Discs ... Counterpoint ... Creek 

CW D ... Denon ... Dynaveclor .. . 

Grado ... Jamo ... Lexicon ... Livewire 
Magneplaner ... Magnum Dynalab .. . 

Mariah ... Mark Levinson ... Mission ... 
NAD ... Near ... Nova ... Pinnacle ... 
Revolver ... SME ... Sota ... Slax .. . 

Sumiko ... Sumo ...Symdex ... Thoren 
... Tiffany ... Vandersteen ... VPI .. . 

And Much More! 

HI FI EXChANcjE 
FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE 

FALMOUTH, ME 04105 

(207) 781-2326 
NEW JERSEY 

.Hush & Video Systems for the Novice & Connoisseur 

-Custom Srsrrrru Arouaair Trrumunr 
Insrallmum - Rrnail 

II t SI L1I 
ttlia e` lileu 

Consultancy 

Air Ptngent Allegro Apogee Arcici Athena 
Audio Prism AudioQue'st Basis Benz Cardas 
Chesky Chicago Speaker Stand Clarity Audio 

Creek Delos Dorian Dy audio Electron 
Kinetics Eminent Technology Ensemble Essence 
First Sound Fosgate German Acoustics Grado 
llarmonia Mumdi Klyne Last Magna': Merrill 

Mod Squad Magarni March Nestorovic Neutril. 
Nimbus Opu.c? Pro AcQEDRego 

Reference Recordings Rockport Technologies 
Room Tian' Rote! Seyuerra Sheffield Lab Sims 

Sumiko Superphon Symphonic Line Uri: Labs 
Target Tice Audio Wadia Wirer Lily W B T 

and More 

(800) 628-0627 (609) 799-9664 
Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550 

THE DATING GAVE/ 

TIRED OF FLIRTING AROUND WITH LESS THAN 
QUALITY EQUIPMENT? TIRED OF WAITING 
FOREVER FOR DCC? BEEN THINKING ABOUT 
BUYING A DAT- BUT NOT QUITE SURE WHICH 
ONE IS RIGHT FOR YOU? Call The DAT Store- 
And let our experts help. I h, DAT Store has a large .clnuon of 
Digital Auto Pape Recorders- I imc ('ode. professional. portable, 
and home DATS. Models from Aiwa. Akai. Casio, Denon. Fours. 
Hitachi. JV(:. Nakamichi. NEC. I'anasonic. Pioneer. Sharp, Sony, 
Taxam. Technics. and others. the DA r Store 
also earns, a huge assortment of DAT-related 
accessories - everything from blank tape to 
comp ter programs. 
Our salespeople will make sure that you're 
matched with yo,.r perks DAT. 

AFTER ALL, BUN ING A DAT IS 
NOT JUST ANOTHER GAME. 

DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE 

ea 

2624 WILSHIRE 81Y0. NalliMariMAUFORNIA 90403 
213-828.6487 44+rR9-6/44~1-4 fu:43-828.8757 

MASSACHUSETTS 

The Best Values In Hi End Hi -Fi. 

audio studio 
Authorized sales and service for: 

Adcom, Advent, AR, Audible 
Illusions, Audioquest, B&K, Bedini, 
Beyerdynamic, Cardas, Celsestion, 
Counterpoint, Dual, Haller, Harman/ 
Kardon, KEF, KLH, Klyne, Maplenoll, 

Marantz, Mirage, Monster Cable, 
Morel, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon, 

Proton, QUAD, Revox, Sennheiser, 
SME, Shure, Sony ES, Stax, 
Straight Wire, Teac, Technics, 

Thorens, Velodyne, VPI, 
and many more. 

303 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02115 
(617) 267-1001 

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146 
(617) 277-0111 

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED 

NEW JERSEY 

MERI 

PING PINNACLE 
ALLISON PIONEER 

ALPHASONIK JBL PIVOTELLI 
ALTEC LANSING MAPLENOLL PREMIER 
AUDIO LAB MAGNAVOX RCA 
BAZOOKA MINOLTA RICOH 
BEYER DYNAMIC MITSUBISHI SANSUIMNTAGE 
BLAUPUNKT MUSIGNET 
BOSE MKO 
BOULDER MOD SQUAD 

SONOGRAPHE 
SUNRISE 

CANON MOTIF SONY 
CAMBER MUSE SSI 

CELESTION MUSIC 8 SOUND STEWART 
CODE ALARM NIKON SUMIKO 
CONCORD NILES SYNTHESIS 
DAHLOUIST NSM TDL 

ECLIPSE OHM THORENS 
ESOTERIC PARASOUND TIFFANY 
FINYL PARSEC TOSHIBA 
HAFLER PENTAX TRIAD 
HARMAN KARDON PHOENIX GOLD VAN DEN HUL 

213 South Street / Route 24 
Morristown, New Jersey 07960 

If You're In Our Area...Stop By & See Our Store 

201-984-8080 
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Cdnnection 

Audible Illusions 
Belles 
B&K 
Celestion 
Counterpoint 
Fried 
Kimber Kable 
Kingergetics 
Research 
lectron 
linaeum 
Magnum Dynalab 
Melos 

Muscial Fidelity 
Mod Squad 
MFA & PSE 

Morch 
Music Reference 
Parasound 
Quicksilver 
Rotel 
Spendor 
Taddeo Speakers 
Tice 
Vandersteen 
VPI 

SI IIP WORLDWIDE 
HARD TO FIND ACCESSORIES 

615 Bloomfield Avenue, 
Verona, N.J. 07044 

201- 
239-1799 Mas ar 

NEW YORK 

KRELL, UNITY, PURIST, 

HARLEQUIN & YOU... 

PARTNERS IN MUSIC. 
We invite you to audition the world's first fully - 
balanced audio system...featuring fully -balanced 
digital source and electronics by KRELL, bal- 
anced liquid jacket interconnects and speaker 
cable by PURIST AUDIO DESIGN, and the 
world's only fully balanced loudspeaker systems 
by UNITY AUDIO. 
Featuring: 

and Krell Digital 
Air -Tangent, Audioquest, Basis, Day-Sequerra, 
Grado Signature, Koetsu, Linaeum, McCormack, 
Mod Squad, Purist Aúdio Design, Tice Audio and 
Unity Audio 

718-479-6155 

II A K L )F t QUIN 
216-11 Kingsbury Avenue, Bayside, New York 11364 

VERMONT 

Vermont's SUMIKO 

AUdio Leader ARISTON 
TARA LABS 

PARADIGM A&R CAMBRIDGE 
DENON SUPERPHON KLIPSCH 

B&K ADVENT ADS ROTEL 
MARANTZ REGA STRAIGHTWIRE 
PROTON AUDIO CONTROL AKG 

SENNHEISER CREEK GRADO 
TARGET GOLDRING AUDIOLAB 

SPICA KIMBER AIWA 
PRO -AC VPI MAGNUM 

SHARP VISION ATLANTIC PATTERN 

"INTELLIGENT AUDIO AT 
REASONABLE PRICES" 

802-863-4372 

Pi el 

1eI 
207 College St Burlington. VT 0540 

aa audio-technica 

YOUR SEARCH IS OYER! 

Pi We specialize in hard to find 
phon3 cartridges and orig- 
inal r`placement styli onlyl! 

1 (800) 221-0906 
CALL rOLLFREE FOR 
FREE PRICE QUOTES 
AND sISAIMC ORDERS 
N.Y. STATE ISM Sa11111 

SEND SELF ADDRESSED 
STAM.ED ENVELOPE FOR 
OUR FREE CATALOG. 

LYLE CARTRIDGES 
115 South Corona Avenue 
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582 
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Central Pennsylvania 
HiFi House has been servicing former 
Penn State students for 21 yrs. throughout 
PA. If you are looking for advice and 
would rather be "talked to" than "talked 
down to" stop in and visit us. 

Our current top selling products are: 
aid's, Boston, B&W, B&K, Luxman, Dual, 

Nakamichi, Onkyo, Altec Lansing, Klipsch, 
Lexicon, Ortofon, Mitsu, Rotel, Optonica, 

Arlston, Velodyne, Stax, Tripplite, and more! 
We are an authorized dealer for all 

product lines we sell. 
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL 

Send $3.00 today for our latest flyer. 
For information call or write: Hi Fl House, 

366 E. College Ave., State College, PA 16801 
(The home of Penn State University) 
PHONE: 814/237-2897 
We at HiFi House strongly recommend you 

support your local dealer If available 

Hifi House 
The Audio/Video Professionals 

VERMONT 

SENSIBLE, PERSONAL NIFf ADVICE, 

TOLL -FREE 
HERE iN VERNONr REOwE DEnANO VALUE. 

WC DON'T WASTE CUSTOMERS' MANE, 

AND NE,rHER DD rube FOLKS: 

ADCDH- ARISTON AuDIOqvLsr Bt (a) 

auA'"AGRADO 
NAFLER LuxryAN 

rt6FtAVOXCD M IT MaDSquAD 

MoNSTEftCAtrLE WAD ONKYo 

ORAcLF POLK RarEL SHE 

SLEMERo TNORENS WHARFEDALE- 
. N E OLr 

5 -Wag YEARILARroES oN ALL NEW Equ,F N rT, 
,NCLUD,NG CO PLAYERS,, T RNr/BLES, TVA DECKS. 

NO CHARGE FOR DEL,VERY. IOOL F,NANGU6 AA,LaLe, 

JCIENTIFic STEREO 
128 MA,N Sr 

BRATTLEBORO VT 05.3o1 

1 - ROO -4s6-HIFI 

ALPHA STEREO 
Qualify Components. Professional Installation & Service 

t - - .: : .;:a 
iIKTY7: m 'r NAD 

"We are known for the 
companies we keep" 

Adcom, NAD, Rotel. Onkyo, Denon, 
Mission, Celestion, B&W, Soundstream, 
Audioquest. Paradigm, Monster Cable, 
M&K, Ortofon, AKG, Stax. Polk Audio. 
Sharp Vision. Sony, Atlantic Technologies 

Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer. 

345 Cornelia St.. Plattsburgh. NY 12901 

518-561-2822 
Fax: 518.561-2961 

Monday -Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm 
Mastercard. Visa. Discover, Amex 

TEXAS 

The Esoteric Ear... 
is your exclusive shop for high end audio and video 
comclonentry. Our expertly matched systems range 
front state of the art audio through full function 
home theater andcustom room to room installations. 
We feature honest, expert advice, and relaxed 
demonstrations. 
We want you to decide... 

Choose from: 
Apogee Aragon Acurus Centaur ET2 Philips 
Coamerpnint Audioquest MKO Carver Krell 
Krell Digital Anodyne VPI Prodigy Paradigm 
SimplyPhysics Sharpvision Sonighiwire Essence 
Vandersleen Martin Logan Audiophile CD's and 

LP, ...and more! 

Thehe 

JH ORTERIC 
AR' 

Mon/rues 
Wed -Fri 
Saturday 
Sunday 

1315x Veterans Memorial Parkway 
Phone 537-8108 Fax 537-9618 

by apps 

12-8pm 
10-6pm 
I I -4pm 

WISCONSIN 

Specialized Sound 
where listening has created a new 
kind of stereo store...since 1962 

B8W.CWDLinnSlaxRevoxRotelApogeeCanton 
Brystcn Proceed Thorens Meridian Quad ESL 
Nakanichi CAL Audio Counterpoint Mission/Cyrus 
Mons-er-Cable conrad-johnson Magnum/Dynalab 
Bostoi Acoustics B&WCWDLinnStaxRevoxRotel 
Apog. e Canton Bryston Proceed Thorens Meridian 
Quad ESL Nakamichi CAL Audio Counterpoint 
Missic n/Cyrus Monster -Cable conrad-johnson 
Magnum/DynalabBoston Acoustics B8W CWD Linn 
Sta. aevox Rotel Apogee Canton Bryston Proceed 
Thore-is Meridian Quad ESL Nakamichi CAL Audio 
Coun-erpoint Mission/Cyrus Monster -Cable conrad- 
Johnsm Magnum/Dynalab Boston Acoustics B8W 
CWD Linn Stax Revox Rotel Apogee Canton 
Brystc n Proceed Thorens Meridian Quad ESL 
Nakanichi CAL Audio Counterpoint Mission/Cyrus 
Monser-Cable conrad-11ohnson MagnumlDynalab 
Bostoi AcousticsB8W CWD LinnStax Revox Rotel 
Apogee Canton Bryston Proceed Thorens Meridian 
Quad ESL Nakamichi CAL Audio Counterpoint 
Missi.n/Cyrus Monster -Cable conrad.Johnson Mag 

(608) 271-7744 
621 South Gammon Road 

Madison, WI 53719 
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Acoustat Acoustic Research ADC ADS *Aiwa 

AKG Alpine Altec Lansing Ambico Atlontic 
Technology Audio Quest Audio Source B & O B & 
W Bazooka BBE Betlronics Bellogettt Camber 

Canon Canton Carver Celestion Cerwin 
Vega Coustic CWD DBX Denon Eclipse 
Epicure Fisher Fox GE Grundig Haller 
Hiforlics Hdachi Infinity JVC K40 Kenwood 
*Lexicon Luxrnan MB Quart Low Low Prices 

201-838-3444 
Minolta Masion Mitsubishi MonsterCable NAD 
Nady NHT Labs Niles Olympus Onkyo 
Optonica Oren Panasonic Phase linear Philips 

Pinnacle Pioneer Prec'sbnPower Proton Parsec 
RCA RockfordFosgate *Sharp .Sanyo Sonance 
Sony Soundcrafismon Soundstreom Stax 
*Stillwater Sunpack Surround Sound Tamroc 
Teoc *Technics Thorens Toshba Triad Yomaho .And Many More... 

CAR STEREO 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
BECOME A CERTIFIED AUDIO/VIDEO CONSULTANT. 
Write or call for details. Society AudioNideo Consultants, 
P.O. Box 10957, Beverly Hills, CA 90213. (213) 550-8889. 

FREE CATALOG of audio kits, components, boards, acces- 
sories, cable, connectors, books, software, test CDs, AND 
MORE available from America's AudioSource since 1969, 
Old Colony Sound Laboratory, PO Box 243AA, 
Peterborough, NH 03458 USA; 24 -hour tel. (603) 924-6371, 
fax (603) 924-9467. 

AUDIO UNLIMITED offers competitive values on Acoustic 
Energy, CODA, Tice, Lazarus. Mod Squad, Magnum 
Dynalab, Musical Concepts, Ensemble. Aural Symphonies, 
Muse, Air Tight and more. John at (303) 922-8151, (303) 
698-0138. 

WANTED: Discriminating audiophiles who still appreciate 
Handcrafted, Custom Audio! You dream it, we build il! Yes-er- 
day's Craltmanship, Tomorrow's Technology! Literature/ 
Cassette -$3.00 - DaviSound, Box 521. Newberry, S C. 
29108 

MICHIGAN! AUDIO ILLUSIONS OF EAST DETROIT PRE- 
SENTS HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR THE MUSIC 
LOVER. (313) 772-8822. 

CASH PAID FOR AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT. BUY - 
SELL -TRADE & REPAIR. AUTHORIZED DEALER: HK, JBL, 
ROTEL, AUDIOQUEST. STEREO CLASSICS, 75 CHURCH 
ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901 (908) 220-1144. FAX: 
(908)220-1284. 

NEW AND USED PROFESSIONAL DJ/BAND 
EQUIPMENT -WHOLESALE PRICES. LIGHTING, FOG- 
GERS, P.A., CLUB INSTALLATIONS -CALL FOR 50 -PAGE 
BOOKLET/CATALOG. (502) 782-1172. 

AUDIO RESOURCE: PREMIUM PRODUCTS, PERSONAL 
SERVICE, THE BEST ADVICE. WE SHIP ALMOST ANY- 
WHERE. VISIT OUR STORE IN THE NEW ORLEANS 
AREA. CALL/WRITE FOR CATALOG. AUDIO RESOURCE, 
3133 EDENBORN, METAIRE, LA 70002. (504) 885-6988 

PURE AC = PURE MUSIC 
When we set out to build the best AC power 

conditioning system for audio equipment we knew 
it would take a completely new concept in power 
purification. The POWER BLOCK and TITAN 
are the result of this effort. 

They are internationally recognized as the best 
AC power conditioning system for use with audio 
equipment. We do not use toroidal series 
inductors, ferro transformers or even conductive 
steel or aluminum enclosures. These compro- 
mises may be sufficient for use with computers 
but not audio equipment. 

Some of the major innovations incorporated 
into every POWER BLOCK include a non 
conductive ABS enclosure, a noise cancelling 
triple feed back 50 lb transformer, power factor 
correction, expanded scale volt meter and 
voltage boost or reduction to compensate for 
low or high power conditions. The end result 
is a dramatic improvement in sound quality! 

AUDIO PRODUCTS INC. 

MAN 
&. r 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

AUDIO CLASSICS 
Buys -Sells -Trades -Repairs -Modifies. AMPLIFIERS: 
Audio -Research M100 $3250; conrad-Johnson MF80 
$1250, MV50 $750-900, MV75A1 $999 MV100 $2299, 
Premier 1B $2999; Counlepoint SA12 $675; Dynaco Mkllls 
$599; Forte 3 $899; Haller XL600 $1125; Krell KSA80B 
$2700, KSA250 $4500. KST $1999; Lazarus HI AN $1149; 
McIntosh MC3Os $600, MC40 $350, MC6Os $800, MC240 
$800-1200, MC502 $599, MC754 $769. MC2100 $675. 
MC2105 $599, MC2002 $1300, MC2250 $1599, MC3500 
$6000; PS Audio 200C $999; Soundstream DA1 N $699. CD 
PLAYERS: B&O CD50 $299, CDX $299; CAL Aria MkIIID 
$1675, Genesis $1375; McIntosh MCD7000 $800, 
MCD7005 $1200, MCD7007 $1500; Nakamichi CDP2A 
$329; Philips CD50 $300, CD60 $3999, LHH1000 $1999; 
Sonograph SDI Beta $295; Sony CDPX7ESD $1200. 
EQUALIZERS: Haller DH160 $119. HEADPHONES: 
Grado; Stax Demos Gamma $289, Prot $475, Signature 
$1175, SR34 Pro $149, SR84 $225. INTEGRATED AMPLI- 
FIERS: McIntosh MA5100 $349; Proton AM300 $149; 
Soundstream RA100 5349. PREAMPLIFIERS: Adcom 
GFP555 $399. SLC505 $120; conrad-johnson PF1 $1150, 
PV5 $749, PV7 $499, PV8 $999, PV9 $2199, PV10 $759; 
Counterpoint SA3.1 $599; Denon PRA1200 $285; Forte 2 
$880; Haller Iris $649, SE100 $287; Krell KBL $3375, 
KSP7B $2200; Lazarus Cascade Classic $650; Marantz 1 

5600, 7T $175; McIntosh C11 $600, C20 $600, C24 $335, 
C26 $450, C27 $750, C28 $550, C29 $899, C31V $1200, 
C32 $999, C34V $1599, C504 $550; Moscode Minuet $299; 
Motif MC9 $799; Nakamichi CA5AII $649; Parasound 
PR200 $149; Precision Fidelity C7AII $330; SRI $150; 
Tandberg TCA3002A $299, Threshold FET 9 $1499. PRO- 
CESSORS: ADS 10 $199, Philips DAC960 $599, LHH100 
$999; Shure HTS5000 $399; Wadia 2000 $3799; Yamaha 
DSP1000 $399. RECEIVERS: B&03000$299, 3300 $399; 
Carver 2000 $999; McIntosh MAC1700 $399, MAC4100 
$999; MAC4275 $1099, MAC4280 $1495, MAC4300V 
$2200; Nakamichi SR2A $299, SR3A $449, TATA $229, 
TA2A $359, TA3A $599. Tandberg TR3030 $149. SPEAK- 
ERS: Acoustat Spectra 1100 $1199; Apogee Centaurus 
$1199; B&O CX100 $199, RL35 $199, RL60 $290, S2200 
$99; Dahlquist D08 $699, 0012 5999, D0201 $1699; JBL 
Pro 4406 $399, 4408 $529, 4410 $729, 4435 $2600; JSE .6 
$399, 1.8A $1499; KEF 102 $550, 103 3 $1119: Klipschorns 
Rosewood $3499; Magnepan MGII $299; McIntosh ML1C 
$550, ML4C $1100, ML1 OC $300, XR14 $599, XR16 5699, 
XR1052 $1499, XL1 W $399; Parasound BPIA60 $249; TDL 
Studio 1 $999, 3 $1569; Velodyne Servo 1200 $795, ULD12 
$1199, ULD1511 $1669: TAPE DECKS: B&O 2000 $249, 
3300 $299, 9000 $549. TEST EQUIPMENT: HP333A $399, 
McIntosh M13 $599, MPI4 $1400; Nakamichi T100 $800; 
Sound Technology 1000A $600, 1400A $500. TUNERS: 
Carver TX1 1 a $395; Haller Iris $399, SE 130 $325; Magnum 
Dynalab Etude $1099 F205 $199, FT101 $699; McIntosh 
MR55 $199, MR65B $299, MR71 $599, MR78 $1199, MR80 
$1499, MR500 $499, MR510 $599, MR7082 $1099; Para - 
sound ST220 $129, T/DQ260 $149; Soundstream T1 $349. 
TUNER PREAMPS: McIntosh MX110 $275, MX112 $449, 
MX113 $499, MX117 $1335. TURNTABLES: B&O 3300 
$299; Sonograph SG3MT $595; VPI HW19 Jr MMT $749, 
HW 19111$889. FREE Catalogue. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., 
AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176 AAA, Walton. NY. 13856. 

607-865-7200 

High -end and hard -to -find audio compo- 
nents bought and sold. All types. New and 

1tW 
used. Daily specials. Closeouts. Best 
prices! AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia). Call 
1-703-745-2223. 

2140 Pond Road, Unit 113 Ronkonkoma, NY 11779 
(516) 467-5254 Fax (516) 467-5309 
In Canada: Interlinear (416) 479-1893 

Available for export: 240V 50HZ 

Call or write for a free copy of our white paper, "Power Line Conditioners Are They All The Same?" 

TANDBERG STEREOS 
BUYING & SELLING THE ENTIRE TANDBERG STEREO 
LINE. PERFECT CONDITION. COMPLETELY RECONDI- 
TIONED TO ORIGINAL SPECIFICATIONS. CALL LARRY 
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR A PRICE SHEET. DAYS: 
(914) 277-3785, EVENINGS: (914) 238-3650. 
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FOR SALE 

AA/SOUND ADVICE 
LOW PRICES/FAST DELIVERY! DENON, NAD, 
CELESTION, 88W, ADCOM, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, 
BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, HAFLER, ADS, 
MBK, ONKYO, BSK, PROTON, DCM, SNELL, BOSE, 
VELODYNE, PHILIPS, SPICA, COUNTERPOINT, AND 
MORE! 414-727-0071. 

FULL WARRANTY!! 
MOST ITEMS IN STOCK!! 

OPEN SUNDAYS!! 

CALL US!! 

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio, Morel, 
Eclipse. Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vila, morel Crossover parts -- 
design books also. Catalog $1. Meniscus, 2442 28th St. 
S.W., Wyoming, MI 49509. (616) 534-9121. 

BEST TRADES OFFERED! WE BUY, SELL, TRADE. CON- 
SIGN MOST HIGH -END PRODUCTS. AUDIO DOCTOR. 
1518 W. COMMERCIAL. BUFFALO, MO 65622. 
(417)345-7245. CODNISKMC. 

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE - AUDIOPHILE QUALITY at 
affordable prices because we sell direct to you. Our great 
new OMEGA and FET-VALVE (pat. pending) components 
are original new engineering designs that elimiate transient 
distortion, have noon or off thumps, are durable and rugged. 
and sound closer to live than anything else at a rational price. 
Complete wonderfully musical factory wired amplifiers, pre- 
amplifiers. tune CD players, and a great $99 phono car- 
tridge. DYNACO OWNERS-our complete do -h -yourself 
rebuild kits for Dyna vacuum tube preamps and power amps 
are $200, Including all new PC cards and the preamp has 
been STEREOPHILE rated for many years. We design new 
circuits for most Dyna and Haller solid-state components 
too. Now ultimate musical enjoyment is much less expen- 
sive. Write or call for our new illustrated catalog. Audio by Van 
Alstine 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337 (612) 
890-3517. 

AAA -CALL US NOW!!! Luxman, Carver, ADS, 
Nakamichi, Denon, Boston Acoustics, NAD, Celestion, 
BBW, Adcom, Hatler, B8K, Onkyo, Proton, Snell, DCM, 
Counterpoint, JSE, Spica, MBK, Bose, VPI, Nitty Gritty, 
Sumiko, Thorens, Velodyne. 414-727-0071 FOR THE 
LOWEST PRICES! 

FULL WARRANTY!! 
MOST ITEMS IN STOCK!! 

OPEN SUNDAYS!! 

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-(800) 826-0520. NAD ONKYO 
CARVER HARMAN KARDON ACOUSTAT HAFLER 
LEXICON DAHLOUIST CWD CELESTION VE- 
LODYNE PROAC PROTON AUDIOCONTROL 
CITATION BELLES FRIED M 8 K STAX JBL 
KINERGETICS NITTY GRITTY NILES MONSTER 
CABLE PATTERN THORENS GRADO . SOUND 
SELLER, 2808 CAHILL RD., MARINETTE, WI 54143. FAX 
# (715) 735-5838, PHONE (715) 735-9002. 

WHEN YOUR EARS SAY "HIGH -END". BUT YOUR WAL- 
LET SAYS "MID -Fl" CALL HCM AUDIO! WE SPECIALIZE 
IN HIGH -VALUE COST-EFFECTIVE AUDIO COMPO- 
NENTS AND ACCESSORIES. INCLUDING A LARGE IN- 
VENTORY OF QUALITY SPEAKER AND INTERCONNECT 
CABLES. AUDIOPHILES ON A BUDGET ALWAYS LIKE 
OUR PRODUCTS, OUR APPROACH, AND OUR PRICES. 
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR: AR TURNTABLE ' AUDIO - 
QUEST ' B8K ' BOSE ' CELESTION ' FRIED ' GRADO 
SIGNATURE ' MONSTER CABLE ' MUSIC REFERENCE ' 

MUSICAL CONCEPTS' NELSON -REED' NITTY GRITTY 
PROMETHEAN ' SME ' SONY ' SOTA TURNTABLES ' 

STAX HEADPHONES' STRAIGHTWIRE' SUMIKO ' TAD- 
DEO ' VMPS ' STANDESIGN. CALL FOR FREE PRICE 
LIST AND NEWSLETTER. IN BUSINESS 18 YEARS - WE 
SHIP WORLDWIDE AND ACCEPT MAJOR CREDIT 
CARDS. CALL US AT 916-345-1341 OR FOR ORDERS 8 
PRICES ONLY 800-222-3465. HCM AUDIO, 1015 MAN- 
GROVE, CHICO. CA 95926 

THE AUDIO CHAMBER!!! USED 
HIGH -END STORE IN BAY AREA WITH LISTENING 
ROOM. WE BUY-SELL-TRADE CELLO, LEVINSON, 
KRELL, ARC, THRESHOLD, ETC. 415-549-2178. 
11AM-6PM MON.-SAT. 

CASH for USED AUDIO EQUIP. BUYING and 
SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST 
QUOTE. (800) 388-9443. The Stereo Trading 
Outlet, 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 

19046. 

air 4:15a+vte 
Mobile Fidelity - Reference Reording - Wilson - Sheffield Lab - Chesky Proprlus - 

Harmonia Mundt - Opus 3 - Wa'rkly - Donan - Chandos - East Wind - ATR Mastercut 
- Linn Recut - RCA Living Stefan - Mercury Living Presence - Lyrita - Nautilus - 

Klavier - Telarc - Delos - plus many more in and out of print recordings, 

CALL ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 
TODAY! 

El 1-800-525-1630 

P.O. BOX 2043 SAL NA, KS 67402-2043 
1-913-825-8609 Ff.X: 1-913-825-0156 

Catalog S3 in USA 
S5 elsewhere - 
refundable with order 

FOR SALE 

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY 
Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers 8 
ROTEL CD Planers. 

Apogee Anston Audioguest MK Cary Celestion 
Counterpoint Forte Fried JSE Kimber Kable 
Magnum Dynaiab Melos PS Audio Rotel Jeff 
Rowland SME Sony ES Sota Sta>, Target 
Vandersteen Vendetta Wadia. SUMMIT, NJ (908) 
277-0333. 

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO, CALI 
FORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: CELESTION SL -3000, 
COUNTERPOINT. TARALAB, PS DIGITLINK: AUDIBLE 
ILLUSIONS: MODSOUAD; ACOUSTAT; SPICA : VMPS , 

MAGNUM: FOSGATE; BBK, SUPERPHON. MUSIC REF 
ERENCE, SOUNDL AB. MAPLENOLL, SYSTEMDEK, 
GRADO. MONSTER, STRAIGHTWIRE, MUSIC CON 
CEPTS. (714) 861-5413. APPOINTMENT. 

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE 
FOR REEL-TO-REEL TAPES 8 HARD -TO -FIND RECORD- 
ING SUPPLIES AT DISCOUNT PRICES. CA-ALOG AVAIL- 
ABLE. ALSO INCLUDES VIDEO. SOUNDD INVESTMENT 
CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE DR., CHAMBLEE, GA. 
30341 (800) 659TAPE(8273) in GA: (404) 455-0968, FAX: 
(404)458-0276 

ARIEL..SPECIALIZING IN COST EFFECTIVE HIGH -END. 
BBK. ProAc, Muscat Concepts, Straightwrre, Target 8 More. 
Authorized Dealer. Carmel, IN. Visa/MC. (317) 846-9766 
5-10PM. 

UPGRADE FOR LESS! ROGERS' AUDIO IS OFFERING 
BEST PRICES ON USED AUDIO COMPONENTS. BUY- 
SELL-TRADE. CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-292-5533. 

The mark of a true Denon. 
This sticker tells you who is an authorized 

Denon dealer and who isn't. 
Some people who offer Denon products are 

not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems. 
First. only authorized dealers offer you the 

protection of a Denon warranty with your 
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no 
warranty at all. 

Authorized Denon dealers stock only 
components designed for the U.S.. and have the 
training :o help you select the one right for you. 

Authorized dealers know Denon technology 
inside and out and stock factory parts for your 
Denon to preserve true Denon sound. 

So before you buy your Denon, look for this 
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker. 

It assures you of the authentic Denon tech- 
nology and support you expect. And nothing less. 

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call: 
1-2 

am0!5-5::0000 

0 
EST) (9:00DENON pm 

REVAMP 
YOUR AMR 

1 

We make good amps great. 
At Professional Mod Service, we take 
your Adcom, B&K, or llatler amp 
and make the bass more powerful and 
the mids and highs clearer. By the time 
we're through, your amp will sound as 

good as amps costing twice as much. 
Flow do we do it'? We make real 

improvements, developed with factory 
engineers. We use nothing but premium 
materials. And our technicians are real 

pros with years of experience. 

Pickup service. 
Call us and we'll pick up your amp. Or 
send it to us with 8199.95 plus $14.95 
;hipping. We'll revamp your amp, spec 
it out, and return it insured. 

1-800-334-0295 
Amex/Visa/MC Discover 

Professional Mod Service, Inc. 
225 Oakes SW 

Grand Rapids, MI 49503 
616-451-3527 FAX 616-451-0709 
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FOR SALE 

features the exciting world of 
digital with state-of-the-art transports and d/a converters by 
Barclay, Esoteric, Proceed and Wadia. 

High End Components For The Audio Perfectionist 
AKG K1000 ALTEC LANSING APOGEE BARCLAY 
COUNTERPOINT ESOTERIC I IAFLER 1 IARTLEY 
LEXICON MELDS PROCEED ROTEL 
JEFF ROWLAND SHAI-IINIAN TM. VAC WADIA 

SOUND SISI'EMS LTD. 
COVENIKI ((1%Il1O:NSRtr347 

STON1 BOO., N.Y. 11790 
5161689-7441 

T a E 
You can trade your cartridge toward 
a fabulous sounding AudioQuest® 
and get a substantial trade-in 
allowance, no matter what 
cartridge you have. 

r 

y3 -Ii 
An AQ cartridge will 
get you an even greater allowance, 
up to $345, depending on what you 
trade and what you buy. 

audioquest® 
P.O. Box 3060 Tel: 714.4962770 
San Clemente, CA 92674 USA Fax: 714.496.5112 

FOR SALE 

AAAA! BLOW-OUT SALE!!!! 
NAKAMICHI TA -1A $350 NOW $199, NAKAMICHI TA -3A 
$850 NOW $499, CARVER 6200 $600 NOW $399, CARVER 
C-6 $399, CARVER TL -3300 CD PLAYER $399, HAFLER 
100K $99 PLUS MANY OTHERS LIKE HK, PROTON. AR 
AND MUCH MORE! 

100'S OF BLOW-OUT SPECIALS ON VARIOUS 
PRODUCTS!!! 

CALL NOW! 414-727-0071 

Custom cables and terminations, Camacs, XLR bal- 
anced, hi -flexibility tonearm sets; custom Shallcross volume 
controls; MIT MultiCaps & Wonder Caps -solder- wire; Vishay 
& Holco resistors, all types audio connectors, tonearm and 
chassis wires; wide selection of high -end accessories/mod 
parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas): MICHAEL PERCY, BOX 
526, INVERNESS, CA 94937. (415)669-7181. 

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!! 
PS AUDIO, HAFLER, BBK, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, LUX - 
MAN, THORENS, M&K, SNELL, ONKYO, PROTON, FRIED, 
SUMIKO, BOSE, PHILIPS, DCM, VELODYNE, ADS, VPI, 
JSE and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414) 
725-4431, Menasha, Wisconsin. 

OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!! 

USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT: Audio Research SP -9, 
LS -1 & D125. Counterpoint SA -220; Vandersteen 2ci; Celes- 
tion SL -12; Mark Levinson 20.5, 23 & 26; Revox B126 & 
B250; Mirage; misc. Call AUDITION AUDIO for pricing and 
details at (801) 467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted. 

SPEAKER COMPONENTS 

'AVIS 
ACOUS tics 

VNAUDIO" 

4E/DN 

-111r peerless 

..11_[.IGz 
¡ SCafl-SpeaK 

(seas) 
r 

CROSSOVER COMPONENTS 

;III_ :.g i :$ 
1i? 

FAST CAPACITORS 
Metallized Polypropylene (Non -Polarized) 
Values from 1.0 mfd to 200 mfd. 
Voltage Rating: 250 VDC / 150 VAC 

SOLEN INDUCTORS 
Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding Air Cored 
Values from .10 mH to 30 mH, 
Wire Sizes from X20 AWG to X10 AWG 

HEPTA-LITZ INDUCTORS 
Seven Strands Litz -Wire Constructions 
Values from .10 mH to 30 mH 
Wire sizes from X 16 AWG to X 12 AWG 

SOLEN CROSSOVERS 
Custom Computer Design 
Passive Crossover for Professional, Hi -Fi and 

:. a; 
Car Hi -Fi, Power up to 1000 Watt. 

fT} " CROSSOVER, SPEAKER PARTS 
' Gold Speaker Terminals, Gold Banana Plugs 

Gold Binding Posts, Crossover Terminals, 
Power Resistors, Mylar Capacitors, 
Plastic Grill Fasteners. Nylon Ty -Wraps 

` Grill Cloth, Car Speaker Grills, Misc. Parts. 

SOLEN INC. 
4470 Thibault Ave 
SI -Hubert. OC J3Y 7T9 
Canada 

Tel.: (514) 656-2759 
Fax: (514) 443-4949 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN FOR 

ENCLOSURE AND CROSSOVER 
AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMER 

Product specifications and prices 

available upon request. 

HI-FI Farm Yearly Blowout! New products: VMPS, BBK, 
Cary Audio, Magnum, Phillips, Maplenoll, Mordaunt-Short 
and the amazing new speaker, the 3AMM from France. High 
End In WV. It's true! Call 1-800-752-4018. 

DYNACO ST70 UPGRADES: Gold EL34 Sockets, 1215 
Microfarad on -board solid state B+, triode output, more. 
DoReTech Audio Services, Box 6054. South Hackensack, 
NJ 07606-4354. Phone Fax: (201) 843-0488. 

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speak- 
ers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT- 
ALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring- 
field, IL 62702.1-800-283-4644. 

HART AUDIO USED EQUIPMENT: QUAD 303 33 AMP/ 
PREAMP $150, SAE 2900 PREAMP $150, SUMO ATHENA 
PREAMP $330, POLARIS AMP $380, ADCOM GFP-555 
PREAMP $280, ROTEL RA-820BX4 INT. AMP $150, AUDIO 
RESEARCH SP -6 $350, ARISTON TABLE $100, NA- 
KAMICHI OSM4A CD PLAYER $300, SONY WM-701S 
(NEW) $200, ALLISON CD -9 OAK SPEAKERS $750, THIEL 
CS -3 WALNUT $900 PR, NHT SW -2 $250. 3ODAY MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE. BANK CARDS, TRADES WELCOME. 
(800) 777-9590, FAX (419) 331-7807. 

ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS! Altis, Arcici, Boulder, Coda. 
Muzik Systems, Music Metre, Point Source, PS Audio, 
Straightwire, VMPS, XLO & morel Call (313) 342-2475 for 
prices & info. Gil Morrison. 

Cable TV Descramblers, Converters, Accessories. Name 
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY 
COMPANY, (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog. 

HIGH -END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY-Reliable Source for 
Arcici, BBK, Cardas, Merlin Signature. Philips, PS Audio, 
RoomTune, TARA Labs & More. Call for sound advice & 

sound price. SIGNATURE SOUND, Liverpool, NY. (315) 
622.9066, (315) 622-4137. 

ONE OF A KIND TUBELOVERS PRODIGY AIRTIGHT 
MFA ARC WRIGHT SONIC FRONTIERS CLAS- 

SIC AUDIO MINT TO NEW CONDITION 313-644-8201. 

FREE Catalog. Best Prices on DJ Sound & Lighting 
Equipment + Car Stereo. Call SUPERIOR SOUND & 

LIGHTING (502) 782-0671. 

SIDEREALKAP: The siderealKap was designed to be the 
finest sounding capacitor available for high quality audio 
reproduction systems. Find out what the music lover's capac- 
itor doesn't sound like. Free literature and price information 
upon request. Dealer inquiries invited. SIDEREAL 
AKUSTIC, 9974 Scripps Ranch Blvd. #120, San Diego, CA 
92131. Tel: (619) 578-4226. Fax: (619) 578-4059. 

Janis Interphase 3A subwoofer with extemalcrossover/ 
amp, $475. Boston Acoustic T830, $250. Haller SE100, 
$300. Haller SE120, $175. Call (212) 966-0545. 

AAA-AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!! 
HAFLER, PS AUDIO, BBK, JSE, NAKAMICHI, PROTON, 
CARVER, ONKYO, ADS, VPI, DCM, FRIED, NITTY GRIT- 
TY, SUMIKO, THORENS. SNELL, M&K, LUXMAN, BOSE, 
PHILIPS, VELODYNE and any others you desire. (414) 
725-4431. 

CALL US WE CARE!!! 

DEDICATED AMBIENCE PROCESSOR APB386 8 3 CH. 
HEADPHONES ESR40. HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PROCESS- 
ING METHOD IS UNRELATED TO PRIOR METHODS. 
REQUEST FREE LITERATURE. RSR, BOX 237, 144 W. 

EAGLE RD., HAVERTOWN, PA 19083. 

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC 
CROSSOVERS 

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R 
"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS 

Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp, 
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations 
with optional level controls, subsonic 
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated 
power supplies, equalizers, are also 
available. 
New catalog and price sheet. Free! 

Dc L/eureuy Eng. Lab. 
11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230 

PHONE (213) 397.9668 
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FOR SALE 
AUDIO DEN Authorized Sales and Service. ADCOM. 
ARAGON, ARCAM, BSK, CAL, CELESTION, 
CONRAD-JOHNSON. KINERGETICS, KLIPSCH, 
MAGNEPAN, MIRAGE, MIT, MONSTER CABLE, NAD, 
NAKAMICHI, PARADIGM, ROGERS, SHURE ULTRA, 
SONOGRAPHE, SOTA, STAX, THETA DIGITAL, 
VELODYNE, VTL & YAMAHA. Audio Den, 2021 Smith 
Haven Plaza, Lake Grove, NY 11755. (516)360-1990. 

BUY/SELL/TRADE IN THE AUDIO/VIDEO TRADER! Pub 
lished monthly. FREE ADS! $15/year. Sample $1.00 
S.A. S.E. 330 SO. MAIN STREET, DEPT. A, WAKE FOREST 
NC 27587. 

USED KEF 107 $2,500, LEVINSON ML9 $1,500; LINN 
LP12/ITTOK/K18 $1,995, DMS $2,250, SARA 9 $1,000; 
SONOGRAPHE AMPLIFIER $700; ACOUSTAT PREAMP 
$499; M1T750 15' PAIR $300; INFINITY RSIB $2.500; 
FOSGATE 3608 $500. CALL TERRY AT (402)391.3842. 

MOSCODES, FUTTERMANS-ALL BRANDS TUBE 
ELECTRONICS -SERVICE AND CUSTOM MODIFICA- 
TIONS BY GEORGE KAYE, MOSCODE DESIGNER. CUS- 
TOM FUTTERMAN OTL" 1, CONVERT HAFLERS TO 
MOSCODES HYBRID. KAYE AUDIO LABS, INC., 238 Lib- 
erty Ave.. New Rochelle, NY 10805. (914)633-3039. 

SONY, PHILIPS MODS 
Our F.E.T. CD modifications now available for SONY. 
We promise a miracle or your money back! $199.00. 
SUPERMODS, 2375 West 21st Ave., Eugene, OR 
97405. (503)344-3696 ...OR... WAVETRACE TECH- 
NOLOGIES, 11555 Imperial Groves Dr., E. Largo, FL 
34644. (813)392-6423. 

HI Fl CLASSICS - USED HI END- HUGE SELECTION o 
components, cables. etc. Competent & helpful salespeople 
& the best prices around. WE BUY SELL & TRADE, 
INVENTORY LIST AVAILABLE. TEL: (718) 318-9618, FAX: 
(718)318-9623. 

THRESHOLD DIGITAL! STEREOWORKS is pleased to 
announce the arrival of Threshold's new digital processor! 
STEREOWORKS also offers friendly service and competi- 
tive prices on audiophile products from Aural Symphonies, 
Eminent Technology, Forte, Haller. Merlin. MIT. Sumlko, 
Superphon, Tara Labs (including the new Passage tube line - 
stage preamp and tube-FET hybrid amplifier!), Van den Hul, 
VMPS, Well Tempered and more! Houston, Texas. 
713-492-2202. 

DESCRAMBLERS! ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST 
PRICES. ALL BRANDS. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
CALL US LAST! NO CA. SALES. ADVANCE ELECTRON- 
ICS 1-800-659-3018. 

AMPSTRAVAGANZA!! PREVIOUSLY OWNED BRYSTON 
4B. G.A.S., CARVER, ADCOM, NAKAMICHI:GREAT 
SAVINGS/VALUE. INFINITY OLS, 5 1/2 FEET TALL, 
VGC $1100. MUST MAN BE BORN AGAIN? JOHN 3:1-18. 
313 949 4567. 

TELEMUTE LOWERS HI-FI VOLUME WHEN TELE- 
PHONE RINGS. $49.50 $3.00 S&H. BUTLER LABS, 501 
S. FAULKENBURG RD. SUITE A-3, TAMPA. FL 33619. 
INFO. (813)653-0689. 

THRESHOLD S 200 AMP 100W/CHANNEL, CLASS A/AB, 
4 MONTHS OLD. ORIGINAL PACKING & MANUAL. NEW 
$2100, NOW $1150. ERIC: (212)850-0893. 9AM-6PM EST. 

GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: From repairs to complete 
rebuilds, we are the GAS specialists. Since 1977. Call or 
write: GASWORKS, 8675 NORTHVIEW STREET, BOISE, 
IDAHO 83704. (208)323-0861. 

THE AUDIO GLOSSARY by J. GORDON HOLT 
In the three and a half decades since the arrival of stereo. no one has 

done more than J. Gordon !lob to develop and define a consistent vocabulary 
for describing reproduced sound. This Is actually two diet lonaries In one a glossary 
of subjective audio and a comprehensive plain -English guide to nearly two thou- 
sand technical terms. A "must" for every audio bookshelf' 

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB 
PO Box 243, Dept. Al2 

Peterborough, NH 03458.0243 USA 
(603) 924-6371 1924-6526 FAX: (603) 924-9467 

LINES OPEN 24 HRSIDAYI 
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG! 

BKAA7IS Sftbd. $9.95 
BKAA7IH 

Hdbd. wljacket $17.95 
BKAA7IL 

Autographed, ltd. ed. $30.00 
PLEASE ADD $1.75 SHIPPING FOR 
FIRST BK., SO' EA. A0D'L. 

FOR SALE 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS AND DESCRAMBLERS DIS- 
COUNT CENTER! ALL MAKES AND MODELS. FREE CAT- 
ALOG! VIDEO -TECH, 3702 S. VIRGINIA, #160-304, RENO, 
NEVADA 89502. ORDER TODAY!! (800) 562-6884 VISA/ 
MC/COD. 

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...WE MUST BE DOING 
SOMETHING RIGHT. If it's a much-in-denand audi- 
ophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate 
shipment. Consult with one of our quiet experts or just 
order U.S. - warranteed components directly VISAMC. 
Ask for Steve K. or Dan W. SQUARE DEAL, 456 
Waverly Ave., Patchogue, NY 11772 (516) 475-1857; 
(800) 332-5369. 

MARANTZ 10B $1500, 510M $500, McIntosh MR80 $1100, 
MPI-4$110. A.R.C. D51 Improved $775, fanbase $200, SP1 
$1000, SP3a $425, case $60. McIntosh MI 350 b/o - buy 
yours! Beveridge RM 1/2 updated $1450. Moscode 600, 
Kaye mod. $900. Futterman H3a $1200, H3aa $1500 pr 
Quicksilver preamp $900. ParagonV 3 -way X'over (tubes) 
$500. Kenwood KT917 $395. Sansui TU9900 $300. Fisher, 
Scott- H.K. Lowther, others! Thorens 124 $150, TD226 elec- 
tronic $510. Lux444 $350. Goldmund Studieito/T5 $1195. 
Cotter B1 (SP1O II) FR66, Goldmund mat $1000/trades? 
Theta Tube preamp & headamp $475. Altec 1570 A's, 1570 
B's modified 170 wan Triodes, new 1/4" faceplates $995. 
Revox A700 (extras) $1150, G36's (1/4, 1/2 TK) $295 ea. 
Seqierra Metronomes 2 & 2SW T1's $995. SoundLabs Pl- 
R2 (new) $995. FOCAL "eggs" $450. Clements RT7 (walnut) 
$795. Srynx PU2 (new) $210. K. Rosewood $495. K. Monk 
recordcleaner $385. 6336A triodes (N.I.B.) $67 ea. WANT- 
ED: MI200's. triodes, class A amps! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282 
weekdays 1-6pm only. (Specific messages returned!). 

NITTY GRITTY CD & RECORD CLEANING MACHINES. 
AUDIOOUEST WIRE & ACCESSORIES. TICE LINE FIL- 
TERS CALL (715)479-7532. 

B&K COMPONENTS. WE STOCK THE ENTIRE LINE OF 
B&K AMPS AND PREAMPS. IN HOME AUDITIONS. CALL 
(715)479-7532. 

CALL US 

FOR QUALITY AUDIO 

AT THE LOWEST PRICES 

WITH FAST SERVICE, 

EVEN ON ESOTERIC ITEMS 

SOIMD ADVICE ... without the price 

UDIO (914) 666-0550 

IIJiTLET PO. Box 673 
Bedford Hills. New York 10507-0673 

) 

AtuLCAi BILL 

"The Musical Design D-140 

11 
deserves classic status!" 
"h doesn'tlifies soundue an 

amplifier, it just sounds 

ill 
like music!" ' A true 

C\as 
- classic." Isn't it time 

p you auditioned the 
D-140? 

MUSICAL DESIGN 
Two Patterson Plaza St Louis, Mo. 63031 314831-SR(12 

Golden Dragon Audio Tubes 
Premium vacuum tubes newly developed hy a group of Bnush 
audiophiles and engineers, formerly with such tube greats as 

51.0 1'ahe and btullard. m con(unaion with the Shuguang tube 
futon in China. All Golden Dragon preamplifier tubes hair 

passed miaophogy tests 200% more stringent than the NATO 
standard. Golden Dragon peer tubes are provided only 

in matched pairs for the hest possible performance 
You will hear the difference. 

11000 11766 54000 
110110 Ar cooling Rom 

11000 ATN1 580 00 

51500 2.65 MOOD 

Immehed pnni 031Án1 5x0 al 
51600 211 511000 
53500 sue coming some 

$3601 111A Ns oo 

16501 145 113000 

Tubes by Design 813-925-3483 
P.O. Bus 48865, Sarasota. FL 3.5210 

The New Reference Preamp 
"(The SU REFERENCE MARK 2) no- only doesn't have 
any sonic peers, ii doesn't even have aclose competitor 

. at any price. 
Period." 

Listen. 

frn,nnAn,,.In14a 

M, Gindi, Sounds Like.-. -0.9 1990 

Í/ ii 

5L1 

Convergent AfKboTechnology 
9I W"eallard Cenx noad-Seoriswb. Hen York 14546 
(77) 359-2700 
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FOR SALE FOR SALE 

LOWER 
LOUDSPEAKER 

DISTORTION 

The VMPS Tower II Special Edition ($1376/ 
pr kit, $1776/pr assem) is an electrically and 
cosmetically updated version of a system rated 
"Best Buy" in Audio Magazine's full review (June 
89). 

Dual front firing 12" active polycone woofers and a 

slot -loaded, mass -loaded 12" passive radiator de- 
liver -3dB bass at 22 Hz for THD of no more than 
0.7%/1W drive. Trebles flat to 40kHz are gen- 
erated by the renowned Focal 1" inverted hard - 
dome in tandem with an ultralowmass ribbon 
supertweeter. The system is now available with 
optional Woven Carbon Fiber midrange 
($100/pr), currently state-of-the-art in mid fre- 
quency reproduction and the standard mid on our 
new Super Tower/R Special Edition ($2600pr 
kit, $3200pr assem), and the fabulous 6'6" Super 
Tower III ($4300pr kit, $5200pr assem). 

Hear VMPS at the dealers listed below, or write for 
brochures and test reports on all models including 
the MiniTower Ila ($369ea kit, $479ea assem), 
the original Tower II ($479ea kit, $649ea assemJ, 
our three Subwoofers, and the OSO Series of 

Bookshelf speakers. VMPS also distributes John 
Curl's Vendetta Research SCP2C phono preamp 
($2495), reviewed by most major publications as 
the finest available. 

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS 

MUSICAL CONCEPTS 
...offers the most refined, elegant modifications for 
ADCOM/B8K/HAFLER amps and preamps-PHILIPS/ 
ROTELMIAGNAVOX CD PLAYERS! NEW! PA -1 PC 
boards for HAFLER amps-budget bliss! EPOCH III, 

ERA III. ENIGMA III and EDEN 1 -BIT CD players 
($595-$3295)-untouched realism, period! Compare 
our CD players to others at any price! Try our stunning 
CD "TRANSPORT"! MUSICAL CONCEPTS, ONE 
PATTERSON PLAZA, ST. LOUIS, MO 63031. 
(314)831.1822. 

The AUDIO TRADING TIMES brings you spectacular bar- 
gains on used/demo audio equipment from around the USA. 
ADVERTISE FREE! Call (715) 479-3103, (24 hours), for 

details and subscription rates. 

B&K, REFERENCE LINE, COUNTERPOINT, PS AUDIO, 
TARGET, KIMBER, MONSTER, VPI, AUDIOQUEST, 
SUMIKO, NITTY GRITTY, AND MUCH MORE. CALL (715) 
479-7532. 

AUDIO CABLES, ETC. Dont pay 

exorbitant prices for top quality. We have years of experience 
in wire manufacturing and have simulated the high priced 
brands. High priced equivalents as low as .35 ft. We de- 
mystify wire technology, send for explanation literature which 
also includes all our audio products price list or call our 
literature request #(800) 321-2108, 24 hrs/day. L A T Inter- 
national, Dept. A, 317 Provincetowo Rd.. Cherry Hill, NJ 

08034. 

BINAURAL microphone set, stealthy electrets clip to your 
glasses' earpieces, excellent for recording concerts, very flat 
response: $100 + p&h. Write for details. Core Sound, 839 
River Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666, (201) 801-0812. 

MCINTOSH Bought -Sold -Traded -Repaired. FREE 
Catalogue. See our ad at the beginning of the classifieds. 
AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176MB, Walton, NY 13856. 
607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri. 

div !tone Audio 
3429 Momingside Dr., El Sobrante, CA 94803 

(415) 222-4276 

Hear VMPS at'. The Listening Studio. Boston; Par Troy Sound, 
Parsippany NJ; Dynamic Sound. Washington DC; Essential Audio 
Winchester VA; Hifi Farm. Beckley WV. Sound Audio, Charlotte 
NC, Amencan Audio, Greenville SC: Audio by Caruso. Miami Fl; 

Arthur Morgan, Lake Mary R: Shadow Creek Ltd. Minneapolis 
Mn; Audio Specialists, South Bend In; Audio Connection, Terre 
Haute In; Audio by Gil Morrison. Detroit Mr Concert Sound, San 
Antonio Tx; Parker Enterprises. Garland Tx; Stereoworks. Hous- 

ton Tx; Encore Audio, Lees Summit Mo; Posh Audio, Lake Oswego 
Or. Sound Room. Vancouver BC Can; Exclusively Entertainment, 
San Diego Ca; Audio Haven, Upland Ca; Sounds Unique. San 
Jose Ca; Ultimate Sound, San Francisco Ca; Private Une Home 
Entertainment, Stockton Ca; Golden Ear, Chico Ca: bone Audio, 
El Sobrante Ca. Lookout Elect . Longview WA 

The 
Future 
is here 

Now 
DAT Recorders in stock 

VERY COMPETITIVE PRICING 

ON THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT 

When in Boston, please visit the world o smallest 

Hi -Ft shop for new PHILIPS PS AUDIO 

STAX HAFLER 

PARADIGM THORENS 

TARGET VECTEUR 

LEXICON LUXMAN 
NAO SONY 

95 Vassar Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

AUDIO 

617-547-2727 

ES 

SPEAKER 
CATALOG 

Parts Express Is a full -line rr - i ' 

distributor of electronic parts ' ? á t' 
and accessories, geared toward , -'é 
the consumer electronics _ 
industry, and the technical hit'' 
hobbyist. Sacking an extensive jr-, - - . - -MI 
line of speaker drivers and it 
accessories for home and car. `' If 
Send for your FREE 148 page Pa<<555 
catalog today. LAPre 

Parts Express 
340 East First Street 
Dayton, Ohio 45402 1-800-338-0531 

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! 
MIRAGE, PS, CWD, STAX, KINERGETICS, THORENS, 
PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST, FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, 
SPICA, STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ BROTHERS: 
(803)723-7276. 

ATTENTION AUDIO BUYERS!!! 
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR.. ADS, ALPHASONIK, CARV- 
ER, DENON, DUAL, HAFLER, INFINITY, KENWOOD, 
KICKER, MONSTER CABLE. 8 ORTOFON! THE SOUND 
APPROACH, 6067 JERICHO TPKE, COMMACK, NY 11725 
(800)368-2344. 

Free Shipping From "in between audio", Cary Audio. 
Scientific Fidelity "Tesla" loudspeaker, Bradley Audio, Aural 
Symphonics, Audioquest, Gold Aero, TARA Labs, Apature, 
Esoteric, DNM, Straight Wire, Dynavector. SimplyPhysics, 
Chesky, Reference. Call (503) 638-5767 for a free catalog. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
BEST SELECTION -50 HOME, SUBWOOFER, CAR 8 
PRO SPEAKERKITS. JBL, DYNAUDIO, POLYDAX, KEF, 
MOREL, SEAS, VIFA; AWARD -WINNING ELECTRONIC 
CROSS-OVERS, RTA'S, 64p CATALOG, $2. GOLD 
SOUND, BOX 141 A, ENGLE WOOD, CO 80151. 

A & S SPEAKERS Imports the world's finest speaker 
components, crossovers, and kits: Dynaudio, Scan Speak, 
Focal, Morel, MB Electronics, Peerless, Polydax, SEAS, 
LPG, Eton. We also ship VMPS systems and kits and 
Parasound Amplifiers. Free literature. 3170 23rd Street, San 
Francisco, CA 94110.(415)641-4573; Fax (415) 648-5306. 

BOZAK SPEAKER REPAIRS, using original manufacturer's 
machinery, specifications, techniques and dies. Quality 
workmanship. NEAR 20-353-7308. 

ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION guaranteed. We sell more high 
end speaker kits than anyone in the U.S. Eleven kits from 
$119/pr. Free catalog. 1-800-346-9183. Audio Concepts, 
Inc. 901 So. 4th St. La Crosse, WI 54601. 

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! 
Vacuum tube controlled. Latest technology and modular 
design. "Risk tree" thirty day home trial. Uncompromised 
performance at factory direct pricing. DAVID LUCAS, INC., 
DEPT. A, 924 HULTON ROAD, OAKMONT, PA 15139. 
(412)828-1967. 

THE ULTIMATE IN RECYCLING! Easy to install foam 
surround kits available from Kenb Hi -Fi Clinic. $24.95 per 
pair + $3.00 S & H., P.O. Box #1088, Flat Rock, NC 28731 
or (704) 693-3459 24 hrs/day. Visa/MC. 

OUTDOOR TOTALLY WATERPROOF AUDIOPHILE - 

QUALITY SPEAKER utilizing metal -alloy speaker cones for 

outdoor use. 5 year warranty. NEAR 207-353-7307. 

ROTTED WOOFER FOAM REPLACED ON MOST 
BRANDS. Good as new - Fast 8 inexpensive. All work 
guaranteed. For information, send stamped envelope. 
NEVISONICS, 2226 Taylorsville Rd., Suite 101-A, Louisville, 
KY 40205. 

ADVANCED AUDIO INC.-HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUD- 
SPEAKERS AT FACTORY DIRECT PRICES. 30 DAY 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. FREE LITERATURE. RD2 
BOX 18, LEECHBURG. PA 15656 

VMPS factory assembled speakers. All models, low 
prices, shipped direct to you. Free price sheet. Arthur 
Morgan, 886 East Charing Cross CR., Lake Mary, FL 32746. 

SPEAKER REPAIRS, Grills, Woofers, Mids, Tweeters 8 
X-Overs. 15 Yr Old Tampa Based Company Specializing in 

All Brands Home Speaker Reconing & Repairing. THE 
SPEAKER EXCHANGE, 1242 E. Hillsborough Avenue, 
Tampa, Florida 33604.813-237-4800. 

DYNAUDIO SPEAKER KITS 
We believe SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY promotes itself. 

and invite you to DISCOVER....AUTHENTIC FIDELITY. 
ADVANCED AKUSTIC 7627 WOODSIDE STOCKTON 
CA 95207 "1991 Catalog" $2.00 1-209-477-5045. 

NEW MkII TECHNOLOGY 
B&W MATRIX 801/802/803 
804 805 OWNERS- ARE YOU USING B&W'S BLACK 
BOX (high pass alignment filter) with your high -end equip- 
ment? You are being deprived of the best. Now available are 
high quality units at a very affordable price. Ask for 'The 
Golden Flute' by JPS Labs at your BIM dealer, or call 
(716)822-0159. 
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LOUDSPEAKERS WANTED TO BUY 

II 

SOUND ANCHORS 
Specialty Audio Stands 

SOUND ANCHORS stands come PREFILLED with special 
materials to dampen resonances and add mass, you don't 
have to tool with sand or shot. SOUND ANCHORS stands 
are engineered to interface with your specific components 
and speakers so they sound their best...perigd. Special 
stands are available for these speakers. Vandersteen 2-C, 
8&W 801 Matrix, Spica TC-50, Sota Panarama and now 
Magnepan models MG 2C,2.5 and MG 3A. For information 
and the name of your nearest dealer please call (407) 
724-1237. 

COMPACT DISCS 
Add four inputs with our DBP-2J(5) switchbox. High quality, 
proven design, $69.95: DB SYSTEMS, POB 460, RINDGE, 
NH 03461.(603)899-5121. 

DISCOUNT COMPACT 
DISCS 

Telarc $11.991cd: Chesky $10.99/cá; DMP, Reterence & 

Sheffield $11.99 cd! Hundreds of other labels at low 
prices. Send SASE for catalog or your order with Visa / 
MC / Disc / Check + $4 shipping to: THE ACME 
COMPACT DISC COMPANY, P.O. BOX 7004, 
EVANSTON, IL 60204. 

ANY DOMESTIC CD AT Si ABOVE COST PER DISC-Fo 
price information (201) 423-6164 or order by check or m.o 
(shipping at cost) to: B.A.C.D., Dept. A,. P.O. Box 339 
Hawthorne, NJ 07507. 

FREE COMPACT DISC CATALOG. CALL (416)271-6884 
OR WRITE: CD CENTRAL, 1356 WENDIGO TRAIL, 
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5G 2W2 CANADA. POP ROCK 
TITLES ONLY! 

MUSIC COLLECTION SOFTWARE. NAME THAT TUNE, 
INSIGHT CAN! SELECT BY TITLE, ARTIST, YEAR & 
MUCH MORE. HANDLES CDs, TAPES & RECORDS. PRI- 
NT INVENTORY & SHOPPING LISTS. $39.95 $3.50 
S H., CHK/M.O. CA. ADD 7%. SFC INC., P.O. BOX 1176, 
AGOURA, CA. 91376. (818) 889-6705. 

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS 
THE BINAURAL SOURCE -Exclusive one -stop source of 
true binaural recordings for startling headphone listening 
(also speaker -compatible). Classical/jazz/drama/sound en- 
vironment albums; 43 recordings in all three formats, from 
U.S. & Germany. Visa/MC Accepted. Free catalog: Box 
1727A, Ross, CA 94957(415)457-9052. 

AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out -Of -Print 
Direct -To -Disc, Halfspeed, Quiex II & Import Pressings. 
Great selection of In -Print Records & CD's. Quantity Dis- 
counts! Call for Free Catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346 N. Guilford 
Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220. (317) 255-3446. 

WANTED TO BUY 
OTHERS COPY MY ADS, BUT NOT MY OFFERS! Buying 
clean, Marantz, Tannoy, other vintage equipment. Collectors 
prices. N.Y.S.I. (718)377-7282. NOON-5:OOPM, WEEK- 
DAYS. 

HI-FI SUPPLIES -PAYS CASH FOR LEVINSON, ARC, C.J., 
KRELL, SPECTRAL, ROWLAND & THRESHOLD. (212) 
219-3352, 7 DAYS 10AM-6PM (NY). 

David Yo Always Paying Top: Studer, Squerra, M -Levin- 
son, McIntosh, Marantz, CJ, ARC. Quad, Leak. Western 
Electric equipment. Vintage speaker systems, units, from 
W.E., Tannoy, JBL, Altec, Jensen, RCA. Tel: 818/701-5633, 
P.O. Box 802, Northridge, Ca. 91328-0802 

TOP PAVING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP 
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec. Tannoy, EV, 
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortofon Arm. 
Temma--(516) 935-2605, (516) 496-2973. 

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD 
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY: 
213-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, NA, 
TORRANCE, CA 90502. 

WANTED: Toshiba DX -900 VHS VCR with PCM audio. 
J. Sank 609/428-7760. 

JVC DEALERS ONLY. JVC Remote Control Computerized 
S.E.A. Graphic Equalizer, model SEA-M770BK factory 
fresh. Please send dealer name, address, telephone number 
and price (U.S. funds) to Apt. 204, 85 Gamble Ave., Toronto, 
Ontario, CANADA M4K 2H6. 

WANT - JBL Hartslield, EV Patrician, Brociner Tran- 
scendent. Singles OK. McIntosh, Marantz & other tube 
equipment. Larry Dupon, 2638 W. Albion, Chicago, IL 
60645. (312) 338-1042, evenings. 

WANTED: WILL PAY CASH FOR WESTERN ELECTRIC. 
MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, ALTEC, TANNOY. EV. ETC. 
Z AUDIO, (212) 799-3039 24 HOURS. 

INVENTIONS WANTED 
INVENTIONS r NEW PRODUCTS / IDEAS WANTED: Call 
TLCI for free information 1-800-468-7200, 24 hours day -- 
USA CANADA. 

SERVICES 
Audio Repairs and Restorations by Clil Ramsey of Audio 
Classics, former Senior Service Technician at McIntosh and 
Ron Olsen, Electrical Engineer. Tuner Modifications by 
Richard Modafteri independent consultant to Audio Clas- 
sics, inventor, and 'ormer Senior Engineer at McIntosh. Over 
70 years combined experience. AUDIO CLASSICS. 
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., PO8 176SAR. Walton, NY 13856 
607-865-7200. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

CD STORAGE -F 

- Pie. A300 +r 

Store 300 CD's behind 
glass doors. Five adjustable 
shelves with brass bookends 
hold single & multiple CD's, 
Videos and Cassettes - in any 
combination. Comes in Solid 
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. 
Can stack or wall mount. 

FREE Literature and Prices: 
Call 1.800.432.8005 
FAX 1.201.748.2592 

SORICé 
P.O. Box 747-1 
Nutley, NJ 07110 

TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 papers available! 306 - 
page catalog -rush 52.00. Research, 11322 Idaho. 
M206AD, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800) 
351-0222 (California: 213-477.8226) 

PUBLICATIONS 
MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio 
tracks in theaters and at home. Send $2 for two sample 
issues. PO Box 7304, Suite 269A, No. Hollywood, CA 91603. 

DAT 
Custom DAT tapes. Classic and theatre pipe organ digital 
master recordings: Brochure 50c & SASE. T -V RECORD- 
ING, BOX 70021. SUNNYVALE, CA 94086. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing 
small business. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded 
message: 707.448-0270. (KF1) 

EPIK MONITOR SYSTEMS 
"A close brush with reality" 

Consider the EPIK Monitors. Available direct 
Irons the m,usul act ure-r star tins at S-50/pair. 
Transmission line suhwoofers. too! 

EPIK Monitor. Systems, (-r 15 ) 930.911)-r 
1720 I.ilac Drive, Walnut Creek, CA 9-i 59-1 

SINGERS! 
REMOVE VOCALS 

FROM RECORDS AND CDs! 

. .Y j ` 1y 
, :F" --- 

SINO WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS! 
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard 

stereo records! Record with your voice or oerform live 
with the backgr ands. Used in Professional Performance 
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This 
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by 
LT Sound - Nor sold through dealers. Call or write for a 
Free Brochure and Demo Record. 
LT Sound, Dept. AU -3, 7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404)482-4724 
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound 

. 24 NOW PHONE DEMO LINE:14041482.2485 

Our best selling music 
grade tape. Used by 
recording companies for 
their cassette albums. 

AUDIO CASSETTE 
BUYERS: 

SAVE SOME GREEN... 
with Greencorp's 

family of Australian 
Blank Cassettes. 

C-62 CASSETTES 
z a 

AS LOW .a As 38e! ! 
QUANTITY 

XDS Music Grade C12 
C32 

C47 

C62 

C92 

25 100 500 
.39 .28 .26 
.46 .35 .32 
.51 .39 .35 
.58 .45 .42 
.68 .55 .52 

Music -PLUS C12 .44 .32 .30 
For a huller, smoother C32 .54 .42 .39 
sound. A world -class tape C47 .58 .45 .41 
with high frequency res C62 .66 .52 .47 
ponse, and low noise level. 

C92 .77 .64 .57 

GenLine Chrome C12 .53 .41 .39 
C32 .63 .51 .48 
C47 .68 .55 .51 
C62 .75 .61 .57 
C92 .98 .85 .80 

C100 1.04 .88 .82 

Supenor to "chrome -bias" 
ferric oxide tapes this is a 
genuine chrome. Coated 
with Dupcnt's chromium 
oxide. Its signal-to-noise 
ratio is legendary! 

EXACT LENGTHS: 
C-12 C-32 C-47 C-62 C-92 C-100 
'C -t00 available in Genuine Chrome only. 

Norelco-type clear plastic boxes, sturdy 
commercial grade: .18 .16 .15 

Self-adhesive, white cassette labels and 
blank inserts $3.00 per 100 

VIDEO CASSETTES AVAILABLE - CALL FOR PRICESII 

TELEPHONE ORDERS: 
TOLL FREE: 1 (800) 972-0707 
FAX ORDERS: (305) 429-9214 

F.O.B. Deerfield Beach, FL. Taxes (if any) plus shipping 
extra. Call for shipping charges & larger quantity prices. 
Minimum quantities are 25 per size (audio), and may be 
mixed to get larger quantity discounts. 
Orders of 6.000 + shipped road freight at cost. 
We accept company or personal checks or charges to Visa. 
MasterCard. & American Express (possible surcharge). 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!! If not satisfied for any 
reason, ieturn the cassette within 30 days for a full refund of 
the unused portion. 

For a detailed Product Information 
brochure, sent FREE of charge 

CALL TODAY 

1-800-972-0707 

GREENCORP USA, Inc. 
SUITE 105, 1015 W. NEWPORT CENTER DR. 

DEERFIELD BEACH, FLORIDA 33442 
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RECORDS RECORDS 
RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT 
JACKETS, INNER SLEEVES, 78 RPM SLEEVES, OPERA 
BOXES, LASER DISK BOXES, ETC. FREE CATALOG. 
CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 662, COLUMBUS, 
OHIO 43201. 

We buy and sell 

LP vinyl records 
Over 100,000 titles in stock 

139 West 72nd Street 
New York, NY 10023 

Rare Records Ltd. 212 877.5020 

Alpine 
-Carver 
Sanr 
Y.m.h. 
Rodkford Fo.g.ts 
N.luunidfi 

CAR 

'Boston Acoustics 
Audo Coned 
Poet Audio 
Pram.! Poesy 
K.nwood 
.Me Guest 

ADS 
~OW own 
Autdsk 
Coustic 
JBL 
Inlniy 

ADCOM CARVER . PARADIGM 
GTP 400 1305 HR 752......_.._. 5549 3.e mtid ....... $200 p. 
GTP 500 II ......_..479 HR 722..__._.._... 465 3. .................239 p. 
GFP 565.._..._ _. 639 HR 772 ................ 635 9.e II ..........._. 535 p. 
GFA 535 .. 269 CT -6 ,...._..._..._. 439 5. II . 349 p. 
GFA 54511 415 CT -17 . 
GFA 55511.._ 629 C-16 .._..._.._.......579 11 se II ...........639 p. 
GCD 575 ...... _ 479 TFM 72......._.._...499 
ACE 515.._..._ 150 TFM 25.. _..._. ._...549 POLK 
OFT 555 II .-_.._ 259 TFM ..... 699 RTA-11TL 

TFM 45.._......._...749 RM 3000 .._....... $569 
YAMAHA CM -1090 .._..._.._459 

M 12. _..._.._..769p. 
RxV O50 ...,..._ $649 

SiNsr Saven T .._. 79D 
M 10 .......__.. 579 p, 

iüt 750 ...._....._ 43D 
3600 550 449 p. 

AVX 700 ..............519 
NAKAMICHI t1.._..._ i p. AV% 500.._..._.._.459 _ 

.................. $645 
K% 930 ------- 439 CO 3 ......._.._....... das AUD. SOURCE! 
CD% 730 ......._.._ 249 CO 4 . .. 279 

SS 2 ......._.._ _ $199 

CDC 705 
SS 3......._.._.......275 

..._._ KAN 232 ...... 229 REC J.._..._... ..... 325 q 340 
AmP 1.._..._.._..._ 240 KXR 730..........._. 399 CASS 1 ......._...... 685 

KX 230 .._ 219 
orris Models Cali CANTON NAD 
PARASOUND 

~at 
" " _ C.11 

Call .._......._..._ $31º 

Pre 1 .._ ................199 

639 

HCA1z00 .._..._.. 619 HAFLER 
2600A ......._.._..._63º 
2400 .._..._........... 17º 

SE 120.._..._.._... CHI 2100X 34º CELESTION SE 240 .._..._.._... Ca 5300 ......._.._ 479 
DL Seri... Authorized IRIS .. Cal 
Models 3 8 5 .._...Cal 

Call for Supar Savings on Car Audio 
Ah paeum Oer.e 4 mNtiemenn, wme ore J.01/4.441 .rduve o.0 
e.+ml'. Am ter Sans.. ntiem. of p.Tan. 

----"The Quick Connection'- 
$-m_aa- B.J. AUDIO 

991 BeaUlmeadow Lane d Cincinnati. OH 45238 t` 
. 15131451-0112 

Isom Visa Mastercard .r..rr 

NITTY GRITTY 8 RECORD DOCTOR: Hand rotation 
digitized! Truly one -finger -easy! The essential Gliding Platter ' accessory bearing! Just $14 U.S. PPD. Check/MO: KAB 
ELECTRO -ACOUSTICS, Box 2922A, Plainfield, N.J., 
07062-2922. (908) 754-1479. Free illustrated brochure! 

NEW RELEASES, CDs, CASSETTES, SINGLES, 
VIDEOS, RECORDS, LASERDISKS, PICTURE DISKS, 
OVERSTOCKS, CATALOGS $1.00, NERT, P.O. BOX 
268-A, LAWRENCE, MA 01842-0468. 

SEALED MOBILE FIDELITY BLOWOUT! UHOR'S $40. 
STONES BOX $300. SIX BEATLES TITLES $25. "WHITE" 
$50. "YELLOW BRICK $20. "MEDDLE $30. OTHERS $8! 
GOLD CD'S $24. SHEFFIELD THELMA" $20. CATALOGS 
$3. CLASSICAL CATALOG $3. BETTER RECORDS, 14238 
DICKENS #7, SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91423. (818) 
907-3371, 12-3 PM. 

CAR STEREO 

W.E.D.-Super Deals on Car Stereo. ADS. 
ALPINE. AUDIO CONTROL. AUTOTEK. BA- 
ZOOKA. BLAUPUNKT BOSTON. CARVER. 
COUSTIC EARTHQUAKE H/K HIFONICS. 
INFINITY. JBL. KENWOOD. KICKER. MB 
QUART MPX. NAKAMICHI. ORION. PHASE 
LINEAR. PIONEER. POLK. PYLE PRECI- 
SION POWER. ROCKFORD-FOSGATE. 
SONY- SOUNDSTREAM. SHERWOOD SAN- 
SUI TECHNICS. YAMAHA. Monday - 
Friday 10AM-6PM, (718) 370-1303, 43 
Racal Court, Staten Island, NY 10314. 

"STEREO WORLD" is your discount sound source 
with super deals on the following car and home stereo 
lines: Panasonic, JVC, Sony, Pyle, Alphasonik, Orion, 
Pioneer, Sherwood, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt, MIX, Earth- 
quake, Kenwood, Scosche EFX, Autolek, JBL, GNS 
Amps and many others. We carry alarms and a full line 
of installation kits. Please call or write for FREE catalog. 
Free UPS in 48 states. 10am-6pm Mon -Fri. VisaMC: 
COD accepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950 (914) 
782-6044. 

ADD THUNDEROUS BASS TO YOUR CAR STEREO 
WITH HIGH QUALITY SPEAKER BOXES. YOU CAN BUILD 
INEXPENSIVELY USING OUR COMPLETE PLANS 8 
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS. SEND $5.75 TO DE- 
SIGNS, 205 ALICE ST., EATON RAPIDS, MI 48827. 

MAIL ORDER 
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, por- 
table, oak units hold LP's, CD's and tapes. Free Mailorder 
Brochure, (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design: 
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 
94133. 

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,395; PRO/ 
LAMBDA(N3) $749; PRO/LAMBOA(N1) 5459; SIGN/ 
LAMBDA SRD/7 $599; GRACE F9ERUBY $199; DENON 
103D $199, FR 1 MK3F $169; ALL UNUSED (212) 966-1355. 

NEW SILVER REFERENCE 

INTERCONNECT 

LEKTRAFILE HE SERIES CABLES 

LEKTRAFILE SYSTEMS INC 

PWR.CABLE SPKR. CABLE 

ALL 99.9999% PURE SILVER! 

LEKTRAFILE SYSTEMS INC. 593 PHELPS AVE. VICTORIA B.C. CANADA V9B 3J2 
(604) 477-2895 FAX: (604) 479-8243. 

AD INDEX - 

Firm (Reader Service No.) Page 
Acoustic Research 53 

Adcom (3, 4) 55, Cover II 

AudioQuest 17 

Audiostream (6) ® 1 

B&K(7) . 22 

BBE Sound, Inc. (8) 75 

Bose Express Music 71 

Cambridge 
Soundworks (9, 10) 18, 19 

Carver 20 & 21 

Columbia House 30 & 31 

GRP (11) 79 

Hafler (12) tW 63 

Jeff Rowland Design Group (13) 57 

Kinergetics Research (14) 29 

Levinson 3, Cover IV 

Lexus (15) 6 & 7 

Luxman (16) 9 

Magnepan (17) 85 

Martin -Logan 15 

McIntosh (18) Cover III 

M TX 23 

Music Interface Technology (19) 14 

Parasound (20) 27 

Pioneer (21) 25 

Polk (22) 58 & 59 

Pyle (23) 11 

Pyramid 47* 

Reel to Real (24) 67 

Sony 48 & 49 

Sound City (25) 73 

Straight Wire (26) 10 

TDK (27) 12 & 13 

Wisconsin Discount Stereo 83 

XLO Electric (28) 65 

Yamaha 5 

Touch Tone Participant tW 
'Regional Ad 
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voice of quality 
in music 
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Crafted with pride in the United States by 
dedicated, highly trained craftspeople. 
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FDr information on McIntosh produc s 

a-6 product reviews, please send your 
name, address anc phone number tc: 

McIntosh Laboratory Inc. 
Department 791A 
FO Box 96 East Side Station 
Binghamton, NY 13904.0096 

"rter No. 18 on Reader Service Card 
Copyright 1991 McIntosh Laboratory Inc. 



THE MAXIMUM MINIMUM 
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Musical enjoyment, 
performance, 
reliability, durability, 
beauty, stability, 
compatibility, value, 
pride of ownership. 

1 : 
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Size, weight, heat, 

distortion, downtime, 
coloration, veiling, 
listening fatigue, 
consumer regret. 

ian vinson 

Mark Levinson® products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES 
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203) 346-1540 

Table courtesy of Fairhaven Woodworks 


